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JimLusby

Y
our performance on Paper 1
will more or less determine
your final grade in Leaving
Cert English, not only be-

cause it is worth 200 marks out of the
total of 400 available for the subject,
but also because the skillset you ac-
quire in studying for it – how to ex-
press yourself and how to organise a
coherent essay – is equally essential
for success on Paper 2.

The paper sets three writing
tasks – Question A, Question B and
Composition. Although you should
attempt them in that order in the
examination itself, it is best to study
for them in the following sequence.

Composition
Studyandpractise
Seven essay titles are set, covering
three genres: personal essay, dis-
cussion essay, and short story.
Since you have to write only one, it
makes sense to decide early in your
preparation which genre best suits
your abilities and to perfect this.

Examinationtechniques
Select your composition title during
initial reading of the examination
paper. Jot down essential notes on
content relevant to the genre and top-
ic and on structure – how you will
open, develop and conclude the es-
say. Leave the writing of the composi-
tion until after you have finished
Questions A and B.

Writing
Shape the essay in bullet point form
before you begin. Shape a paragraph
in your head before starting it. Shape
a sentence in your head before writ-
ing it.

Search for the most expressive lan-

guage. For example, I walked into the
room is neutral and dull, but I stag-
gered into the room, or I burst into the
room, or I strode into the room are all
much better writing, because they
convey more.

Use sensory imagery: the world en-
ters our brains through our senses –
touch, smell, taste, hearing, sight –
and should come back on to the page
through the same route. Aim for
750-1,000 words.

1Thepersonalessay
The personal essay combines de-
scriptions of your experiences rel-

evant to the topic with your reflec-
tions on these experiences. It must
have a reflective element – check out
the marking schemes from previous
years on examinations.ie to confirm
this. You may reflect on other peo-
ple’s motivations, on your own emo-
tions, or offer philosophical reflec-
tions on life.

Sample opening:The act of leaving,
and the emotions it brings with it, is
one of the most universal experienc-
es in our society. Felt on countless lev-
els – physical, spiritual, permanent or
temporary – we have all left things,
people and places, and we have all ex-
perienced things, people and places
leaving us. In almost every case, no
black-and-white emotion can sum up
our feelings – leaving a loved one or
losing a friend does not simply result
in sadness, for instance, but often re-
gret and anger, or sometimes relief.

Fully explaining the concept of
“leaving” would not be possible with-
in the boundaries of a single book, let
alone an essay, but I will attempt to
paint a picture of what it means to
me.

Key reading:The Art of the Personal
Essay, edited by Philip Lopate.

2Thediscussionessay
The discussion essay combines
your well-informed opinions on

the given topic with evidence and il-
lustrations supporting these opin-
ions, all organised into a logical argu-
ment that gathers momentum as it
goes along and concludes convincing-
ly. Although some of the material sup-
porting your argument may consist
of personal experience, you really
need to know what’s happening in
the world beyond the availability of
thenext “free gaff”to write an impres-
sive discussion.

Sampleopening:Ladies and gentle-
men. At present, Ireland stands at a
crossroads. In our country, all major
political parties wish to remove the
provision of free education and free
student fees. Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael
and the Labour Party have all stated
in their electoral manifestos that they
support the re-introduction of fees
for third-level students.

It appears clear that, at present,
the conviction of all political parties
is that education is a privilege, not a
right. They are wrong. We must
stand unequivocal in our defence of

free education. If this first step in dis-
mantling our education system is
sanctioned, abhorrent consequences
will permeate through Irish society. I
tell you today, my friends, that this
will lead to our destruction.

Key reading:The Oxford Book of Es-
says, edited by John Gross, and the
comment columns in newspapers
such as The Irish Times and the
Guardian.

3Theshortstory
The short story is a fictional ac-
count,mostsuccessfullyofachar-

acter caught in a defining situation –
that is, a situation that defines the es-
sence of their personality. The ability
to bring characters alive on the page,
through external appearance, behav-
iour and dialogue; the creation of
drama through external or in-
ternal conflict; and the talent
for capturing a setting
with a few well-chosen
descriptions – these are
the essential skills of
the short-story writer.

In addition, the
marking schemes
available on examina-
tions.ie always stress
that “narrative shape”
will be rewarded. Put
simply, this means your
story should be shaped as
conflict-crisis-resolution.

Sampleopening:Maria sat gazing at
the fireplace as the luminous flames
raged. Her delicate fingers clasped
the large wine glass, which she had
just topped up, while the half empty
bottle stood perfectly parallel to the
vase on the glass coffee table. She was
restless.

Keyreading:The Granta Book of the
American Short Story (1 and 2), edit-
ed by Richard Ford, and New Irish
Short Stories edited by Joseph O’Con-
nor.

No 3: Languages

The paper contains
three texts – samples
of personal writing,
discursivewriting
and narrative writing.
Three related tasks
are derived from
these:

■ Understanding a
text (Question A –
50 marks)

■ Creating a similar
text of your own
(Question B –
50 marks)

■Writing a
full-length
composition in one of
the three styles
(Composing –
100 marks)

Compose
yourself
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Englishstudy?Doareading
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Timing is key
You have 170minutes for
Paper 1. Allowing for slight
adjustments on the day:
Reading and detailed
preparation – 10mins
Question A – 50mins
Question B – 40mins
Composing – 70mins
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How to get
those extramarks

1 Read – the great writers are
also great readers.

2 On the day, shape things in your
head – essays, paragraphs, sentences
– before starting towrite them.

3Use language expressively.
‘I slumpedwearily into the hard,
unwelcoming chair’ is more

expressive than
‘I sat down’.
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  
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 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 
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  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
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(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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P
aper 2 is divided into three sections:
the Single Text, the Comparative
Study, and Poetry. Each of these sec-
tions has to be attempted. Remem-

beryoumustanswer onShakespeareandra-
ma, either as a Single Text or as an element
in the Comparative Study.

In the Single Text section you will be re-
quired to attempt a question on one of the
prescribed single texts. Two questions will
be set on each of the texts.

In the Comparative Study, you will be re-
quired to answer one question from the sec-
tion. Normally two questions are set on each
of the modes of comparison.

Poetry is worth 70 marks on the higher
level paper – 50 marks for seen poetry and
20 marks for unseen poetry.

Revision
Knowyourtexts
You must know your texts well. There is no
point in considering a revision programme
before you know the syllabus.

Resources
Your ability to revise effectively is depend-
ent upon the quality of the resources you
have at your disposal. Before you embark on
a revision programme, you must ensure
that you have all the resources you need to
dothe jobproperly. Thisprocessbeginsdur-
ing class time. You need to take effective
notes that reflect your engagement with the
texts that you are studying.

Criticalliteracy
Inadditiontoyourownnotes,youneedtode-
velop a mature critical literacy. This can be
helped greatly by reading secondary criti-
cism and forming your own informed opin-
ions about the texts you have studied. Ac-
cording to the chief examiner’s report of
2013:

“It is important to note that questions on
LeavingCertificateEnglish examinationpa-
pers are framed to invite candidates to en-
gage with them but not necessarily to agree,

either wholly or in part, with the premise
put forward in the questions. Teachers and
candidates are advised that while it is essen-
tial that candidates fully engage with the
terms of any question attempted, and where
appropriate, support their answers with
suitablereferencetoatextortexts,challeng-
ing the terms of a question, perhaps disa-
greeing with some part or the entire prem-
ise outlined, is an acceptable way in which to
approach an answer.”

Above all you need to move away from
over-reliance on sample essays. Learning
sample essays by heart does not constitute
effective revision and will very likely dam-
age your prospects in the examination.

Onceyouknowyour textsandhave collat-
ed your resources you are then ready to em-
bark on a focused revision programme. The
past examination questions should lie at the
heart of your preparation for the examina-
tion. You should endeavour to answer as
many of these questions as possible.

Understandthemarkingscheme
Take the time to read the marking scheme
carefully. The general marking scheme
(PCLM) used for the entire examination
tests your ability to:

■ display a clear and purposeful engage-
ment with the set task
■ sustain the response in an appropriate
manner over the entire answer
■ manage and control language appropri-
ate to the task
■ display levels of accuracy in spelling and
grammar appropriate to the requir-
ed/chosen register.

Marks are awarded in the following man-
ner:

■ Clarity of purpose (P) – 30 per cent of the
marks available for the task
■ Coherence of delivery (C) –30 per cent of
the marks available for the task
■ Efficiency of language use (L) – 30 per
cent of the marks available for the task
■ Accuracy of mechanics (M) – 10 per cent
of the marks available for the task

Remember: you can never score
higher marks in the C and L sec-
tions than the P section.

Once you have understood how
the marking scheme works, you
shouldseehowitappliestoyoures-
say. Using the marking scheme to
grade your essay can reveal weak-
nesses in your approach and high-
light deficiencies in your critical think-
ing. Once you have refined your essay and
feel that you can no longer improve it you
should ask your teacher to correct it.

Writetimedessays
At the end of your revision of a particular
poet, theme, character or mode of compari-

son, you should try to answer a question
within the allotted time.

TheExam
Questionselection
Given the recent changes in the wording of
examination questions, selecting the cor-
rect question has never been more impor-
tant. For instance, in the poetry section of
the paper, a trend has begun to emerge
where students flock to a particular poet be-
cause he or she is deemed likely to “come
up”. I have talked to many students this year
who made that mistake in 2013. On the day
of the examination, the questions may force
youto abandonatopicthat youhadhopedto
see on the paper in favour of a question that
is more straightforward. This is not always
aneasythingtodo.It takescourage andcon-
fidence in your preparation.

Timing
You need to have a timing plan and you

need to adhere to it on the day of the exami-
nation.Accordingtothechief examiner’sre-
port of 2013: “Students are reminded of the
necessity of organising their time efficiently
when sitting the examination. Omitting
questions or parts of questions inevitably
has a deleterious effect on outcomes.”

Answers
Answer your best question first and worst
question last. This will give you the time

needed to think, if only on a subconscious
level, about the areas of the examination
that challenge you most.

Keep your answers focused. Ensure each
answer contains focused paragraphs with
strong topic sentences that deal clearly with
an aspect of the question.

Finally, keep asking yourself: “Am I an-
swering the question?”

Commonerrors
Themost commonerroron thedayoftheex-
amination is failing to answer the question
asked. This sounds like such a jaded piece of
advice, but the biggest risk to your success is
a failure to engage with the question.

Before you begin to write, you need to
identify the main and any associated tasks in
each question. It is so important that you
take the time to underline the key question
words. Remember, recent examination
questions have required you to deal with
three separate points.

A failure to follow instructions is still a
common problem. You should never as-
sume that the question rubric is the same as
previous years. For example, in 2014 the in-
structions for the Comparative section
changed dramatically.

Avoid regurgitating essays you have
learned by heart. Resorting to a prelearned
essay can feel like the safe option on the day
of the examination, but recent questions
have attempted to undermine efforts by stu-
dents to supplant proper preparation with
rote learning.

Pay attention to your spellings and gram-
mar. Take the time to read back over each
paragraph in order to minimise any foolish
loss of marks.

Ensure that your answer book is present-
ed in such a manner as to make the correc-
tor’s job as easy as possible. Careless layout
and poor labelling of answers can frustrate
and annoy the corrector.

QuestionB
Studyandpractise
Question B is a functional writing task. You
are given: a) a set of personalities – a stu-
dent, a student, a journalist (2013); a read-
er, acitizen, a student (2012); a radio report-
er, a student, a commissioning editor
(2014); b) a task – to debate, to introduce, to
offer an opinion (2013), to critically re-
spond, to propose, to persuade, to report,
to debate, to describe; and c) and a format –
a talk, a book introduction, a newspaper ar-
ticle (2013); a letter, a proposal, a web arti-
cle (2012); a radio report, a talk, a letter
(2014) – and asked to write an appropriate
piece of 300-400 words.

You will notice that the expression and
support of an opinion dominates these
tasks from the past three years. At the very
least, therefore, you should study and prac-
tise the communication of a point of view.
Note how the best writers and speakers ef-
fectively open an address with something
colourful and engaging – an anecdote, per-
haps, or a quotation, or a personal reminis-
cence. Note how they clearly express their
central point early in the delivery of an arti-
cle or speech and then keep repeating this
essential communication. Note how strong-
ly they end, by emphasising again the most
important feature.

Key reading: The letters pages of quality
newspapers such as The Irish Times and
the Guardian; the texts, available online, of
famous speeches, from Martin Luther
King’s “I have a dream” to Barack Obama’s
“Yes, we can”; the best blogs online, for ex-
ample Stephen Fry’s at stephenfry.com.

Examinationtechniques
Select your Question B and Question A in
tandem, since you can not do both on the
same text. You may find it most efficient to
choose Question B first. Make your choice
on the basis of whether or not you can write
a piece that feels authentic – this is the
main criterion for Question B. During your
preparation, jot down the personality you
are asked to assume, the audience you are

asked to address, the task you are asked to
perform and the format you are asked to
use.

Writing
Follow the same advice in terms of struc-
ture and expression as for the Composi-
tion, above. Imagine yourself in the situa-
tion within which you have been asked to
work. Before committing them to paper, as-
sess every word and every sentence in the
light of this. Does it sound right? Does it fit?

The task is to use language appropriate
to a specific situation. This may require a
neutral vocabulary and tone – as in a purely
informative document – or a passionate vo-
cabulary and tone – as in a polemic (a
strong attack) against the influence of so-
cial media.

QuestionA
Studyandpractise
Three texts are presented for comprehen-
sion on the examination paper. These may
include examples of:

■ Narrative writing – such as the extract
from Richard Ford’s novel Canada in 2014
and Paul Theroux’s travel piece in 2012
■ Personal writing – such as the two ex-
tracts from the Guardian series on artistic
influences in 2014 and the extract from
Margaret Laurence’s memoir in 2012
■ Discursive writing – such as the extract
from Seamus Heaney’s essay on the influ-
ence of the past in 2014 and the guide to
cliff-hangers in 2013.

Although you have to answer on only
one text, you cannot assume
that any single genre will defi-
nitely appear on the paper –
there was no narrative text in
2013. You should therefore
read critically in all three
areas, identifying the fea-
tures that are essential to
each genre, such as anec-
doteand reflection in per-
sonal writing, rhetorical
power in discursive writ-
ing, drama and descrip-
tion in narrative writing.

Most texts include a visu-
al element: photographs, re-
productions of paintings,
drawings, or other illustra-
tions. Questions were set on the
visual element in 2012 and
2013, but not in 2014. Practise reading im-
ages rather than merely looking at them,
with reference to the body language of the
figures within the frame, the use of colour
and light, and the setting or environment.

Identify each text as an example of per-
sonal writing (exploring some aspect of per-
sonal experience), discursive writing (pre-
senting and supporting an argument), or
narrative writing (telling a story).

Question A (i) is usually a straightfor-
ward content question – in 2014, what im-
pression you form of the landscape (text 1),
outlining the main points (texts 2 and 3).

Question A (ii) is usually on the visual
text or an invitation to develop an issue in-
troduced in the text – in 2014, what made
an impact on you (text 2) or was
thought-provoking (text 3).

Question A (iii) is usually on style – in
2014, “lyrical beauty and concrete realism”
in Ford’s novel (text 1), effective rhetorical
technique (text 2), complex ideas and clear
language in Heaney’s essay (text 3).

Keyreading:The texts on the examination
papers 2009-2014, and particularly those
presented over the past three years.

Examinationtechniques
Select your Question A primarily on the

basis of how comfortable you are with
the questions, rather than with
the text itself, although it is un-
derstood that you may have a

preference for a particular
genre of writing, such as nar-

rative. Nevertheless, the
texts don’t vary greatly in
terms of difficulty, and you
areawarded marks specifi-
cally for answering the set
questions.

In each question, high-
light the important terms –

this is what you are looking
for while reading the text.

Highlight passages in the text
that correspond to the set ques-

tions and that you will use as
quotations in your answer. In
the margins opposite these

highlighted passages record the points you
will make in your responses – if you don’t
physically record all points that occur to
you, you will have forgotten a third of them
by the time you come to writing your an-
swer. Note which question – (i), (ii) or (iii) –
each of your points refers to.

Writing
Provide three points in support of your an-
swer. Begin by answering the question
while drawing on its phrasing. For exam-
ple, if the question is: “From your reading
of Text 1 what impression do you form of
the landscape in which the extract is set?”
In your answer you should refer to both the
book cover and the written passage above.
(Text 1 2014 (i)).

Sampleopening
“The landscape in which the extract is set is
harsh and inhospitable, a dry and desolate
vastness under an unforgiving sun, broken
only by roads for passing through it as
quickly as possible.”

Avoid specific discussion orillustration in
this opening paragraph. Each subsequent
paragraph should consist of a clearly ex-
pressed point, quotations from the text to il-
lustrate that point, and a brief discussion of
therelevance andeffectiveness ofthesequo-
tations. For example, the answer above to
Text 1, Question A (i) 2014 might continue:

“The first reference to the landscape in
the extract, in the fourth paragraph, de-
scribes it as ‘nothing but hot yellow wheat
and grasshoppers and snakes crossing the
highway’. The phrase ‘nothing but’ is re-
vealing. The scene is obviously the same as
far as the eye can see, in all directions.
There is no relief, either visual or figura-
tive. Everything on this piece of earth is
hot. The adjective and its synonyms – ‘the
baking sunlight’, ‘melting’, ‘the hot blue
sky’ – are used repeatedly. The place seems
incapable of accommodating life, other
than that of insects and reptiles –
‘grasshoppers and snakes’ – creatures that
can survive on little moisture and extreme
temperatures. The only variations in the
landscape are provided by the paths – high-
ways, roads – that cut through it.”

■ Section I – the Single Text
60marks / 50mins
Youwill be required to attempt a
question on one of the prescribed single
texts. Two questionswill be set on each
of the texts.

■ Section II – the Comparative Study
70marks / 60mins
Youwill be required to answer one
question from this section. Normally
two questions are set on each of the
modes of comparison.

■ Section III – Poetry
70marks / 60mins

All-purpose
approach

Timing

How to get
those extramarks
The best way to ensure

that you achieve highmarks
in Paper 2 is to engage

honestlywith the questions.
Your informed opinions on
the demands of the
questionwill be
rewarded

All scripts are assessed
with reference to the
standard PCLM scheme:

■ P stands for ‘clarity of
purpose’ and judges the
relevance of yourmaterial to
the task
■ C stands for ‘coherence
of delivery’ and considers
the organisation of your
material
■ L stands for ‘efficiency of
language use’ and assesses

yourwriting style
■Mstands for ‘mechanics’
and evaluates your spelling
and grammar.
P, C and L are eachworth

30 per cent of the available
marks;M is worth 10 per
cent. You cannot score
higher in C and L than in P.
In other words, if you’re not
answering the set question,
it doesn’t matter how
impressive your structure
and style are.

MarkingschemeEnglishPaper1

Structureand style are
important,but if you’renot
answeringthe set question,
youare wasting marks

CianHogan

Focused revision for top marks

■Barack Obama,
withwife Michelle,
in 2008, accepting
the nomination for
the US presidency:
key reading for
Question B
includes speeches,
such as Obama’s
‘Yes, we can’.
PHOTO: JIM YOUNG/
REUTERS

Five tips
for the exam

Read – it’s where you learn how towrite.

Write – it’s how you learn how towrite better.
Develop the habit of looking critically at

texts and images.

Plan – it is unwise to start a journey without
some idea of where you’re going and how

you’re going to get there.

Consider the Sonnet – it holds intense
feelings, beautifully expressed,
within a formal structure – and try

to copy its achievements.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

EnglishPaper1(higherandordinarylevel)

Althoughyouhavetoanswer
ononlyonetext,youcannot
assumethatanysinglegenre
willdefinitelyappearonthe
paper–therewasno
narrativetextin2013
‘‘

Learning sampleessays by
heartmay betempting but
will very likely damage your
prospects inthe exam

JimLusby

EnglishPaper2–overview
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 

  
d

( )
d

y
f x

x
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Solution 
 

(a) 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  

 
2 2

d 1 2
.(2 )

d 1 1

y x
x

x x x
= =

+ +
 

 Put 
d

0
d

y

x
= : 

2

2
0

1

x

x
=

+
 

    2 0x =  

    0x =  

 0x = : log 1 0ey = =  

 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 
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 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  

■Students at the Institute of Education, Lower
Leeson Street, Dublin 2. PHOTOGRAPH: ALAN BETSON

  
7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 
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  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10

Probability

MathsHigherLevel

ProofbyInduction

Exam Times
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MathsHigherLevelPaper 1

(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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Uses mainly monosyllabic 
and disyllabic words.

ROBERT
FROSTPESSIMISM

MUSICAL QUALITY

IMMEDIACY USE OF  
1ST PERSON

RICHLY METAPHORICAL
SIMPLICITY OF LANGUAGE

ORDINARY, SIMPLE 
SUBJECT MATTER AND 

SETTINGS

Uses the natural rhythm of the 
speaking voice.. (Frost always 
said “I will say a poem” rather 

than “I will recite a poem.”)

Turning hay in a meadow Picking apples Mending a boundary wall

Reaching a fork in a woodland path

Walking the city streets at nighttime

Swinging from 
birch branches

Uses ordinary events and 
situations as metaphors.
E.G. in “Mending Wall”
“The Tuft of Flowers”
“The Road Not Taken”

“Birches”

Vivid description - 
visual images  

and aural images

Contemplative 
(philosophical) quality - 
Frost’s poems contain 

layers of meaning 
and thought beneath 
the surface of simple 
language and ordinary 

subject matter

Gives his poems an intimate quality - creates the 
feeling of spontaneity and naturalness as if he 

were sharing his own experience with us

The vividness of description 
and the use of the 1st person 

make us feel that we are 
present with Frost in the event 
or experience he is describing

Rhyme; regular beat; 
alliteration; assonance.

He often focuses on the dark side of life:
E.G. in “OUT, OUT”

“Acquainted With The Night”
“Design”

© The Institute of Education

P
oetry in the Leaving Certificate ex-
amination is worth 70 marks – 50
marks for prescribed poetry and 20
marksforunseen.To write asuccess-

ful essay in the prescribed poetry section
you need to address all aspects of the ques-
tion asked. In order to do this, you need to be
familiar with the background, themes and
style of the poets on your course. Students
may find it useful to organise their study of
each poet under relevant headings, as seen
here in the case of Frost and Donne:

RobertFrost
Accessibility
Readers find Frost’s poems accessible be-
cause of the simple, often colloquial nature
of his language. For the most part he uses
monosyllabic and disyllabic words. For ex-
ample, in the poem Mending Wall, a poem
of 40 lines, there is only one word of more
than two syllables. And in the poem, Out,
Out . . . , a poem of almost equal length,
there is again just one word of more than
two syllables.

The rhythms which Frost employs fur-
ther serve to make his poems accessible
and familiar. His rhythms are the familiar
natural cadences of the speaking voice, as
may be found in the poem Birches:

“When I see birches bend to left and right
Across the lines of straighter darker

trees,
I like to think some boy’s been swinging

them”

Ordinarysubjectmatter,ordinarysettings
We feel “at home” in the ordinary subject
matter and everyday settings of his poems.
His poems spring from ordinary events in
settings that are everyday, and usually rural

:
■ Turning hay in a meadow

■ Picking apples
■ Mending a boundary wall
■ Reaching a fork in a woodland path
■ Seeing a spider on a flower
■ Walking the city streets at night
■ Swinging from birch branches

Contemplativequality
Frost is a profoundly thoughtful poet. For
him ordinary subject matter acts as a
springboard for deep reflection on funda-
mental truths of life. Even in the simplest of
his settings there is a profound truth be-
neath the surface.

The poem, Mending Wall, illustrates
this. Here, an ordinary event in an ordinary

setting leads to deep reflection – reflection
on two contrasting approaches to life.

Frost and his neighbour are repairing a
boundary wall between their respective
farms. Frost sees no reason for boundary
walls where no livestock are involved,
where there are only apple trees on one
side and pine trees on the other:

“Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out”

In this scenario, the poet himself repre-
sents the questioning mind, the mind that is
open to change. His neighbour, on the other
hand, blindly accepts the proverb “Good
fences make good neighbours” and insists
on rebuilding the wall that the poet regards
as unnecessary.

The neighbour is cast as an unthinking
slave to tradition, as a man without imagi-
nation, unable to contemplate change – the
poem states “He moves in darkness . . .” –
“like an old-stone savage armed”.

So, in Mending Wall, an ordinary farming
activity serves to present two contrasting at-
titudes to life and to stress the importance of
imagination and of the open mind.

Richlymetaphorical
Frost’s poems are rich in metaphor, meta-
phor that is grounded in ordinary situa-
tions. For example, in the poem Birches, he
declares:

“I’d like to get away from Earth awhile”

And climbing a birch tree “toward Heav-
en”represents thehumanneedto escapeoc-
casionally from the difficultiesof life into the
realm of imagination. The branch dipping
and setting us back down on Earth repre-
sents return to reality. So the tree lifting us
up and setting us back down again is a per-
fect metaphor for the balanced life – the bal-
ance between imagination and reality:

“One could do worse than be a swinger of
birches”

Vividdescription/imagery
Such is the vividness of Frost’s descriptions
that we feel we are present with him at the
scenes portrayed. In the poem Out Out . . . it
is easy to imagine ourselves at the scene:

“The buzz saw snarled and rattled in the
yard

And made dust and dropped stove-length
sticks of wood,

Sweet-scented stuff when the breeze
drew across it.

And from there those that lifted eyes
could count

Five mountain ranges one behind the oth-
er

Under the sunset far into Vermont.”

In the sensuous language of these lines
we hear the snarl and rattle of the saw; we
smell the wood-dust in the breeze; and we
see the –

“Five mountain ranges one behind the
other

Under the sunset far into Vermont.”

Useofthefirstperson
Most of Frost’s poems are first person po-
ems. Whether he is telling us about his own
experience or adopting a persona, his use
of the first person gives immediacy to his
poems, gives them an intimate quality and
an overall impression of spontaneity and
naturalness.

Musicalquality
Frost is a master of the various musical de-
vices: rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, asso-
nance, sibilance, onomatopoeia.

Pessimism
Frost’s frequent bouts of depression are re-
flected in some of his poems. This darker
side of life is brought to such poems as Ac-
quainted with the Night and Out, Out-.

Acquainted with the Night is a powerful,
confessional poem, with the opening lines
making a striking impact: “I have been one
acquainted with the night.” The night is
clearly a metaphor for his depression. He
tells us that he has “looked down the sad-
dest city lane” – clearly a metaphor for the
dark places in the mind to which his bouts
of depression have taken him; he has
“stopped the sound of feet” to hear “an in-
terrupted cry” that is not intended “to call
me back or say good-bye”.

Again, the poem Out, Out-, dealing with
the tragic death of a boy whose hand was
severed while sawing timber, gives a fur-
ther view of the pessimism of Frost. The
boy’s final breathing is described -

“Little-less-nothing!-and that ended it.
No more to build on there.”

Thecruel,apparentlyrandomna-
ture of life captured in this
poem evokes feelings of help-
lessness and hopelessness.

JohnDonne
The main concerns in
Donne’s poems on the
Leaving Certificate syllabus
are love and religious issues.
The love poems focus on the
poet’s feelings towards his lover,
while the religious poems deal with sin,
guilt, God’s mercy and forgiveness. (It is im-
portant to realise that religion was a huge is-
sue in Donne’s time.)

Language
Donne reacted against the often flowery, or-
nate language and exaggerated descrip-
tions used by some of the Elizabethan poets.
He used instead clear, conversational lan-
guage – the conversational language of his
day, of course:

“At the round earth’s imagined corners,
blow

Your trumpets, angels and arise, arise
From death, you numberless infinities
Of souls, and to your scattered bodies go”

MetaphysicalWit
It is important that students understand
what is meant by wit in the context of
Donne’spoetry.InDonne’stime,the popula-
tion of London was about a quarter of a mil-
lion people, of whom only a tiny percentage
couldread orwrite.Donneandhis fellowpo-
ets belonged to this tiny educated group. All
thepoets of theday werewell-known toeach
other. You might refer to them as a “club” of
professional gentlemen. They quite often
circulated their poems in manuscript form
among each other. Understandably, they
wishedto impresseachotherbytheirclever-
ness. Metaphysical wit, then, means show-
ing off one’s cleverness – having a brain and
exhibiting it. There was an element of
show-off involved. Donne and his fellow po-
ets displayed their cleverness by using puns,
paradox, clever argument, conceits.

Metaphysicalconceit
The conceit needs explanation. Put simply,
the conceit is where the poet makes a strik-
ing, far-fetched comparison between two

things that seem, at first sight, to be totally
dissimilar. Our first reaction on encounter-
ing the far-fetched comparison involved in a
conceit is: what’s going on here? What’s the
connection? Then, when we see the link, we
admirethepoet’s ingenuityin seeingsimilar-

ity in the midst of dissimilarity and, in-
deed,wehaveanelementofsatisfac-

tion ourselves for having
“worked it out” – something
akin to the intellectual
satisfaction of solving a cross-
word. To enjoy Donne’s con-
ceits just read the poem, The

Flea, and to appreciate his bril-
liant use of paradox read the

poem, Batter my heart, three-per-
soned God.

Examplesofconceits:
■ God presented as “adamant” (a magnet)
drawing Donne’s “iron heart” (the heart
hardened by sin) to Himself.
■ The “flea” represents the marriage bed.
■ Killing the “flea” becomes “sacrilege”.
■ Killing the “flea” is seen as murder and,
indeed, suicide.

Dramaticquality
Donne achieves drama in his poems
through the use of the following: sudden
openings, the firstperson, address (address-
ing God, his lover, the sun), questions, com-
mands, energetic verbs, exclamations, pre-
sent tense (his poems happen in the here
and now).

Themindatwork
A Donne poem is a sort of process. We find
him thinking on the page as it were: he will
make a statement, then have second
thoughts: contradict what he has said or
qualify it in some way. See how in the poem,
At the round earth’s imagined corners, he
calls for the day of Judgement to happen
only to change his mind and ask for it to be
postponed to allow him time to repent.

Imagery
Donne, being one of the professional, edu-
cated class, draws his imagery from areas of
interest to educated people of his day: reli-
gion, law, war, science, geographical explo-
ration.

Afinalword
In a Donne poem, the heart is engaged: he
feels love, the guilt of sin, the fear of damna-
tion, the need for God’s grace. The head is
equally engaged: he thinks – thinks clearly.
In engaging head and heart, thinking and
feeling, Donne’s poetry reflects the whole
person.

AA

A
s with every section of Paper 2, suc-
cess in this question depends on a
basic detailed knowledge of the
text. That means you should know

all about the plot, characters, themes and
stylistic features of the play. In addition to
this, supporting quotation must be learned
and understood in context. There is no
point in preparing for specific questions if
you are not familiar with the base material.

However, students often make the mis-
take of thinking that merely knowing the
play is enough to ensure exam success. You
must understand that this knowledge,
which can only come about through the
hard graft of study, is simply the starting
point. It represents the ingredients, not the
completed dish.

Once the study has been completed, suc-
cessful students must then be able to ana-
lyse the specifics of a question, and use
their knowledge to structure an organised,
comprehensive and coherent answer to
that question. The focus here must be on
paragraphing skills and on a determina-
tion to produce clear phrasing. In English,
the examiner will judge you both on what
you say and how you say it.

You should use your allocated time for
studying English to practise writing lucid
and relevant paragraphs. Remember the
Junior Cert trick:

■ P – each paragraph should have a clear
point that is relevant to the Q
■ E – that point needs to be developed and
explainedand contextualised
■ Q –All points must be supported by accu-
ratequotation

You must also remember to clean as
yougo! Reread after each paragraph to en-
sure that basic avoidable errors in syntax,
phrasing, spelling or punctuation are reme-
died.

Buildparagraphsaroundquotation
Look at the following simple Othello char-
acter question:

“It is easy to feel sympathy for Othello.
He is a decent man who is undone by Iago, a
consummate villain.” Discuss this state-
ment, supporting your answer with refer-
ence to and quotation from the play.

Now, look at the following quotes. They
prove that the exposition of the play illus-
trates the fact that Othello is a man of im-
portance. You need to write a paragraph us-
ing the information gathered through your
study, and focus it on the specific question.

■ 1) For I do know the state, However, this
may gall him with some check Cannot with
safety cast him – Iago, Act I, sc(i)
■ 2) Something from Cyprus . . . It is a busi-
ness of some heat . . . You have been hotly
called for – Cassio, Act I, sc(ii)
■ 3) Valiant Othello, we straight employ
you against the general enemy Ottoman –

The Duke, Act I, sc(iii)
■ 4)You must therefore be content to slub-
ber the gloss of your new fortunes with
this more stubborn and boisterous
expedition – The Duke Act I
sc(iii)

Sampleparagraph
It is easy to feel sympathy
for Othello. Act one estab-
lishes him as a noble, dig-
nified man, who has
earned himself a reputa-
tion as a man of impor-
tance. Even Iago recog-
nises this when he pre-
dicts the Duke’s reaction
to Othello’s marriage. He
says 1) “For I do know the
state, however this may gall
him with some check, cannot
with safety cast him.” It is clear
that Othello has earned a reputation
as a serious man, as a man of substance.
This is confirmed when Cassio tells him of
2) “Something from Cyprus . . . it is a busi-
ness of some heat . . . you have been hotly
called for.” The Duke needs 3) “valiant Oth-
ello . . . against the general enemy Otto-

man” and asks him to 4) “slubber the
gloss of your new fortunes” in

order to lead the expedi-
tion to Cyprus. The im-

portance of this com-
mission cannot be

overestimated.
Cyprus is a key
strategic is-
land in the
Venetian em-
pire. Loss of
the island
threatens the
whole em-
pire, and it is

to Othello that
the Duke turns.

He has clearly
earnedhimself sta-

tus in this society.
He is respected and ad-

mired and is clearly a de-
cent man. Othello has so

much to lose. At the end, when we
witness his disintegration and self destruc-
tion, we retain a degree of sympathy for
him.

■ Note: This paragraph is 214 words – a
little long, but if you write an essay with five
to six development paragraphs of similar
length, plus a 100-word (approx) introduc-
tion and a 50-word (approx) conclusion,
you will have an essay of 1,400-1,500 words
in length. This is sufficient to ensure a com-
prehensive analysis of any question.

Thisisawellwrittenparagraph.Why?
■ It has a clear point – Othello is impor-
tant, therefore sympathy is possible, both
in the sense of him being a sympathetic
(likeable) character and of us feeling sym-
pathy (sorry for, compassion for) him.
■ The point is fullyexplainedandcontex-
tualized.
■ The point is supported by fouraccurate
quotations.
■ The paragraph iseasy to read and does
not contain any errors in sentence struc-
ture.
■ It has been re-readand any basic errors
(there were three that I spotted), have been
identified and eliminated.
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Nábíbuartha!Forme,agreatdealofconfidence
andself-esteemcameabouthavingdonetheIrish
oral.Theaimofthegamehereistokeeptalking!
Evenifyoumakeafewgrammatical/pronunciation
errorsoverthecourseoftheconversation,they
won’tbearhugelyonyourgrade.Shouldyou
becomeawareyou’vemadeamistake,don’tbe
afraidtocorrectit.
Iwouldstronglyadviseknowingthe20Sraith

Pictiúrinside-out.Notonlydotheycomeatthe
beginningoftheoralandgetyouofftoagoodstart,
buttheyalsoprovide
youwithvocabularyon
varioustopicssuchas
theeconomyand
education/health
systems,whichcan
proveinvaluablewhen
attemptinganessay,
storyordebateinthe
Ceapadóireacht
sectionofPaperIin
June.
Thefirstofthe

writtenpapersis,inmy
opinion,theeasierof
thetwo.TheCluaistuis-
cinttakesplacefirstso
itgivesyouanopportunitytosettledown.Howto
practise?Bíagéisteacht!TuningintoRTÉRaidióna
Gaeltachtaeverycoupleofdaysreallyboostedmy
abilitytolistentoIrishspeakersatanaturaland
fluentspeed.Thishelpedincatchingasmuch
informationaspossibleattheonetime,aseach
trackintheCluaistuiscint isplayedonlytwice.
NextcomesthetheCeapadóireacht.Themost

importantthingtobearinmindwhenattepmting
anythinghereistomaintaina‘ceangalcinnte
leanúnach’(definite,continuousconnection)with
thetitle. Ifoundthatagoodplanreallyhelped.You
havetwohourstocompletethecompositionso
makeasolidfoundationandshowtheexaminer
exactlywhereyou’regoing.Grammarwise,know
wheretousetheséimhiúandúrúandmakesureto
giveplentyofexamplesoftheTuisealGinideach
andBriatharSaor.
PaperII involvestworeadingcomprehensionsas

wellasquestionsonstudiedliterature. I foundit
usefultodothepaperbackwards–startwiththe
literaturequestionsandfinishwiththecomprehen-
sions.Inthatway,mytimewasn’tconsumedby
lookingforanswersinthereadingcomprehensions.
Themostimportantthingwithliteraturequestions
istohaveagoodbasisonallpiecesofprescribed
proseandpoetryandnothedgeyourbetsonwhat
cameuplastyear.Gon-éirílibhgoléir!

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

T
he Comparative Study section of Pa-
per 2 is worth 70 marks and is com-
prised of three texts, only one of
which can be a film. (Your Single

Text can not be used in your Comparative.)
A mode is a specific way of comparing

and contrasting texts. The modes of com-
parison for 2015 are:

■ A theme or issue
■ Literary genre
■ The general vision and viewpoint

Two of these three modes appear on the
exam paper. In each mode there is a choice
of two questions:

■ A single question worth 70 marks
■ A question with two parts worth 30
marks and 40 marks each. The 30 mark
deals with one text. The 40-mark question
is a comparative.

Spend one hour on this section.

Themeorissue
Deal withonethemeorone issue. This ap-
plies to the two-part question as well.

Adviceforthemeanswers
Selecting a key moment that clearly shows
the theme enables you to move back in time,
as in the example here, or forward to show
theme development. In Babylon, Alec
awaits execution by firing squad. For the
theme of family relationships this scene
shows his isolation from family. He says he
loves “no living person” although his par-
ents are alive. They will hear of his fate from
the military authorities in due course. Of his
mother, he says, “My heart does not bleed
for her.” This scene is the culmination of
what has been from youth a family relation-
ship of manipulation and exploitation.

Theme questions, although phrased in
different ways, often ask the same thing.
Have material ready to discuss three valua-
ble insights into life that the study of a
theme provides in each text.

Example
The King’s Speech – theme of friendship

■ Friendships can mean pain and rejec-
tion at times. Remember the altercation in
the park: “I’m the son of a king, the brother
of a king. You are the disappointing
jumped-up son of a brewer from the out-
back!”
■ Some friendships have a lifelong quality
because of shared difficulties.
■ Friendships in marriage mean total de-
votion to the real needs of the other. The

Duchess’s persistent efforts to help Bertie.

Example
Introduction to the theme of family
relationships
My comparative texts are All My Sons
(AMS) by Arthur Miller, I’m Not Scared
(INS) by Gabriele Salvatores and Foster by
Claire Keegan.

My theme is family relationships.
The quality of family relationships in the

life of any human being is a strong determi-
nant in how people develop as individuals
and live satisfying fulfilled lives.

In AMS the Keller family relationships
are adult ones only, by contrast with those
of my other two texts. This family has more
history as a result. One event in the past has
had a major influence on all family mem-
bers. Joe Keller’s decision to send dam-
aged engine parts to the air force resulting
in the deaths of twenty-one pilots, casts a
long shadow over every relationship in the
family and with people outside of it. In INS
a similar pattern of one event affecting rela-
tionships occurs as well. The decision by
Pino, to involve himself in kidnapping to
get quick money has profound repercus-
sions particularly for his son Michele and
for that boy’s relationship with his father.C
Similarly in Foster the one single event that
changes the girl’s life forever is her sum-
mer holiday with the Kinsellas. Unlike the
significant events in my other texts, this
has dramatically positive results that are
life-enhancing for the girl. Through the
love and affection she receives there, she
comes of age and gains a new perspective
on life and relationships.C

Featuresinthisintroductioninclude:
■ The standard listing of texts with abbre-
viations
■ A statement of the theme
■ A topic sentence (not compulsory but ef-
fective as a beginning)
■ The C code that the corrector places in
your script at the end of a link
■ Three texts all compared in one para-
graph for this topic sentence

Literarygenre
The focus here is on how a story is told, the
method of narration, how the plot progress-
es, a character is developed, a conclusion is
reached.

Adviceforliterarygenreanswers
Think in terms of “devices” or “techniq-
ues” that a writer might use to convey what
he/she wants.

Examplesoftechniquesused
Write an essay on one or more of the as-
pects of literary genre (the way texts tell
their stories) which you found most inter-
esting in the texts you studied.

Techniquesused
The techniques listed below are incorporat-
ed into topic sentences used to answer this
question.

■ The setting in WH is a vivid description
of the Heights and the Yorkshire moors
landscape which helps the reader to under-
stand the violent passionate emotions that
have been lived out there . . .

■ The use of flashback in WH enables us
tounderstand why Heathcliff is so cruel, un-
feeling and vengeful. We witness his usurp-
ing of Old Earnshaw’s affections, Hindley’s

cruel treatment of him afterwards and in
turn Heathcliff’s diabolic revenge on the
raging alcoholic . . .

■ In Citizen Kane the central technique of
narration is that of multiple narrators each
adding a piece to the jigsaw of Kane’s life
through a series of flashbacks unified
through Thompson’s search for the mean-
ing of “Rosebud”.

■ Graphic imagery is most memorable in
WH when Nelly describes Heathcliff after
Catherine’s death. She sees him “lifting up
his eyes and howling not like a man, but like
a savage beast”. It is the pain of his isolation
from her that is so vivid here . . .
■ Each text opens with a dramatic event.
In Scared, Michele must decide to either
own up to being last or allow Skull to humili-
ate Barbara in forcing her to expose herself
publicly. He hesitates momentarily but
then raises his hand, saving the girl. This
not only reveals the moral boy but foreshad-
ows the moral decision he must make later
in disobeying his father. Similarly in TKS, a
series of close-ups of the microphone,
script page, Bertie’s face and that of his
wife’s, as she waits expectantly in Wemb-
ley Stadium, immediately engenders our
sympathy, revealing the enormity of the
challenge the man faces. And then a horse
neighs in the deafening silence as if in
mockery at his garbled attempts to speak.
This opening scene shows the Duke’s first
broadcast as a media disaster . . .

Other techniques include role of charac-
ters, use of dialogue/monologue, mise en
scene, stage directions, key scenes, sym-
bols and stage directions.

Note that no specific number of tech-
niques is required. In general you might
take four aspects of literary genre compar-
ing them across your texts. However, you
could for example contrast techniques by
exploring how narrators are important in
WH whereas in A Doll’s House dialogue is
the primary device.

Generalvision
andviewpoint
This mode compares texts on the view-
points they offer on life and on the human
condition. Remember it is the overall im-
pact a text makes on you in deciding wheth-
er the general vision is optimistic or pessi-
mistic? What happens at the end is the
most important but look also at the open-
ing, key scenes, imagery, character devel-
opment, camera angles and music etc.

Acomparisonusingendscenes
The concluding scene of TKS where the
king looks back momentarily to Lionel be-
fore meeting his subjects on the balcony,
was for me a heart-warming recognition
and appreciation by Bertie of the years of
speech therapy, “unorthodox” and “contro-
versial” as they were. The on-screen infor-
mation that they remained friends for life
cemented the text’s feel-good factor. It was
a similar optimism I felt in INS with Filip-
po’s courageous return even before the po-
lice were on the scene, risking his life in rec-
ognition of what Michele had done for him.
Their outstretched hands for some in my
class prompted the mime of playing violin
strings but symbolized for me the bridge be-
tween social classes that was so much part
of TKS as well.

Remember:
■ Know the key moments – about five or
six in each text – and why they are key.
■ Never summarise.
■ Genuine personal engagement (the use
of ‘I’) with the characters in each text will
make for insightful comparisons that exam-
iners value. Show your involvement with
your characters across the texts. Your ad-
miration, surprise, disgust etc.

■ Write in the “comparative spirit”, ie
make frequent comparisons /contrasts.
Practically speaking, at the most, eight or
nine lines on any one text at a time.
■ Avoid the learnt off and over-rehearsed
response that does not take account of the
nuances of the question wording. Examin-
ers repeatedly state that some candidates
are “hampered by a rigid and formulaic ap-
proach” which inhibits engagement with
the question and limits “the expression of
independent opinion”. Although you will
naturally have well-prepared compari-
sons, be flexible.
■ Ground your answer in strong textual
knowledge. This will give you confidence to
trust your own personal response. Another
element examiners praise.
■ Quotations, while not compulsory, are
effective in capturing exactly a key mo-
ment. Know about six key quotes from
each text.
■ Link words and phrases make for fluid
movement between texts.
■ The phrase, “In the light of your under-
standing” of a named mode in a question,
should be followed by a brief explanation of
the mode before proceeding.
Topic sentences make for focused discus-
sion but remember flexibility.

■ Profoundly
thoughtful: Pulitzer
Prize-winning
American Poet
Laureate Robert
Frost (1874-1963),
inMiami, Florida,
in 1958; below, an
ideamap of
Frost’s poetry.
PHOTOGRAPH: ROBERT
LERNER/GETTY

Such is thevividnessof
Frost’sdescriptions thatwe
feelwearepresentwithhim
at thescenesportrayed

PaulMcCormack

Youhave
two

hours to
complete the
composition so
make a solid
foundation
and show the
examiner
exactly where
you’re going

MartinKelly

A man of importance

Wit and
wisdom

Onceyouknowtheplay,focusyourstudyonthe
followingtopics:

■ Othellocharacterstudy
■ Iagocharacterstudy
■ Theroleofwomenintheplay
■ Thethemeofdeception
■ Thethemeofloyaltyandbetrayal
■ Theplayasadepictionofevil /corruption
■ Thelanguageandimageryoftheplay
■ Shakespeare’suseofdramaticirony
■ Themodernappealoftheplay

Remember,theonlymaterialyoumustlearn“offby
heart”isthequotation.Donottrytoanticipateques-
tionsandlearnoffmodelanswers.Rather,thinkabout
thequestion,andtrynottopanic.Onceyouknowthe
basematerial,youwillalwaysbeabletoformulatean
answertoatleastoneofthetwoquestionsasked.

Examtips

Inthissection,youwillbeaskedtwo
questions.Youwillthenhavetoanswerone.
Thesectionisallocated60marksfromthe400
available,andyoushouldspend60-70minutes

onthissection.Inthattime,youmust:

1Identifythekeywordsandtasksineachquestion

2Selectaquestion

3Brainstormandplanyouranswer,ensuringyou
havefiguredoutalogicalprogressionfrombeginning

toendbeforeyouputpentopaper

4Writetheessay,ensuringthatallpointsare
contextualised(explainedinthecontextof

thequestion

5Re-readandreview

DenisCreaven

‘‘
How IGotMyA1

Knowledge of the play,
accuratequotation,and a
clear understanding of the
questionare key tosuccess

‘‘

Eachofthethreesections
must beattempted.Youmust
answeronShakespearean
drama,eitherasaSingleText
orasanelementinthe
ComparativeStudy.

■ SectionI–SingleText
60marks/50mins
Youwillberequiredtoattempt
a questionononeofthe
prescribedSingleTexts.Two
questionswillbesetoneachof
thetexts.

■ SectionII–Comparative
Study70marks/60mins
Youwillberequiredtoanswer
onequestionfromthissection.
Normallytwoquestionsare
setoneachofthemodesof
comparison.

■ SectionIII–Poetry
70marks/60mins
Poetryisworth70markson
thehigherlevelpaper–50
marksforseenpoetryand20
marksforunseenpoetry.

AtaglanceEnglishPaper2

EnglishPaper2 – Comparative (higherandordinary)

■ Laurence Fishburne in a 1995 film adaptation of Shakespeare’sOthello. PHOTOGRAPH: GETTY

Remember
Theskillsacquired
throughstudyingthe

prescribedpoemswillbe
usefulwhenitcomesto
dealingwiththe
unseenpoem.

EnglishPaper2 –Poetry (higher level)

■Cian Hogan (above) teaching at the
Institute of Education;metaphysical poet
John Donne (top). PHOTOGRAPH: BRENDAN
DUFFY

■CianMurphy – Irish, the Institute of Education

Youneed to befamiliar
with the background,
themesand stylesof the
poetson the course

■ Theme of family
relationships: Beth
Merrill, John
Forsythe and Ann
Shepherd in Arthur
Miller’sAll My Sons
in New York, 1947.
PHOTO: CONSTANCE
BANNISTER CORP/GETTY
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EnglishPaper2 – Single text –Othello (higherandordinary)

Knowthe key moments in
eachtext,engage ona
personal level withthe
questionsandwrite in the
‘comparativespirit’
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Shall I compare three?

Essential revisionOthello
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 
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 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 
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 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions
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(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 



[ I T P R O D 1 1 :  P R I N T - T A B L O I D _ S U P P - P A G E S  < S R E X A M M A T H S _ 0 8 0 9 1 0 1 1 >  [ S R _ T A B L O I D ]  . . .  1 5 / 0 1 / 1 5 ]          A u t h o r : E S O M E R S    D a t e : 0 7 / 0 1 / 1 5    T i m e : 1 1 : 4 3

  ( )
1

x
xe

y f x
x

−

= =
+

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 

  
d

( )
d

y
f x

x
′= .  

 

Solution 
 

(a) 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  

 
2 2

d 1 2
.(2 )

d 1 1

y x
x

x x x
= =

+ +
 

 Put 
d

0
d

y

x
= : 

2

2
0

1

x

x
=

+
 

    2 0x =  

    0x =  

 0x = : log 1 0ey = =  

 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 

 
2 2

2 2 2

d ( 1)(2) (2 )(2 )

d ( 1)

y x x x

x x

+ −
=

+
 

   
2

2 2

2 2

( 1)

x

x

− +
=

+
 

 0x = : 
2

2

d 2
2 0

d 1

y

x
= = >  

 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

x

y

1

x
xe

y
x

−

=
+

( )y f x=

d

d

y

x

x

y

x

d
( )

d

y
f x

x
′=

 

does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 

������������������
 

Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10
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(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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Uses mainly monosyllabic 
and disyllabic words.

ROBERT
FROSTPESSIMISM

MUSICAL QUALITY

IMMEDIACY USE OF  
1ST PERSON

RICHLY METAPHORICAL
SIMPLICITY OF LANGUAGE

ORDINARY, SIMPLE 
SUBJECT MATTER AND 

SETTINGS

Uses the natural rhythm of the 
speaking voice.. (Frost always 
said “I will say a poem” rather 

than “I will recite a poem.”)

Turning hay in a meadow Picking apples Mending a boundary wall

Reaching a fork in a woodland path

Walking the city streets at nighttime

Swinging from 
birch branches

Uses ordinary events and 
situations as metaphors.
E.G. in “Mending Wall”
“The Tuft of Flowers”
“The Road Not Taken”

“Birches”

Vivid description - 
visual images  

and aural images

Contemplative 
(philosophical) quality - 
Frost’s poems contain 

layers of meaning 
and thought beneath 
the surface of simple 
language and ordinary 

subject matter

Gives his poems an intimate quality - creates the 
feeling of spontaneity and naturalness as if he 

were sharing his own experience with us

The vividness of description 
and the use of the 1st person 

make us feel that we are 
present with Frost in the event 
or experience he is describing

Rhyme; regular beat; 
alliteration; assonance.

He often focuses on the dark side of life:
E.G. in “OUT, OUT”

“Acquainted With The Night”
“Design”
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P
oetry in the Leaving Certificate ex-
amination is worth 70 marks – 50
marks for prescribed poetry and 20
marksforunseen.To write asuccess-

ful essay in the prescribed poetry section
you need to address all aspects of the ques-
tion asked. In order to do this, you need to be
familiar with the background, themes and
style of the poets on your course. Students
may find it useful to organise their study of
each poet under relevant headings, as seen
here in the case of Frost and Donne:

RobertFrost
Accessibility
Readers find Frost’s poems accessible be-
cause of the simple, often colloquial nature
of his language. For the most part he uses
monosyllabic and disyllabic words. For ex-
ample, in the poem Mending Wall, a poem
of 40 lines, there is only one word of more
than two syllables. And in the poem, Out,
Out . . . , a poem of almost equal length,
there is again just one word of more than
two syllables.

The rhythms which Frost employs fur-
ther serve to make his poems accessible
and familiar. His rhythms are the familiar
natural cadences of the speaking voice, as
may be found in the poem Birches:

“When I see birches bend to left and right
Across the lines of straighter darker

trees,
I like to think some boy’s been swinging

them”

Ordinarysubjectmatter,ordinarysettings
We feel “at home” in the ordinary subject
matter and everyday settings of his poems.
His poems spring from ordinary events in
settings that are everyday, and usually rural

:
■ Turning hay in a meadow

■ Picking apples
■ Mending a boundary wall
■ Reaching a fork in a woodland path
■ Seeing a spider on a flower
■ Walking the city streets at night
■ Swinging from birch branches

Contemplativequality
Frost is a profoundly thoughtful poet. For
him ordinary subject matter acts as a
springboard for deep reflection on funda-
mental truths of life. Even in the simplest of
his settings there is a profound truth be-
neath the surface.

The poem, Mending Wall, illustrates
this. Here, an ordinary event in an ordinary

setting leads to deep reflection – reflection
on two contrasting approaches to life.

Frost and his neighbour are repairing a
boundary wall between their respective
farms. Frost sees no reason for boundary
walls where no livestock are involved,
where there are only apple trees on one
side and pine trees on the other:

“Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out”

In this scenario, the poet himself repre-
sents the questioning mind, the mind that is
open to change. His neighbour, on the other
hand, blindly accepts the proverb “Good
fences make good neighbours” and insists
on rebuilding the wall that the poet regards
as unnecessary.

The neighbour is cast as an unthinking
slave to tradition, as a man without imagi-
nation, unable to contemplate change – the
poem states “He moves in darkness . . .” –
“like an old-stone savage armed”.

So, in Mending Wall, an ordinary farming
activity serves to present two contrasting at-
titudes to life and to stress the importance of
imagination and of the open mind.

Richlymetaphorical
Frost’s poems are rich in metaphor, meta-
phor that is grounded in ordinary situa-
tions. For example, in the poem Birches, he
declares:

“I’d like to get away from Earth awhile”

And climbing a birch tree “toward Heav-
en”represents thehumanneedto escapeoc-
casionally from the difficultiesof life into the
realm of imagination. The branch dipping
and setting us back down on Earth repre-
sents return to reality. So the tree lifting us
up and setting us back down again is a per-
fect metaphor for the balanced life – the bal-
ance between imagination and reality:

“One could do worse than be a swinger of
birches”

Vividdescription/imagery
Such is the vividness of Frost’s descriptions
that we feel we are present with him at the
scenes portrayed. In the poem Out Out . . . it
is easy to imagine ourselves at the scene:

“The buzz saw snarled and rattled in the
yard

And made dust and dropped stove-length
sticks of wood,

Sweet-scented stuff when the breeze
drew across it.

And from there those that lifted eyes
could count

Five mountain ranges one behind the oth-
er

Under the sunset far into Vermont.”

In the sensuous language of these lines
we hear the snarl and rattle of the saw; we
smell the wood-dust in the breeze; and we
see the –

“Five mountain ranges one behind the
other

Under the sunset far into Vermont.”

Useofthefirstperson
Most of Frost’s poems are first person po-
ems. Whether he is telling us about his own
experience or adopting a persona, his use
of the first person gives immediacy to his
poems, gives them an intimate quality and
an overall impression of spontaneity and
naturalness.

Musicalquality
Frost is a master of the various musical de-
vices: rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, asso-
nance, sibilance, onomatopoeia.

Pessimism
Frost’s frequent bouts of depression are re-
flected in some of his poems. This darker
side of life is brought to such poems as Ac-
quainted with the Night and Out, Out-.

Acquainted with the Night is a powerful,
confessional poem, with the opening lines
making a striking impact: “I have been one
acquainted with the night.” The night is
clearly a metaphor for his depression. He
tells us that he has “looked down the sad-
dest city lane” – clearly a metaphor for the
dark places in the mind to which his bouts
of depression have taken him; he has
“stopped the sound of feet” to hear “an in-
terrupted cry” that is not intended “to call
me back or say good-bye”.

Again, the poem Out, Out-, dealing with
the tragic death of a boy whose hand was
severed while sawing timber, gives a fur-
ther view of the pessimism of Frost. The
boy’s final breathing is described -

“Little-less-nothing!-and that ended it.
No more to build on there.”

Thecruel,apparentlyrandomna-
ture of life captured in this
poem evokes feelings of help-
lessness and hopelessness.

JohnDonne
The main concerns in
Donne’s poems on the
Leaving Certificate syllabus
are love and religious issues.
The love poems focus on the
poet’s feelings towards his lover,
while the religious poems deal with sin,
guilt, God’s mercy and forgiveness. (It is im-
portant to realise that religion was a huge is-
sue in Donne’s time.)

Language
Donne reacted against the often flowery, or-
nate language and exaggerated descrip-
tions used by some of the Elizabethan poets.
He used instead clear, conversational lan-
guage – the conversational language of his
day, of course:

“At the round earth’s imagined corners,
blow

Your trumpets, angels and arise, arise
From death, you numberless infinities
Of souls, and to your scattered bodies go”

MetaphysicalWit
It is important that students understand
what is meant by wit in the context of
Donne’spoetry.InDonne’stime,the popula-
tion of London was about a quarter of a mil-
lion people, of whom only a tiny percentage
couldread orwrite.Donneandhis fellowpo-
ets belonged to this tiny educated group. All
thepoets of theday werewell-known toeach
other. You might refer to them as a “club” of
professional gentlemen. They quite often
circulated their poems in manuscript form
among each other. Understandably, they
wishedto impresseachotherbytheirclever-
ness. Metaphysical wit, then, means show-
ing off one’s cleverness – having a brain and
exhibiting it. There was an element of
show-off involved. Donne and his fellow po-
ets displayed their cleverness by using puns,
paradox, clever argument, conceits.

Metaphysicalconceit
The conceit needs explanation. Put simply,
the conceit is where the poet makes a strik-
ing, far-fetched comparison between two

things that seem, at first sight, to be totally
dissimilar. Our first reaction on encounter-
ing the far-fetched comparison involved in a
conceit is: what’s going on here? What’s the
connection? Then, when we see the link, we
admirethepoet’s ingenuityin seeingsimilar-

ity in the midst of dissimilarity and, in-
deed,wehaveanelementofsatisfac-

tion ourselves for having
“worked it out” – something
akin to the intellectual
satisfaction of solving a cross-
word. To enjoy Donne’s con-
ceits just read the poem, The

Flea, and to appreciate his bril-
liant use of paradox read the

poem, Batter my heart, three-per-
soned God.

Examplesofconceits:
■ God presented as “adamant” (a magnet)
drawing Donne’s “iron heart” (the heart
hardened by sin) to Himself.
■ The “flea” represents the marriage bed.
■ Killing the “flea” becomes “sacrilege”.
■ Killing the “flea” is seen as murder and,
indeed, suicide.

Dramaticquality
Donne achieves drama in his poems
through the use of the following: sudden
openings, the firstperson, address (address-
ing God, his lover, the sun), questions, com-
mands, energetic verbs, exclamations, pre-
sent tense (his poems happen in the here
and now).

Themindatwork
A Donne poem is a sort of process. We find
him thinking on the page as it were: he will
make a statement, then have second
thoughts: contradict what he has said or
qualify it in some way. See how in the poem,
At the round earth’s imagined corners, he
calls for the day of Judgement to happen
only to change his mind and ask for it to be
postponed to allow him time to repent.

Imagery
Donne, being one of the professional, edu-
cated class, draws his imagery from areas of
interest to educated people of his day: reli-
gion, law, war, science, geographical explo-
ration.

Afinalword
In a Donne poem, the heart is engaged: he
feels love, the guilt of sin, the fear of damna-
tion, the need for God’s grace. The head is
equally engaged: he thinks – thinks clearly.
In engaging head and heart, thinking and
feeling, Donne’s poetry reflects the whole
person.

AA

A
s with every section of Paper 2, suc-
cess in this question depends on a
basic detailed knowledge of the
text. That means you should know

all about the plot, characters, themes and
stylistic features of the play. In addition to
this, supporting quotation must be learned
and understood in context. There is no
point in preparing for specific questions if
you are not familiar with the base material.

However, students often make the mis-
take of thinking that merely knowing the
play is enough to ensure exam success. You
must understand that this knowledge,
which can only come about through the
hard graft of study, is simply the starting
point. It represents the ingredients, not the
completed dish.

Once the study has been completed, suc-
cessful students must then be able to ana-
lyse the specifics of a question, and use
their knowledge to structure an organised,
comprehensive and coherent answer to
that question. The focus here must be on
paragraphing skills and on a determina-
tion to produce clear phrasing. In English,
the examiner will judge you both on what
you say and how you say it.

You should use your allocated time for
studying English to practise writing lucid
and relevant paragraphs. Remember the
Junior Cert trick:

■ P – each paragraph should have a clear
point that is relevant to the Q
■ E – that point needs to be developed and
explainedand contextualised
■ Q –All points must be supported by accu-
ratequotation

You must also remember to clean as
yougo! Reread after each paragraph to en-
sure that basic avoidable errors in syntax,
phrasing, spelling or punctuation are reme-
died.

Buildparagraphsaroundquotation
Look at the following simple Othello char-
acter question:

“It is easy to feel sympathy for Othello.
He is a decent man who is undone by Iago, a
consummate villain.” Discuss this state-
ment, supporting your answer with refer-
ence to and quotation from the play.

Now, look at the following quotes. They
prove that the exposition of the play illus-
trates the fact that Othello is a man of im-
portance. You need to write a paragraph us-
ing the information gathered through your
study, and focus it on the specific question.

■ 1) For I do know the state, However, this
may gall him with some check Cannot with
safety cast him – Iago, Act I, sc(i)
■ 2) Something from Cyprus . . . It is a busi-
ness of some heat . . . You have been hotly
called for – Cassio, Act I, sc(ii)
■ 3) Valiant Othello, we straight employ
you against the general enemy Ottoman –

The Duke, Act I, sc(iii)
■ 4)You must therefore be content to slub-
ber the gloss of your new fortunes with
this more stubborn and boisterous
expedition – The Duke Act I
sc(iii)

Sampleparagraph
It is easy to feel sympathy
for Othello. Act one estab-
lishes him as a noble, dig-
nified man, who has
earned himself a reputa-
tion as a man of impor-
tance. Even Iago recog-
nises this when he pre-
dicts the Duke’s reaction
to Othello’s marriage. He
says 1) “For I do know the
state, however this may gall
him with some check, cannot
with safety cast him.” It is clear
that Othello has earned a reputation
as a serious man, as a man of substance.
This is confirmed when Cassio tells him of
2) “Something from Cyprus . . . it is a busi-
ness of some heat . . . you have been hotly
called for.” The Duke needs 3) “valiant Oth-
ello . . . against the general enemy Otto-

man” and asks him to 4) “slubber the
gloss of your new fortunes” in

order to lead the expedi-
tion to Cyprus. The im-

portance of this com-
mission cannot be

overestimated.
Cyprus is a key
strategic is-
land in the
Venetian em-
pire. Loss of
the island
threatens the
whole em-
pire, and it is

to Othello that
the Duke turns.

He has clearly
earnedhimself sta-

tus in this society.
He is respected and ad-

mired and is clearly a de-
cent man. Othello has so

much to lose. At the end, when we
witness his disintegration and self destruc-
tion, we retain a degree of sympathy for
him.

■ Note: This paragraph is 214 words – a
little long, but if you write an essay with five
to six development paragraphs of similar
length, plus a 100-word (approx) introduc-
tion and a 50-word (approx) conclusion,
you will have an essay of 1,400-1,500 words
in length. This is sufficient to ensure a com-
prehensive analysis of any question.

Thisisawellwrittenparagraph.Why?
■ It has a clear point – Othello is impor-
tant, therefore sympathy is possible, both
in the sense of him being a sympathetic
(likeable) character and of us feeling sym-
pathy (sorry for, compassion for) him.
■ The point is fullyexplainedandcontex-
tualized.
■ The point is supported by fouraccurate
quotations.
■ The paragraph iseasy to read and does
not contain any errors in sentence struc-
ture.
■ It has been re-readand any basic errors
(there were three that I spotted), have been
identified and eliminated.
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Nábíbuartha!Forme,agreatdealofconfidence
andself-esteemcameabouthavingdonetheIrish
oral.Theaimofthegamehereistokeeptalking!
Evenifyoumakeafewgrammatical/pronunciation
errorsoverthecourseoftheconversation,they
won’tbearhugelyonyourgrade.Shouldyou
becomeawareyou’vemadeamistake,don’tbe
afraidtocorrectit.
Iwouldstronglyadviseknowingthe20Sraith

Pictiúrinside-out.Notonlydotheycomeatthe
beginningoftheoralandgetyouofftoagoodstart,
buttheyalsoprovide
youwithvocabularyon
varioustopicssuchas
theeconomyand
education/health
systems,whichcan
proveinvaluablewhen
attemptinganessay,
storyordebateinthe
Ceapadóireacht
sectionofPaperIin
June.
Thefirstofthe

writtenpapersis,inmy
opinion,theeasierof
thetwo.TheCluaistuis-
cinttakesplacefirstso
itgivesyouanopportunitytosettledown.Howto
practise?Bíagéisteacht!TuningintoRTÉRaidióna
Gaeltachtaeverycoupleofdaysreallyboostedmy
abilitytolistentoIrishspeakersatanaturaland
fluentspeed.Thishelpedincatchingasmuch
informationaspossibleattheonetime,aseach
trackintheCluaistuiscint isplayedonlytwice.
NextcomesthetheCeapadóireacht.Themost

importantthingtobearinmindwhenattepmting
anythinghereistomaintaina‘ceangalcinnte
leanúnach’(definite,continuousconnection)with
thetitle. Ifoundthatagoodplanreallyhelped.You
havetwohourstocompletethecompositionso
makeasolidfoundationandshowtheexaminer
exactlywhereyou’regoing.Grammarwise,know
wheretousetheséimhiúandúrúandmakesureto
giveplentyofexamplesoftheTuisealGinideach
andBriatharSaor.
PaperII involvestworeadingcomprehensionsas

wellasquestionsonstudiedliterature. I foundit
usefultodothepaperbackwards–startwiththe
literaturequestionsandfinishwiththecomprehen-
sions.Inthatway,mytimewasn’tconsumedby
lookingforanswersinthereadingcomprehensions.
Themostimportantthingwithliteraturequestions
istohaveagoodbasisonallpiecesofprescribed
proseandpoetryandnothedgeyourbetsonwhat
cameuplastyear.Gon-éirílibhgoléir!

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

T
he Comparative Study section of Pa-
per 2 is worth 70 marks and is com-
prised of three texts, only one of
which can be a film. (Your Single

Text can not be used in your Comparative.)
A mode is a specific way of comparing

and contrasting texts. The modes of com-
parison for 2015 are:

■ A theme or issue
■ Literary genre
■ The general vision and viewpoint

Two of these three modes appear on the
exam paper. In each mode there is a choice
of two questions:

■ A single question worth 70 marks
■ A question with two parts worth 30
marks and 40 marks each. The 30 mark
deals with one text. The 40-mark question
is a comparative.

Spend one hour on this section.

Themeorissue
Deal withonethemeorone issue. This ap-
plies to the two-part question as well.

Adviceforthemeanswers
Selecting a key moment that clearly shows
the theme enables you to move back in time,
as in the example here, or forward to show
theme development. In Babylon, Alec
awaits execution by firing squad. For the
theme of family relationships this scene
shows his isolation from family. He says he
loves “no living person” although his par-
ents are alive. They will hear of his fate from
the military authorities in due course. Of his
mother, he says, “My heart does not bleed
for her.” This scene is the culmination of
what has been from youth a family relation-
ship of manipulation and exploitation.

Theme questions, although phrased in
different ways, often ask the same thing.
Have material ready to discuss three valua-
ble insights into life that the study of a
theme provides in each text.

Example
The King’s Speech – theme of friendship

■ Friendships can mean pain and rejec-
tion at times. Remember the altercation in
the park: “I’m the son of a king, the brother
of a king. You are the disappointing
jumped-up son of a brewer from the out-
back!”
■ Some friendships have a lifelong quality
because of shared difficulties.
■ Friendships in marriage mean total de-
votion to the real needs of the other. The

Duchess’s persistent efforts to help Bertie.

Example
Introduction to the theme of family
relationships
My comparative texts are All My Sons
(AMS) by Arthur Miller, I’m Not Scared
(INS) by Gabriele Salvatores and Foster by
Claire Keegan.

My theme is family relationships.
The quality of family relationships in the

life of any human being is a strong determi-
nant in how people develop as individuals
and live satisfying fulfilled lives.

In AMS the Keller family relationships
are adult ones only, by contrast with those
of my other two texts. This family has more
history as a result. One event in the past has
had a major influence on all family mem-
bers. Joe Keller’s decision to send dam-
aged engine parts to the air force resulting
in the deaths of twenty-one pilots, casts a
long shadow over every relationship in the
family and with people outside of it. In INS
a similar pattern of one event affecting rela-
tionships occurs as well. The decision by
Pino, to involve himself in kidnapping to
get quick money has profound repercus-
sions particularly for his son Michele and
for that boy’s relationship with his father.C
Similarly in Foster the one single event that
changes the girl’s life forever is her sum-
mer holiday with the Kinsellas. Unlike the
significant events in my other texts, this
has dramatically positive results that are
life-enhancing for the girl. Through the
love and affection she receives there, she
comes of age and gains a new perspective
on life and relationships.C

Featuresinthisintroductioninclude:
■ The standard listing of texts with abbre-
viations
■ A statement of the theme
■ A topic sentence (not compulsory but ef-
fective as a beginning)
■ The C code that the corrector places in
your script at the end of a link
■ Three texts all compared in one para-
graph for this topic sentence

Literarygenre
The focus here is on how a story is told, the
method of narration, how the plot progress-
es, a character is developed, a conclusion is
reached.

Adviceforliterarygenreanswers
Think in terms of “devices” or “techniq-
ues” that a writer might use to convey what
he/she wants.

Examplesoftechniquesused
Write an essay on one or more of the as-
pects of literary genre (the way texts tell
their stories) which you found most inter-
esting in the texts you studied.

Techniquesused
The techniques listed below are incorporat-
ed into topic sentences used to answer this
question.

■ The setting in WH is a vivid description
of the Heights and the Yorkshire moors
landscape which helps the reader to under-
stand the violent passionate emotions that
have been lived out there . . .

■ The use of flashback in WH enables us
tounderstand why Heathcliff is so cruel, un-
feeling and vengeful. We witness his usurp-
ing of Old Earnshaw’s affections, Hindley’s

cruel treatment of him afterwards and in
turn Heathcliff’s diabolic revenge on the
raging alcoholic . . .

■ In Citizen Kane the central technique of
narration is that of multiple narrators each
adding a piece to the jigsaw of Kane’s life
through a series of flashbacks unified
through Thompson’s search for the mean-
ing of “Rosebud”.

■ Graphic imagery is most memorable in
WH when Nelly describes Heathcliff after
Catherine’s death. She sees him “lifting up
his eyes and howling not like a man, but like
a savage beast”. It is the pain of his isolation
from her that is so vivid here . . .
■ Each text opens with a dramatic event.
In Scared, Michele must decide to either
own up to being last or allow Skull to humili-
ate Barbara in forcing her to expose herself
publicly. He hesitates momentarily but
then raises his hand, saving the girl. This
not only reveals the moral boy but foreshad-
ows the moral decision he must make later
in disobeying his father. Similarly in TKS, a
series of close-ups of the microphone,
script page, Bertie’s face and that of his
wife’s, as she waits expectantly in Wemb-
ley Stadium, immediately engenders our
sympathy, revealing the enormity of the
challenge the man faces. And then a horse
neighs in the deafening silence as if in
mockery at his garbled attempts to speak.
This opening scene shows the Duke’s first
broadcast as a media disaster . . .

Other techniques include role of charac-
ters, use of dialogue/monologue, mise en
scene, stage directions, key scenes, sym-
bols and stage directions.

Note that no specific number of tech-
niques is required. In general you might
take four aspects of literary genre compar-
ing them across your texts. However, you
could for example contrast techniques by
exploring how narrators are important in
WH whereas in A Doll’s House dialogue is
the primary device.

Generalvision
andviewpoint
This mode compares texts on the view-
points they offer on life and on the human
condition. Remember it is the overall im-
pact a text makes on you in deciding wheth-
er the general vision is optimistic or pessi-
mistic? What happens at the end is the
most important but look also at the open-
ing, key scenes, imagery, character devel-
opment, camera angles and music etc.

Acomparisonusingendscenes
The concluding scene of TKS where the
king looks back momentarily to Lionel be-
fore meeting his subjects on the balcony,
was for me a heart-warming recognition
and appreciation by Bertie of the years of
speech therapy, “unorthodox” and “contro-
versial” as they were. The on-screen infor-
mation that they remained friends for life
cemented the text’s feel-good factor. It was
a similar optimism I felt in INS with Filip-
po’s courageous return even before the po-
lice were on the scene, risking his life in rec-
ognition of what Michele had done for him.
Their outstretched hands for some in my
class prompted the mime of playing violin
strings but symbolized for me the bridge be-
tween social classes that was so much part
of TKS as well.

Remember:
■ Know the key moments – about five or
six in each text – and why they are key.
■ Never summarise.
■ Genuine personal engagement (the use
of ‘I’) with the characters in each text will
make for insightful comparisons that exam-
iners value. Show your involvement with
your characters across the texts. Your ad-
miration, surprise, disgust etc.

■ Write in the “comparative spirit”, ie
make frequent comparisons /contrasts.
Practically speaking, at the most, eight or
nine lines on any one text at a time.
■ Avoid the learnt off and over-rehearsed
response that does not take account of the
nuances of the question wording. Examin-
ers repeatedly state that some candidates
are “hampered by a rigid and formulaic ap-
proach” which inhibits engagement with
the question and limits “the expression of
independent opinion”. Although you will
naturally have well-prepared compari-
sons, be flexible.
■ Ground your answer in strong textual
knowledge. This will give you confidence to
trust your own personal response. Another
element examiners praise.
■ Quotations, while not compulsory, are
effective in capturing exactly a key mo-
ment. Know about six key quotes from
each text.
■ Link words and phrases make for fluid
movement between texts.
■ The phrase, “In the light of your under-
standing” of a named mode in a question,
should be followed by a brief explanation of
the mode before proceeding.
Topic sentences make for focused discus-
sion but remember flexibility.

■ Profoundly
thoughtful: Pulitzer
Prize-winning
American Poet
Laureate Robert
Frost (1874-1963),
inMiami, Florida,
in 1958; below, an
ideamap of
Frost’s poetry.
PHOTOGRAPH: ROBERT
LERNER/GETTY

Such is thevividnessof
Frost’sdescriptions thatwe
feelwearepresentwithhim
at thescenesportrayed

PaulMcCormack

Youhave
two

hours to
complete the
composition so
make a solid
foundation
and show the
examiner
exactly where
you’re going

MartinKelly

A man of importance

Wit and
wisdom

Onceyouknowtheplay,focusyourstudyonthe
followingtopics:

■ Othellocharacterstudy
■ Iagocharacterstudy
■ Theroleofwomenintheplay
■ Thethemeofdeception
■ Thethemeofloyaltyandbetrayal
■ Theplayasadepictionofevil /corruption
■ Thelanguageandimageryoftheplay
■ Shakespeare’suseofdramaticirony
■ Themodernappealoftheplay

Remember,theonlymaterialyoumustlearn“offby
heart”isthequotation.Donottrytoanticipateques-
tionsandlearnoffmodelanswers.Rather,thinkabout
thequestion,andtrynottopanic.Onceyouknowthe
basematerial,youwillalwaysbeabletoformulatean
answertoatleastoneofthetwoquestionsasked.

Examtips

Inthissection,youwillbeaskedtwo
questions.Youwillthenhavetoanswerone.
Thesectionisallocated60marksfromthe400
available,andyoushouldspend60-70minutes

onthissection.Inthattime,youmust:

1Identifythekeywordsandtasksineachquestion

2Selectaquestion

3Brainstormandplanyouranswer,ensuringyou
havefiguredoutalogicalprogressionfrombeginning

toendbeforeyouputpentopaper

4Writetheessay,ensuringthatallpointsare
contextualised(explainedinthecontextof

thequestion

5Re-readandreview

DenisCreaven

‘‘
How IGotMyA1

Knowledge of the play,
accuratequotation,and a
clear understanding of the
questionare key tosuccess

‘‘

Eachofthethreesections
must beattempted.Youmust
answeronShakespearean
drama,eitherasaSingleText
orasanelementinthe
ComparativeStudy.

■ SectionI–SingleText
60marks/50mins
Youwillberequiredtoattempt
a questionononeofthe
prescribedSingleTexts.Two
questionswillbesetoneachof
thetexts.

■ SectionII–Comparative
Study70marks/60mins
Youwillberequiredtoanswer
onequestionfromthissection.
Normallytwoquestionsare
setoneachofthemodesof
comparison.

■ SectionIII–Poetry
70marks/60mins
Poetryisworth70markson
thehigherlevelpaper–50
marksforseenpoetryand20
marksforunseenpoetry.

AtaglanceEnglishPaper2

EnglishPaper2 – Comparative (higherandordinary)

■ Laurence Fishburne in a 1995 film adaptation of Shakespeare’sOthello. PHOTOGRAPH: GETTY

Remember
Theskillsacquired
throughstudyingthe

prescribedpoemswillbe
usefulwhenitcomesto
dealingwiththe
unseenpoem.

EnglishPaper2 –Poetry (higher level)

■Cian Hogan (above) teaching at the
Institute of Education;metaphysical poet
John Donne (top). PHOTOGRAPH: BRENDAN
DUFFY

■CianMurphy – Irish, the Institute of Education

Youneed to befamiliar
with the background,
themesand stylesof the
poetson the course

■ Theme of family
relationships: Beth
Merrill, John
Forsythe and Ann
Shepherd in Arthur
Miller’sAll My Sons
in New York, 1947.
PHOTO: CONSTANCE
BANNISTER CORP/GETTY

Exam Times Exam Times

EnglishPaper2 – Single text –Othello (higherandordinary)

Knowthe key moments in
eachtext,engage ona
personal level withthe
questionsandwrite in the
‘comparativespirit’

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

Shall I compare three?

Essential revisionOthello

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION
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■ Laura Ganter, a
student at the
InstituteofEducation

Cluastuiscint
Aural(60marc)

■ Cuid A: Fógraí x 2
■ Cuid B: Comhráite x 2
■ Cuid C: Píosaí Nuachta x 2

If you understand the question, you will
have a far better chance at arriving at the
answer. Éist go cúramach– do not day-
dream as no section will be played for a
third time!

Is leor freagraí gearra – there is no need
to answer any of the questions with full sen-
tences. Do not be too concerned with the
standard of spelling. According to the
marking scheme laid down by Coimisiún
na Scrúduithe Stáit 2013, “Bainfear ó 0 go
3 ar chaighdeán na Gaeilge.”

In the tables below you will find some
useful vocabulary.

Ceapadóireacht
Composition(100marc)
The ceapadóireacht section is by far one of
the most important questions in the entire
written exam as it is in this question that
your true competence in the language
comes through and can be tested.

The question will have three sections
(each with internal choices) and the stu-
dent will have to write on one of the nine
topics given. Irrespective of your choice,
heed this three-word guideline: “Ceangal
Cinnte Leanúnach” – which means there
has to be a continuous and close connec-
tion between the title you choose and the
essay/story/debate or speech you write.

For example, if “Fadhb an óil i measc na
nÓg” (the problem of alocholism among
the young) were to feature as an essay top-
ic, you would have to point out “gur fadhb

mhór í sin an t-alcól agus gur fadhb í a
bhaineann le daoine óga/déagóirí”.

Clóigh leis an ábhar – adhere rigidly to
the title. Remember this is the title “you
choose” out of the nine titles given so why
would or should you deviate from it in your
answer? This is a trap that can cost you
dearly in relation to the marks awarded.

The Ceapadóireacht section is divided
into three; seo mar a leanas:

■ A. Aiste
■ B. Scéal
■ C. Díospóireacht/Oráid

1Aiste/essay
You can write on any one of the topics
given in the form of an “aiste” or “agal-

lamh” (interview).

2Scéal/story
This section tends not to be a popular
choice among candidates. As well as

“cruinneas na teanga” agus “gaeilge shaib-
hir”, students should also be able to demon-
strate an “imaginative” style of writing.

3Díospóireacht/Oráid
Debate/Speech
Tá difríocht mhór idir an díospói-

reacht agus an oráid. In the debate you will
be required to argue “ar son nó in aghaidh
rúin ar bith”. You cannot argue both sides.
Ach maidir leis an oráid, is “caint aonar” é
sin ina bhfuil tú ag caint faoi ábhar ar leith
agus is féidir leat caint faoi na buntáistí
agus na míbhuntáistí a bhaineann leis (má
tá dhá thaobh ag baint leis).

■ NB Neither the díospóireacht nor the
oráid should be attempted unless a
suitable opening and end has been
learnt and practiced by the stu-
dent.

Díospóireacht:tús
samplach
A chathaoirleach, a
mholtóirí, a chomhdhal-
taí agus lucht an
fhreasúra.

Is mise . . . agus tá áthas
orm a rá libh go bhfuilim
anseo chun labhairt libh
ar son/ in aghaidh an rúin
seo.

Beidh an fhoireann thall ag

iarraidh a gcuid tuairimí a chur ina luí orai-
bh, ach molaim daoibh an chluas bhodhar
a thabhairt orthu.

Ar an gcéad dul síos . . .
Ní amháin sin ach . . .

Níos tábhachtaí ná rud ar bith eile . .
.

Tá orainn smaoineamh ar . . .
Mar fhocal scoir . . .

Díospóireacht:andeireadh:
Agus faoi dheireadh, a dhao-
ine uaisle agus a bhaill na
foirne eile táim beagnach tag-
tha go deireadh mo chuid
cainte ar an rún seo. Táim
cinnte go n-aontóibh sibh leis

an gcuid is mó de mo chuid
tuairimí.

Chun deireadh agus críoch a
chur le mo chuid cainte is mian

liom mo bhuíochas a ghabháil libh as an éi-
steacht chineálta a thug sibh dom. Go
gcúití Dia sibh agus go raibh mile maith
agaibh.

Oráid:antús
A dhaoine uaisle go léir . . .

Is mise . . . agus tá an-áthas orm deis a
fháil labhairt libh inniu faoi . . .

Ar an gcéad dul síos . . .
Ní amháin sin ach . . .
In éineacht leis sin . . .
Ar lámh amháin . . .
Ar an lámh eile . . .

Oráid:andeireadh
Da bhrí sin, a dhaoine uaisle tá an ceann sc-
ríbe bainte amach agam agus tá súil agam
gur bhain sibh taitneamh (enjoy) as a raibh
le rá agam. Go raibh mile maith agaibh
agus guím rath Dé oraibh go léir.

ClareGrealy

Clóigh leis an ábhar

L
ooking back on the Leaving Cert
higher-level Irish exam last sum-
mer, the general consensus was
that it was one of the most stu-

dent-friendly examinations yet. There is no
reason to believe the examination in 2015
will be any different.

Questions in all sections of the paper
were clear, concise and straightforward,
and if students were well prepared the
exam presented no major obstacles. The
aural tape was by far the clearest it had
been in years, and the phrases and vocabu-
lary used would have been familiar to most
students. The picture sequence (all 20) has
been of enormous assistance in raising the
overall result, and while there may be 20 to
do they are student-friendly and accessible
in the exam itself.

Over the five months of revision time
that are left adhere to the guidelines that
follow in this article and success will be
sure to follow.

Oralexam
The oral Irish examination accounts for
40 per cent of the entire mark for Gaeilge.
Therefore, you should prepare yourself
thoroughly.

The best method of preparing is to find
someone who is willing to converse with
you for a while in Irish at least once a day.
As the saying goes, “Is in ithe na putóige a
bhíonn a tástáil!” (The proof of the pudding
is in the eating!) It would also be a great
idea to spend some time listening to pro-
grammes on Raidió na Gaeltachta or on
Raidió na Life, or to watch TG4.

The oral examination lasts about 15 min-
utes and takes the following format:

Fáiltiú
Welcome(5marc)
This section will last about one minute (or
less) and you will be asked for the following
details: ainm, aois, dáta breithe, seoladh
baile agus uimhir scrúdaithe (scrúduim-
hir). Every candidate will be asked the fol-
lowing five questions – so bí ullamh!

C:Cad is ainm duit?
F:Síle Ní Riain is ainm dom.
C:Cén aois thú?
F: Táim sé bhliana (16) déag d’aois. Táim
seacht/ócht mbliana (17/18) déag d’aois.
C:Cá bhfuil tú i do chónaí?
F:Táim i mo chónaí ar Bhóthar na Trá, uim-
hir a trí, Trá Mhór. Contae Port Láirge.
C:Cad é do dháta breithe?
F:Rugadh mé ar an séú lá déag Mí Lúnasa,
naoi déag nócha a seacht.

C:Cén scrúduimhir atá agat?
F: Is é a dó, a naoi, a trí, a seacht, a ceathair
(29374).

Aithrisfilíochta
Poetry reading (35marc)
This is the poetry reading section. The ex-
aminer will choose the poem and also the
10-12 consecutive lines that you will read.

Read the lines out loud and slowly, show-
ing in your tone and expression that you un-
derstand what you are reading.

Be attentive to your pronunciation, espe-
cially the séimhiú and urú.

In relation to An Spailpín Fánach, a stu-
dent may sing this song it if they so wish.

Practice, practice, practice is the key to
obtaining full marks.

SraithPictiúr
Picture sequence (80marc)
You will be shown all pictures, face down
andaskedtochooseone.You willthenbegiv-
en about half a minute to study the pictures
before you describe the sequence for the ex-
aminer. Try to use a variety of verbs. It is ac-
ceptable to keepit simple butmany students
like to describe the pictures by telling a sto-
ry. If so tell it in the Aimsir Cháite – a tense
few students have difficulty with.

Ardteist2015:ImreoirGortaithe(right)

1Ní dhéanfaidh mé dearmad riamh ar lá an
chluiche cheannais idir Scoil Mhuire agus

Coláiste naRinne i bpáirc Uí Chrocaighanu-
raidh. Bhí an áit plódaithe le daoine agus bhí
an-atmaisféar san áit le scataí daltaí ag
canadh agus ag luascadh a lámha suas san
aer thuas sa staid. Bhí an dá scoil go h-ion-
tach san iománaíocht agus bhí cluiche
maith i ndán dúinn go léir – seo mar a cheap-
amar.

2Bhí an dá thaobh ag imirt go maith le
beagnach fiche nóiméad ach bhí an

lámh in uachtar ag Scoil Mhuire. Bhí dhá
phointe acu ar an scoil eile. Go tobann rith
Peadar suas chun an liathróid a bhualadh
nuair a thit sé anuas go trom ar a chos
dheis. Bhí an pian go h-uafásach agus ní rai-
bh sé in ann seasamh suas gan bacadh le
rith. Thuig an réiteoir ar an bpointe go rai-
bh a chos briste agus ghlaoch sé anonn ar
na seribhísí éigeandála chun síntéan a fháil
chun Peadar a thógáil go dtí an t-ospidéal
chomh tapaidh agus ab fhéidir.

3Chaith Peadar breis is dhá uair ina luí ar
shintéan san ospidéal agus bhí sé ag dul

as a mheabhair leis an bpian. Is maith an rud
énachraibhanáitplódaithe ledaoine.Nírai-
bh ach beirt roimhe leis na gortaithe céan-
na.

4Faoi dheireadh tháinig banaltra agus
thug sí instealladh dó chun an pian a

mharú agus dúirt sí leis go raibh air dul
suas go dtí an Roinn Raideolaíochta toisc
go raibh siad beagnach céad faoin gcéad
cinnte go raibh cnámh briste – agus ní am-
háin briste ach briste go dona.

5Bhí an ceart acu! Thóg siad x-gha agus
ansin bhuail sé le máinlia (doctúir) am-

háin a dúirt go raibh na gortaithe go dona –
i bhfad ní ba mheasa ná mar a cheap siad ar
dtús. Bhí air dul faoi scian agus nach
mbeadh sé in ann aon spórt a imirt le breis
is cúig mhí. Bhí Peadar croíbhriste! Cad a
dhéanfadh sé san idirlinn?

6Ar feadh cúig mhí d’fhan sé sa bhaile ag
imirt fichille, cartaí, ag éisteacht le ceol

nóag féachaint ar fhíseáin. Ach creid é nó ná
creid tá dhá thaobh ar gach scéal. Rinne sé
go leor staidéir freisin agus d’éirigh leis bre-
is is cúig chéad pointe a fháil san Ardteist an
samhradh dar gcionn. Faoi láthair imríonn
sé ar fhoireann Coláiste na Tríonóide agus
tá sé arís chomh h-aclaí is lúfar is a bhí sé ri-
amh!

You will then ask the examiner three
questions about the story in the pictures.
Keep these questions simple. Ideally ask
questions that the examiner can answer in
one sentence.
■ Cén spórt a bhí siad ag imirt?
■ An raibh aon duine eile ag fanacht sa
roinn timpiste éigeandála?
■ Cad a chonaic an dochtúir ar an X-gha?

The examiner will then ask you three
questions which will require slightly more
detailed answers.
■ Cén sort atmaisféar a bhí ann an lá sin?
■ Cad a dúirt an dochtúir leis?
■ Conas a chaith sé an cúig mhí ina dhi-
aidh sin?

Freagrasamplacha
Bhí sé ag imirt fichille, ag éisteacht le ceol,
ag dul go dtí an phictiúrlann agus an amhar-
clann, ag ullmhú agus ag cleachtadh don
scrúdú HPAT, gach rud seachas (except)
spóirt.

AnComhrá
Theconversation (120marc – stór gaeilge:
75marc;cumas labhartha45marc)
Is é seo an chuid is tábhachtaí den scrúdú
béil agus tá ort a thaispeáint go bhfuil tú in
annanteangaalabhairtgocruinn(accurate-

ly), go líofa (with fluency) agus le Gaeilge
shaibhir!

Leanleisangcaint
Do not give monosyllabic answers like
“sea” nó “ní hea”. It is a conversation be-
tween two people and you have to show the
ability to converse.

Remember, if you can keep the conversa-
tion flowing from your side then there are
fewer questions the examiner will have to
ask you.

Direct the conversation to suit your-
self. For example, you can say that you have
no interest in a certain topic of conversation
and that you’d prefer to speak on a different
topic,andbydoing sowillenabletheexamin-
er to direct the conversation to a subject you
are interested in and therefore should have
the ability to speak upon.

Populartopicsfordiscussion
■ Mé féin agus mo chlann
■ Mo cheantar dúchais
■ Caitheamh aimsirí
■ An Ghaeilge agus an Ghaeltacht
■ Laethanta saoire
■ An scoil, ábhair, rialacha na scoile srl

Additionaltopics
■ Fadhbanna an déagóra
■ Fadhbanna sóisialta
■ An coras oideachais agus córas na
bpointí
■ Cursaí domhanda (bochtaineacht, cin-
íochas, tubaistí nádúrtha, an cúlú eac-
namaíochta, imirce).

Finally, make sure you have revised both
verbs and tenses, as making basic funda-
mental mistakes in the verb and the tense
can cost you dearly. Ná bí neirbhíseach ar
chor ar bith! Go n-éirí an t-ádh leat!

IrishPaper 1 –Aural andComposition (HigherLevel )

Theoral is aconversation
betweentwo people so
avoidmonosyllabic answers
like ‘sea’nó ‘níhea’

Ceist1
Léamhthuiscint/Comprehension
(100marc)
Therewillbetwocomprehensionsonthepa-
per and students must answer both, with 50
marksgoingfor each one. Thereisno longer
any need for students to answer this ques-
tion “i d’fhocail féin”, with the exception of
question 6B which must be in your own
words.

In general all questions will carry an (a)
and (b) part, so ensure that your answers re-
flect this, ie 1a agus 1b, 2a agus 2b, etc. If you
are required to give “dhá phointe”, make
sure you do so and lay out your answer in
such a way as the examiner correcting your
script will see “an dá cheann”.

Ceist 6 in its entirety carries 15 marks. In
question 6A, you will be required to “aim-
sigh” certain grammatical parts; cuir i gcás:
■ Saorbhriathar –dúntar, dúnadh, dúnfar,
dhúnfaí
■ Breischéim nó Sárchéim na haidiachta –
níos mó, is mó
■ An Tuiseal Ginideach
– Firinscneach uatha – hata an fhir
– Baininscneach uatha – i lár na cathrach
– Uimhir iolra – tréithe na gcaointe
■ Aidiacht sealbhach – mo bhróg
■ Aidiacht san uimhir iolra – móra, deasa
■ An uimhir phearsanta – beirt, triúr

Question 6B will be a question encom-
passing the entire léamhthuiscint and your
answer must reflect your “comprehension”
of the “entire” piece. Cuir i gcás:

■ “Bunaithe ar an eolas sa sliocht thuas an
dtaitníonn Steve Jobs leat mar dhuine?”
(Scrúdú na hArdteiste 2013)nó
■ “Cén cineál (genre) scríbhneoireachta
lena mbaineann an sliocht seo? Luaigh dhá
thréithe a bhaineann leis an gcineál seo
scribhneoireachta. Aimsigh sampla amháin
de gach ceann den dá thréithe sa sliocht.
(Bíodh an freagra i d’fhocail féin. Is leor 60
focal.)”

Ceist2
PrósainmnithenóPrósroghnach/
Prescribedproseornonprescribedprose
(30marc)
Whichever section you have studied, you
will cover four pieces of prose and either a
film or play for the fifth choice.

In the Prós Ainmnithe section, all the
works arebased closely oncharacters so you
shouldstudy these in depthand the relation-
ships they have with each other. Ensure you
have a very good knowledge of each piece,
especially “ar imeachtaí agus ar eachtraí na
sleachta”.

In recent years, candidates were given
onequestion basedononeof the worksstud-
ied and had to answer that question with no
choice. A departure from this style was evi-
dent on the Leaving Cert paper of 2013
where the question was in three parts and
candidates could choose any two parts. This
applied to the Prós Ainmnithe and Prós
Roghnach sections, eg:
2A Prós Ainmnithe
Maidir leis an scéal béaloidis Oisín i dTír na
nÓg, déan plé gairid ar do rogha dhá
cheann de na ceannteidil seo a leanas:

(i) An pháirt a ghlacann Niamh Chinn
Óir sa scéal.

(ii) Cruachás Oisín ón uair a d’fhág sé Tír
na nÓg.

(iii) An tréith bhéaloidis is mó a thait-
níonn leat sa scéal. (Tabhair dhá fháth le do
fhreagra.)

2B Prós Roghnach
Níl cead aon ábhar a bhaineann le Prós
Ainmnithe a úsáid i bhfreagra ar bith ar an
bPrós Roghnach.

Maidir le scéal béaloidis roghnach a
ndearna tú stáidéar air le linn do chúrsa,
déan plé gairid ar do rogha dhá cheann de
na ceannteidil seo a leanas:

(i) Saol an phríomhcharactair (na
príomhphearsan) sa scéal

(ii) Críoch na scéil
(iii) An tréith bhéaloidis is mó a thait-

níonn leat sa scéal. (Tabhair dhá fháth le do
fhreagra.)

Ní mór teideal an scéil bhéaloidis sin a sc-
ríobh síos go cruinn.

TeicnícíScannaíochta/Filming
Techniques
Cáca Milis
In relation to the film, Cáca Milis, be sure to
watch it regularly during the year, as your
answer will be based on auditory and visual
perception. As it is a film there is no text to
read.

■ Miondhearcadh
Úsáidtear é go forleathan sa scannán seo
agus bíonn fócas na gceamairí ar a
n-aigheanna.

Maidir le Catherine díríonn an ceamara
ar a súile an t-am ar fad - ar na súile dorcha
agus mailiseacha atá aici ach le Paul tá an fó-
casarabhéalagusdonchuidismótáséaros-
cailt agus é lán le seile..

■ Fad-dhearcadh
Tá go leor radharcanna éagsúla le feiscint ó
fhuinneog na traenach
–radharc an mhuilinn adhmaid agus na hoi-
brithe go léir ag obair ann
– radharc an chósta timpeall Cill Mhantáin
– an reilig
– an bhean ag siúl sios an ardán i bhfad
amach ón bhfear marbh

■ Éadaí
Tádifriochtmhór idir anbheirtsatslí inarai-
bh siad gléasta Bhí Catherine gleasta suas i
gculaith oibre a bhí corcra agus le bróga faoi
shála arda uirthi ach bhi sean t-léine ar Paul
in éineacht lena bhróga reatha

■ Imeartasstáitse
– An cáca milis – is é ceann de na cinn is táb-
hachtaí toisc go bhfuil imeachtaí an scan-

náin bunaithe air.
– An t-ionanálaitheoir – is é sin an gléas a
choimead an fear bocht beo.
– An bata siúil agus na spéaclaí a chuireann
chun cinn cruachás an fhir toisc go bhfuil
sé dall.
– An chathaoir rotha a thaispeán dúinn
spleáchas na seanmhná ( máthair Cathe-
rine) ar a h-iníon agus ar an bhanaltra.
– An mála siucra – feicimid ciotail an fhir nu-
air a bhí sé sin á oscailt aige agus an siúcra
ag titim mórthimpell an bhoird.
– An lámh ag titim I laige. Is é an ceann is
éifeachtaí mar níl aon amhras againn ach go
bhfuair sé bás ag an deireadh

■ Soilsiú
Is beag an fócus a chuirtear ar na soilse toisc
go dtarlaionn imeachtaí an scannáin I rith
an lae. Ach tá radharc amháin ann nuair a
théann an traein trí thollán agus éirionn an
scáileándorchaagusbionnsésinan-éifeach-
tach ar fad toisc go dtarlaionn sé sin díreach
ag an mbomaite nuair a dúirt Catherine leis
gur thóg se plaic as an phéist – mar dhea!

■ Fuaimeanna
Cloisimid ineall na traenach agus í ar a
bealach go Loch Garman agus ta an torann
rithimeach agus toll. Ach nuair a théann an
traein tríd an tollán cloistear fuaim ghéar na
h-adhairce a chuireann chun cinn uafás an
fhir a chreid ag an nóiméad sin gur thóg sé
plaic as an phéist agus go bhfaigheadh sé
bás dá bharr.

Ceist3
Filíochtainmnithenó filíocht roghnach/
Prescribedpoetryornonprescribed
poetry (30 marc)
Students will have studied either the
prescribed poetry (3A) or nonprescribed
works (3B). The major difference between-
these two sections is that the poem itself
is printed on the paper for question
3A (prescribed works) but not for question
3B.

Make sure that you can translate the five
prescribed poems as this will be of enor-
mous help to you in answering all ques-
tions.

Tá ceisteanna ginearálta le foghlaim
agus a bhí an-choitianta ar scrúdpháipéir
sna blianta beaga anuas, cuir i gcás:

a) Príomhthéama an dáin agus conas a
chuirtear é sin os ár gcomhair.

b) Na mothúcháin éagsúla sa dán.
c) Dearcadh an fhile.
d) Atmaisféar an dáin.
e) Codarsnacht nó íomhánna
f) Friotal, dathanna, fuaimeanna
g) Oiriúnacht an teidil.

■ NB:Always read the question carefully
and be sure that you answer what you are in
fact being asked, for example: “Cad iad na
mothúcháin a bhí ionat féin tar éis an dán
seo a léamh?” This question should not be
mixed up with: “Cad iad na mothúcháin is
treise atá le fáil sa dán seo?”

Technical questions may appear to be
difficult when in fact they are straightfor-
ward. See sample answer below, based on
adjectives.

Freagrasamplach/sampleanswerbased
onadjectivesinAntEarrachThiar
■ Nóta a scríobh ar éifeachtach na n-aidi-
achtaí sa dán seo.
Bíonn go leor aidiachtaí le fáil sa dán seo
agus a scéal féin ag gach ceann díobh:

– “shéimh”: Bhí an-bhinneas ag baint leis
an gciúnas an lá sin agus an t-aon rud a bhí

ag cur isteach air ná scríbheadh na crafóige
ón laí.
– “mbrothall”: Ní raibh aon leoithne ag sé-
ideadh an lá sin. Bhí an aimsir meirbh.
– “dhearg” agus “bháin”: Tá an dá dhath
seo an-éagsúil óna chéile agus is cumhach-
tach an chodarsnacht seo le deirge na fea-
mainne ag glioscarnach ar an trá bhán.
– “niamhrach”: Dar leis ní raibh aon áit ní
ba niamhraí.
– “síothacht”: Arís tá sé ag cur na béime ar
shíochán is suaimhneas.
– “fanna”: Bhí na h-iascairí ag rámhaíocht
go mall leis an tuirse mhór a bhí orthu: bhí
easpa nirt sna buillí.
– “mhall”: Toisc go raibh an aimsir meirbh
an lá sin gan puth gaoithe ann bhí tonnta
beaga bídeacha ag briseadh ar an trá agus
tháinig siad i dtír go mall.
– “ór”: Is dáth álainn é ór: dar ndóigh ceann
de na dathanna is áille DÁ BHFUIL ANN.
B’álainn radharc na ngathanna gréine a
bhí ann an lá sin is an ghrian ag dul faoi.

Freagrasamplach/sampleanswer
basedonColscaradh
■ Very often a question will require you to
“read between the lines” of a poem, so to

speak: “An féidir leat ionannú leis an dán
seo?”
Is féidir liom ionannú leis an dán seo dar
ndóigh.

Um an dtaca seo anuraidh fuair m’uncail
is m’aintín colscaradh agus ní nach ionadh
toisc go raibh an bheirt acu an-éagsúil ar
fad agus níor stop said riamh ag argóint.

Fear na cathrach a bhí ann a rugadh is a
tógadh suas i mBaile Átha Cliath agus bhí
an-aithne aige ar an áit agus ar a lán dao-
ine anseo.

Fear gnó a bhí ann anseo freisin agus sin
é an fáth gur chaith sé uaire sa bhreis san oi-
fig i rith na seachtaine.

Ní dhearna sé obair tí agus ní raibh sé sás-
ta cabhrú leis na leanaí ag an deireadh
seachtaine – dar ndóigh nuair a chuir
m’aintín aon saghas brú air d’éalaigh sé
síos chun an tí tabhairne.

Tháinig m’aintín ón Iodáil ait ina bhfuil
an chlann an-tábhachtach ar fad agus níor
thuig sí an sort iompair sin ar chor ar bith.

Ba é colscaradh an réiteach ab fhearr
don bheirt.

Certain questions will be synonymous
with a certain poem and ONLY that poem:

Géibheann
“Is dán fáithchiallach é seo.” É sin a phlé.
“Is dán meafarach é seo.” É sin a phlé.
“Tá i bhfad níos mó i gceist ná ainmhí i

sáinn.” Do thuairim uait faoi sin.
An Spailpín Fanach
“Taispeán gur amhrán polaitiúil é seo.”
Colscaradh
“Déan comparáid idir an bheirt sa dán

seo.”

Ceist4
Litríochtbhreise/Additionalliterature
(40marc)
This question will be divided into six sec-
tions, and students will be required to an-
swer from one section only:

■ 4AAn Triail
■ 4BA Thig ná Tit Orm
■ 4CTóraíocht Dhiarmada agus Gráinne

■ 4DGafa
■ 4ECanary Wharf
■ 4FDánta Breise (a collection of five po-
ems in addition to those of Ceist 3)

The marks for each section are divid-
ed up as follows: 35 marks for “eo-

las” (knowledge) and five for
your standard of Irish.

To date, sections 4A-4E
have had one question only
with no internal choices. In
the Dánta Breise section,
one of the five poems will be
listed and three questions

will have to be answered on
that poem (see sample an-

swer below on Colmáin).
The poetry in this section is

slightly more difficult than the “pre-
scribed poetry” in question three but it

is still a popular choice among students
due to the fact the poem will be printed on
the exam paper.

The play An Triail is by far the most pop-
ular choice among candidates. If choosing
from this section, you need to know the
characters: it is hard to imagine answering
any question on this play without basing it
on characters, apart from Teicnící Drá-
maíochta.

Irrespective of what section you choose
from, freagair an cheist atá le freagairt! An-
swer what you are asked and not what you
might have liked to have been asked.

Freagrasamplach/sampleanswerforthe
poemColmáin
■ Cad é príomhthéama an dáin seo dar
leat?
Is í an chosúlacht mhór idir ainmhithe is
daoine mar príomthéama an dáin seo. Mar
dhaoine santaimid cairde, cneastacht(fond-
ness), cineáltacht (kindness), comhluadar
(company) agus caidreamh (relationship)
pearsanta inár saol. Sa t-slí chéanna is iad
na mianta céanna a shantaíonn ainmhithe
freisin. Níor mhaith le h-éinne bheith fág-
tha ó dhubh go dubh gan saoirse ná comhlu-
adar. Sin é an sort saoil a bhí ag an gcat go la-
ethiúil. Bhí gach uile lá mar an gcéanna. Ní
ba mheasa ná sin ach nuair a d’fhill an
bheirt abhaile ag deireadh lae is beag athrú
a tháinig ar an scéal – lena gcuid screadaíl.
Shantaigh saoirse go géar uaidh, agus sin é
an fáth go raibh sé ag ionannú leis na colúir
nuair a chonaic sé iad ag eitilt sa spéir. Ba
dhóigh leis gur cholúr a bhí ann féin. “gur
colmán a bhí ann ó dhúchas”

Díreach cosúil le daoine bhí áit
chónaithe aige – ach bhí a áras “thuas sa
spéir” agus é iata ann ó mhaidin go h-oíche.

D’fhán sé faoi ghlas san árasán seo an lá
go léir agus dá bhrí sin níor bhuail sé riamh
le h-aon ainmhí eile dá leithéid. Sin é an
fáth gur cheap sé freisin gur duine a bhí
ann féin – agus ní nach ionadh.

Lá i ndiaidh lae shantaigh sé comhlua-
dar mhuintir an tí. Shantaigh sé chun a
bheith glactha mar bhall clainne chun suí
chun boird leo le naipcín thar ar a mhuiné-
al mar dhea ! Bhí díomá air go raibh an
bhean chomh teasaí lasánta leis nuair a
d’fhill sí abhaile ag deireadh lae. Chomh
fada agus is eol dúinn bhí an bheirt gan lean-
aí – dar leis bhí sé mar ionadaí (substitute)
linbh acu ach gan an meas céanna ná an grá
céanna dar ndóigh. Ó am go h-am tháinig
fonn súgartha air díreach mar a thiocfadh
ar pháiste agus theastaigh uaidh dul chuig
na colúir agus a lapa a shá iontu don chraic.
“A chrúb a chur iontu ar son grinn”

Rud a chuir an-ionadh air ná nach raibh
aon cholúr sásta aon am a chaitheamh ina
chuideachta agus ba é sin príomhchúis a
chuid uaignis dar liom.

Lean leis
an gcaint

Exam Times

Irish Introductionandoral (higherandordinary)

Ceapadóireacht
Anmharcáil/marking

Stílchuíscríbhneoireachta/style(5marc)
Nímórduit ‘scéal’ascríobhmároghnaítear

Ceist2Bagusníféidirleatéascríobhibhfoirm
‘aiste’nó‘díospóireacht’.

Ionramháilábhair/subjectmatter(15marc)
Eolas,faisnéis,smaointe,tuairimíéagsúlaa
bhaineannleisanteidealaroghnaítear.

‘Clóighleisanábhar’.

CumasGaeilge/ProficiencyofIrish(80marc)
SaibhreasnaGaeilgeagusfairsingena

Gaeilge.Bícúramachleisan
ngramadach!

Exam Times Exam Times

Ataglance
Irish

Howtoachieve
thoseextramarks

Thisdependsonthequestion.Inthe
literature/poetrysections,answerthe

questionasked.Forexample, inthepoetry
questions,ifyouarespecificallyaskedfor
“yourfeelings”,thenyouranswerwillbe
personalasopposedtowritingonthe

feelingsofthepoet.

IntheCeapadóireachtsection,watch
“cruinneasnateanga”agus“Gaeilge
Shaibhir”andadheretothetitle.

Remember:“Ceangal
CinnteLeanúnach”.

Knowyour poems,know
yourcharacters, andalways
answerthe question asked–
not the oneyou wish you
wereasked!

■ Alwaysdooutaplanforthe
compositionquestion–no
marks aregoingfortheplanand
youwilllosenomarksifyou
havenoplan,butitguarantees
youwillhaveenoughmaterialto
writebetween500-600words
onyourchosensubject. It isa
guaranteetoyourselfthatyou
won’t“runout ofsteam”
halfwaythroughan essayor
debateorscéaloróráid.
■ Intheceapadóireachtsection
youmustadheretothetitleyou
choose–acontinuous
connectionbetweenthechosen
titleandsubjectyouwriteupon
isessential:Nátéigharstrae!
■ Léighgocúramachancheist
sascrúdú.Rememberyoudo
nothavetolikeaquestiontodo
well,butyoudohavetoanswer
whatisbeingasked.
■ IntheLéamhthuiscint
section,layoutyouranswers
accordingtothequestionasked.
■ “Luaighdháphointeeolais”.
Pleaseensuretheexaminer
seesandácheann–don’tput
themintotheonesentencebut
separateeachpointclearly.
■ Inrecentyearstherehas
beenatendancyinthe“filíocht”
sectionstoaskthecandidate
howtheyrelatedtothepoemor
identifiedwithitandwhat
feelingstheyhad.Ensurethisis
addressed;inotherwords,how
youfeltandnotthepoet.
■ InthedrámaAnTriail,make
sureyouhaveagood,factual
knowledgeoftheplay,plotand
characters–35marksoutofthe
40willgoforthisknowledge.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

ClareGrealy

ExamTimesOnline
Formore from the

Institute of Education
and the Irish Times visit
irishtimes.com/
examtimesm
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Cén uair? When?

Cén sort comórtais? What type of
competition?

Cár rugadh Síle? Wherewas Síle born?

Cén locht? What fault?

Cémhéad ama? Howmuch time?

Cén uimhir theileafóin? What phone number?

Cén t-am? What time?

Cén post? What job?

Cén cháilíocht? What qualification?

Cé a ghlac páirt? Who took part?

Cén spriocdáta? What’s the final date?

Cén lá? What day?

Cén teocht? What temperature?

Cén tuarastal? What salary?

Anméid? Howmany?

Anmó lá? Howmany days?

Luaigh rud amháin Mention one thing

Cén gradam? What award/
recognition?

Luaigh abhár amhain Mention one
subject/topic

Ainmnigh Name

Cén dream daoine? What group of people

Cén stáisiún raidio? What radio station?

Luaigh dhá cháilíocht Mention two
qualifications

Cén bhaint? What connection?

Cé dóibh? Towhom/for whom?

Cén duais? What prize?

Luaigh dualgas breise Mention another duty

Cad chuige? Forwhat purpose?

Cén t-éacht What achievement?

Cad a seolfar? Whatwill be launched?

Luaigh dhá eagraíocht Mention two
organisations

Cén toradh? What result?

CeapadóireachtonPaper 1
isby far the most important
question inthe entire
written examfor Irish

Paper1
2hours20minutes
■ Cluastuiscint/
aural(60marks)
■ Ceapadóireacht/
composition
(100marks)

Paper2
3hours5minutes
■ Léamhthuis-
cint x 2(100marks)
■ Prós(30marks)
■ Filíocht
(30marks)
■ LitríochtBhreise
(40marks)

AnScrúdúBéil
(oralexam)
■ Fáiltiú/welcome
(5marc)
■ Aithrisfilíochta/
poetryreading
(35marc)
■ Sraithpictiúr/
picturesequence
(80marc)
■ Ancomhrá/
the conversation
(120marc–stór
gaeilge:75marc;
cumaslabhar-
tha 45marc)

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

■Students
outside the
Institute of
Education in
Dublin.
PHOTOGRAPH:
ALAN BETSON

Timing
Berigidwithtiming,

especiallywithPaper2.The
Léamhthuiscintcanoftenbe

verylongandsomewhatdifficult,
andbecauseofthis,Iwouldalways
advisestudentstoleavethis

question untillast.Thisbeingthe
case,youmustadherecloselyto

theallocatedtimesfor
questions2,3and4.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

IrishPaper2 (higher level )

Character
building

Exam Times

■ Paper1
Paper1consistsof
twoquestions:Ceist
1–Cluastuiscint
(Aural)andCeist2–
Ceapadóireacht
(Composition)

■ Cluastuiscint
Thispartoftheexam
willlastforthe
durationofthetape–
20minutes–and
comprisesthree
sectionsandatotal
ofabout30
questions,withtwo
marksgoingforeach

■ Fógraí(two
sections)
■ Comhrá(two
sections)
■ PíosaNuachta
(twosections)

■ Ceapadóireacht
Thisquestionis
dividedintothree
sections.Each
sectioncontains
internalchoicesand
candidateswillbe
requiredtoanswer
fromonesection
only.

■ Paper2
Paper2consistsof
fourquestions:
Ceist 1–
Léamhthuiscint
(reading
comprehension);
Ceist2–
Prós (prose);
Ceist 3 –Filíocht
(poetry);
andCeist4–
LitríochtBhreise
(literature).

■ Léamhthuiscint
Consistsoftwo
questions,bothof
whichmustbe
answered.Thereis
nochoiceinthis
question.

■ Prós
Therewillbean
internalchoiceinthe
questionbetween:
PrósAinmnithe(A)
nóPrósRoghnach
(B)

■ Filíocht
Againprovidesan
internalchoice
between:Filíocht
Ainmnithe(A)nó
FilíochtRoghnach
(B).

■ LitríochtBhreise
Youwillhave
studiedoneor
possiblytwooutof
thefollowingsix
sectionsbutneed
onlyanswerfrom
onesection:
■ 4A:AnTriail
■ 4B:AThignáTit
orm
■ 4C:Tóraíocht
Dhiarmadaagus
Ghráinne
■ 4D:Gafa
■ 4E:CanaryWharf
■ 4F:DántaBreise

The exam

Tipsfortheexam

■ Ifinanyquestionyouare
askedfortwopoints,make
suretolayoutthetwopoints
clearly.
■ Daydreamingduringthe
auralexam,whichcanmean
missingthepoint.Eachsection
isonlyplayedtwice.
■ ChoosingtheDíospóireacht

andwritinginthestyleofOráid,
andvice-versa.Munadtuig-
eanntúteidealnah-aiste,ná
roghnaighé–besureyou
understandthetitleofthe
essay.“If indoubt,leaveitout.”
■ FortheScrúdúBéil,practice
isthekey–cleachtadh!
Especiallyreadingthepoetry.

ClareGrealy

Ceadúnas
fógraíochta

Advertising
license

Scileanna
rúnaíochta Secretarial skills

Riarachán Administration

Breis is More than

Sa bhreis Additional

Dualgais breise Additional
duties

Scéim scolái-
reachta

Scholarship
scheme

Ríomhaire Computer

Léacht cuimh-
neacháin

Remembrance
lecture

Céiliúradh Celebration

Foirm iarratais Application form

Iriseoir Journalist

Láithreoir Presenter

Léiritheoir Producer

Léitheoir
nuachta Newsreader

Taighdeoir Researcher

Líofacht sa
Ghaeilge Fluency in Irish

Coiste na
dtuismitheoirí

Parents’
committee

Comharchu-
mann Inis Meáin Inis Meáin Co-op

Ag déanamh
urraíochta Sponsoring

Seoladh leab-
hair Book launch

Foireann
Teagaisc Teaching staff

Á chur chun cinn Promoting

Bronnadh
gradam air

Hewas present-
edwith an award

Folúntas Vacancy

Scór Twenty

Commonerrors

CluastuiscintCeisteannacoitíanta/popularquestions CluastuiscintTéarmaí coitíanta/commonterms
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 

  
d

( )
d

y
f x

x
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Solution 
 

(a) 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  

 
2 2

d 1 2
.(2 )

d 1 1

y x
x

x x x
= =

+ +
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d

0
d

y

x
= : 

2

2
0

1

x

x
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    2 0x =  

    0x =  

 0x = : log 1 0ey = =  

 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 
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 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10

Probability
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MathsHigherLevelPaper 1

(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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Cluastuiscint
Aural(60marc)

■ Cuid A: Fógraí x 2
■ Cuid B: Comhráite x 2
■ Cuid C: Píosaí Nuachta x 2

If you understand the question, you will
have a far better chance at arriving at the
answer. Éist go cúramach– do not day-
dream as no section will be played for a
third time!

Is leor freagraí gearra – there is no need
to answer any of the questions with full sen-
tences. Do not be too concerned with the
standard of spelling. According to the
marking scheme laid down by Coimisiún
na Scrúduithe Stáit 2013, “Bainfear ó 0 go
3 ar chaighdeán na Gaeilge.”

In the tables below you will find some
useful vocabulary.

Ceapadóireacht
Composition(100marc)
The ceapadóireacht section is by far one of
the most important questions in the entire
written exam as it is in this question that
your true competence in the language
comes through and can be tested.

The question will have three sections
(each with internal choices) and the stu-
dent will have to write on one of the nine
topics given. Irrespective of your choice,
heed this three-word guideline: “Ceangal
Cinnte Leanúnach” – which means there
has to be a continuous and close connec-
tion between the title you choose and the
essay/story/debate or speech you write.

For example, if “Fadhb an óil i measc na
nÓg” (the problem of alocholism among
the young) were to feature as an essay top-
ic, you would have to point out “gur fadhb

mhór í sin an t-alcól agus gur fadhb í a
bhaineann le daoine óga/déagóirí”.

Clóigh leis an ábhar – adhere rigidly to
the title. Remember this is the title “you
choose” out of the nine titles given so why
would or should you deviate from it in your
answer? This is a trap that can cost you
dearly in relation to the marks awarded.

The Ceapadóireacht section is divided
into three; seo mar a leanas:

■ A. Aiste
■ B. Scéal
■ C. Díospóireacht/Oráid

1Aiste/essay
You can write on any one of the topics
given in the form of an “aiste” or “agal-

lamh” (interview).

2Scéal/story
This section tends not to be a popular
choice among candidates. As well as

“cruinneas na teanga” agus “gaeilge shaib-
hir”, students should also be able to demon-
strate an “imaginative” style of writing.

3Díospóireacht/Oráid
Debate/Speech
Tá difríocht mhór idir an díospói-

reacht agus an oráid. In the debate you will
be required to argue “ar son nó in aghaidh
rúin ar bith”. You cannot argue both sides.
Ach maidir leis an oráid, is “caint aonar” é
sin ina bhfuil tú ag caint faoi ábhar ar leith
agus is féidir leat caint faoi na buntáistí
agus na míbhuntáistí a bhaineann leis (má
tá dhá thaobh ag baint leis).

■ NB Neither the díospóireacht nor the
oráid should be attempted unless a
suitable opening and end has been
learnt and practiced by the stu-
dent.

Díospóireacht:tús
samplach
A chathaoirleach, a
mholtóirí, a chomhdhal-
taí agus lucht an
fhreasúra.

Is mise . . . agus tá áthas
orm a rá libh go bhfuilim
anseo chun labhairt libh
ar son/ in aghaidh an rúin
seo.

Beidh an fhoireann thall ag

iarraidh a gcuid tuairimí a chur ina luí orai-
bh, ach molaim daoibh an chluas bhodhar
a thabhairt orthu.

Ar an gcéad dul síos . . .
Ní amháin sin ach . . .

Níos tábhachtaí ná rud ar bith eile . .
.

Tá orainn smaoineamh ar . . .
Mar fhocal scoir . . .

Díospóireacht:andeireadh:
Agus faoi dheireadh, a dhao-
ine uaisle agus a bhaill na
foirne eile táim beagnach tag-
tha go deireadh mo chuid
cainte ar an rún seo. Táim
cinnte go n-aontóibh sibh leis

an gcuid is mó de mo chuid
tuairimí.

Chun deireadh agus críoch a
chur le mo chuid cainte is mian

liom mo bhuíochas a ghabháil libh as an éi-
steacht chineálta a thug sibh dom. Go
gcúití Dia sibh agus go raibh mile maith
agaibh.

Oráid:antús
A dhaoine uaisle go léir . . .

Is mise . . . agus tá an-áthas orm deis a
fháil labhairt libh inniu faoi . . .

Ar an gcéad dul síos . . .
Ní amháin sin ach . . .
In éineacht leis sin . . .
Ar lámh amháin . . .
Ar an lámh eile . . .

Oráid:andeireadh
Da bhrí sin, a dhaoine uaisle tá an ceann sc-
ríbe bainte amach agam agus tá súil agam
gur bhain sibh taitneamh (enjoy) as a raibh
le rá agam. Go raibh mile maith agaibh
agus guím rath Dé oraibh go léir.

ClareGrealy

Clóigh leis an ábhar

L
ooking back on the Leaving Cert
higher-level Irish exam last sum-
mer, the general consensus was
that it was one of the most stu-

dent-friendly examinations yet. There is no
reason to believe the examination in 2015
will be any different.

Questions in all sections of the paper
were clear, concise and straightforward,
and if students were well prepared the
exam presented no major obstacles. The
aural tape was by far the clearest it had
been in years, and the phrases and vocabu-
lary used would have been familiar to most
students. The picture sequence (all 20) has
been of enormous assistance in raising the
overall result, and while there may be 20 to
do they are student-friendly and accessible
in the exam itself.

Over the five months of revision time
that are left adhere to the guidelines that
follow in this article and success will be
sure to follow.

Oralexam
The oral Irish examination accounts for
40 per cent of the entire mark for Gaeilge.
Therefore, you should prepare yourself
thoroughly.

The best method of preparing is to find
someone who is willing to converse with
you for a while in Irish at least once a day.
As the saying goes, “Is in ithe na putóige a
bhíonn a tástáil!” (The proof of the pudding
is in the eating!) It would also be a great
idea to spend some time listening to pro-
grammes on Raidió na Gaeltachta or on
Raidió na Life, or to watch TG4.

The oral examination lasts about 15 min-
utes and takes the following format:

Fáiltiú
Welcome(5marc)
This section will last about one minute (or
less) and you will be asked for the following
details: ainm, aois, dáta breithe, seoladh
baile agus uimhir scrúdaithe (scrúduim-
hir). Every candidate will be asked the fol-
lowing five questions – so bí ullamh!

C:Cad is ainm duit?
F:Síle Ní Riain is ainm dom.
C:Cén aois thú?
F: Táim sé bhliana (16) déag d’aois. Táim
seacht/ócht mbliana (17/18) déag d’aois.
C:Cá bhfuil tú i do chónaí?
F:Táim i mo chónaí ar Bhóthar na Trá, uim-
hir a trí, Trá Mhór. Contae Port Láirge.
C:Cad é do dháta breithe?
F:Rugadh mé ar an séú lá déag Mí Lúnasa,
naoi déag nócha a seacht.

C:Cén scrúduimhir atá agat?
F: Is é a dó, a naoi, a trí, a seacht, a ceathair
(29374).

Aithrisfilíochta
Poetry reading (35marc)
This is the poetry reading section. The ex-
aminer will choose the poem and also the
10-12 consecutive lines that you will read.

Read the lines out loud and slowly, show-
ing in your tone and expression that you un-
derstand what you are reading.

Be attentive to your pronunciation, espe-
cially the séimhiú and urú.

In relation to An Spailpín Fánach, a stu-
dent may sing this song it if they so wish.

Practice, practice, practice is the key to
obtaining full marks.

SraithPictiúr
Picture sequence (80marc)
You will be shown all pictures, face down
andaskedtochooseone.You willthenbegiv-
en about half a minute to study the pictures
before you describe the sequence for the ex-
aminer. Try to use a variety of verbs. It is ac-
ceptable to keepit simple butmany students
like to describe the pictures by telling a sto-
ry. If so tell it in the Aimsir Cháite – a tense
few students have difficulty with.

Ardteist2015:ImreoirGortaithe(right)

1Ní dhéanfaidh mé dearmad riamh ar lá an
chluiche cheannais idir Scoil Mhuire agus

Coláiste naRinne i bpáirc Uí Chrocaighanu-
raidh. Bhí an áit plódaithe le daoine agus bhí
an-atmaisféar san áit le scataí daltaí ag
canadh agus ag luascadh a lámha suas san
aer thuas sa staid. Bhí an dá scoil go h-ion-
tach san iománaíocht agus bhí cluiche
maith i ndán dúinn go léir – seo mar a cheap-
amar.

2Bhí an dá thaobh ag imirt go maith le
beagnach fiche nóiméad ach bhí an

lámh in uachtar ag Scoil Mhuire. Bhí dhá
phointe acu ar an scoil eile. Go tobann rith
Peadar suas chun an liathróid a bhualadh
nuair a thit sé anuas go trom ar a chos
dheis. Bhí an pian go h-uafásach agus ní rai-
bh sé in ann seasamh suas gan bacadh le
rith. Thuig an réiteoir ar an bpointe go rai-
bh a chos briste agus ghlaoch sé anonn ar
na seribhísí éigeandála chun síntéan a fháil
chun Peadar a thógáil go dtí an t-ospidéal
chomh tapaidh agus ab fhéidir.

3Chaith Peadar breis is dhá uair ina luí ar
shintéan san ospidéal agus bhí sé ag dul

as a mheabhair leis an bpian. Is maith an rud
énachraibhanáitplódaithe ledaoine.Nírai-
bh ach beirt roimhe leis na gortaithe céan-
na.

4Faoi dheireadh tháinig banaltra agus
thug sí instealladh dó chun an pian a

mharú agus dúirt sí leis go raibh air dul
suas go dtí an Roinn Raideolaíochta toisc
go raibh siad beagnach céad faoin gcéad
cinnte go raibh cnámh briste – agus ní am-
háin briste ach briste go dona.

5Bhí an ceart acu! Thóg siad x-gha agus
ansin bhuail sé le máinlia (doctúir) am-

háin a dúirt go raibh na gortaithe go dona –
i bhfad ní ba mheasa ná mar a cheap siad ar
dtús. Bhí air dul faoi scian agus nach
mbeadh sé in ann aon spórt a imirt le breis
is cúig mhí. Bhí Peadar croíbhriste! Cad a
dhéanfadh sé san idirlinn?

6Ar feadh cúig mhí d’fhan sé sa bhaile ag
imirt fichille, cartaí, ag éisteacht le ceol

nóag féachaint ar fhíseáin. Ach creid é nó ná
creid tá dhá thaobh ar gach scéal. Rinne sé
go leor staidéir freisin agus d’éirigh leis bre-
is is cúig chéad pointe a fháil san Ardteist an
samhradh dar gcionn. Faoi láthair imríonn
sé ar fhoireann Coláiste na Tríonóide agus
tá sé arís chomh h-aclaí is lúfar is a bhí sé ri-
amh!

You will then ask the examiner three
questions about the story in the pictures.
Keep these questions simple. Ideally ask
questions that the examiner can answer in
one sentence.
■ Cén spórt a bhí siad ag imirt?
■ An raibh aon duine eile ag fanacht sa
roinn timpiste éigeandála?
■ Cad a chonaic an dochtúir ar an X-gha?

The examiner will then ask you three
questions which will require slightly more
detailed answers.
■ Cén sort atmaisféar a bhí ann an lá sin?
■ Cad a dúirt an dochtúir leis?
■ Conas a chaith sé an cúig mhí ina dhi-
aidh sin?

Freagrasamplacha
Bhí sé ag imirt fichille, ag éisteacht le ceol,
ag dul go dtí an phictiúrlann agus an amhar-
clann, ag ullmhú agus ag cleachtadh don
scrúdú HPAT, gach rud seachas (except)
spóirt.

AnComhrá
Theconversation (120marc – stór gaeilge:
75marc;cumas labhartha45marc)
Is é seo an chuid is tábhachtaí den scrúdú
béil agus tá ort a thaispeáint go bhfuil tú in
annanteangaalabhairtgocruinn(accurate-

ly), go líofa (with fluency) agus le Gaeilge
shaibhir!

Leanleisangcaint
Do not give monosyllabic answers like
“sea” nó “ní hea”. It is a conversation be-
tween two people and you have to show the
ability to converse.

Remember, if you can keep the conversa-
tion flowing from your side then there are
fewer questions the examiner will have to
ask you.

Direct the conversation to suit your-
self. For example, you can say that you have
no interest in a certain topic of conversation
and that you’d prefer to speak on a different
topic,andbydoing sowillenabletheexamin-
er to direct the conversation to a subject you
are interested in and therefore should have
the ability to speak upon.

Populartopicsfordiscussion
■ Mé féin agus mo chlann
■ Mo cheantar dúchais
■ Caitheamh aimsirí
■ An Ghaeilge agus an Ghaeltacht
■ Laethanta saoire
■ An scoil, ábhair, rialacha na scoile srl

Additionaltopics
■ Fadhbanna an déagóra
■ Fadhbanna sóisialta
■ An coras oideachais agus córas na
bpointí
■ Cursaí domhanda (bochtaineacht, cin-
íochas, tubaistí nádúrtha, an cúlú eac-
namaíochta, imirce).

Finally, make sure you have revised both
verbs and tenses, as making basic funda-
mental mistakes in the verb and the tense
can cost you dearly. Ná bí neirbhíseach ar
chor ar bith! Go n-éirí an t-ádh leat!

IrishPaper 1 –Aural andComposition (HigherLevel )

Theoral is aconversation
betweentwo people so
avoidmonosyllabic answers
like ‘sea’nó ‘níhea’

Ceist1
Léamhthuiscint/Comprehension
(100marc)
Therewillbetwocomprehensionsonthepa-
per and students must answer both, with 50
marksgoingfor each one. Thereisno longer
any need for students to answer this ques-
tion “i d’fhocail féin”, with the exception of
question 6B which must be in your own
words.

In general all questions will carry an (a)
and (b) part, so ensure that your answers re-
flect this, ie 1a agus 1b, 2a agus 2b, etc. If you
are required to give “dhá phointe”, make
sure you do so and lay out your answer in
such a way as the examiner correcting your
script will see “an dá cheann”.

Ceist 6 in its entirety carries 15 marks. In
question 6A, you will be required to “aim-
sigh” certain grammatical parts; cuir i gcás:
■ Saorbhriathar –dúntar, dúnadh, dúnfar,
dhúnfaí
■ Breischéim nó Sárchéim na haidiachta –
níos mó, is mó
■ An Tuiseal Ginideach
– Firinscneach uatha – hata an fhir
– Baininscneach uatha – i lár na cathrach
– Uimhir iolra – tréithe na gcaointe
■ Aidiacht sealbhach – mo bhróg
■ Aidiacht san uimhir iolra – móra, deasa
■ An uimhir phearsanta – beirt, triúr

Question 6B will be a question encom-
passing the entire léamhthuiscint and your
answer must reflect your “comprehension”
of the “entire” piece. Cuir i gcás:

■ “Bunaithe ar an eolas sa sliocht thuas an
dtaitníonn Steve Jobs leat mar dhuine?”
(Scrúdú na hArdteiste 2013)nó
■ “Cén cineál (genre) scríbhneoireachta
lena mbaineann an sliocht seo? Luaigh dhá
thréithe a bhaineann leis an gcineál seo
scribhneoireachta. Aimsigh sampla amháin
de gach ceann den dá thréithe sa sliocht.
(Bíodh an freagra i d’fhocail féin. Is leor 60
focal.)”

Ceist2
PrósainmnithenóPrósroghnach/
Prescribedproseornonprescribedprose
(30marc)
Whichever section you have studied, you
will cover four pieces of prose and either a
film or play for the fifth choice.

In the Prós Ainmnithe section, all the
works arebased closely oncharacters so you
shouldstudy these in depthand the relation-
ships they have with each other. Ensure you
have a very good knowledge of each piece,
especially “ar imeachtaí agus ar eachtraí na
sleachta”.

In recent years, candidates were given
onequestion basedononeof the worksstud-
ied and had to answer that question with no
choice. A departure from this style was evi-
dent on the Leaving Cert paper of 2013
where the question was in three parts and
candidates could choose any two parts. This
applied to the Prós Ainmnithe and Prós
Roghnach sections, eg:
2A Prós Ainmnithe
Maidir leis an scéal béaloidis Oisín i dTír na
nÓg, déan plé gairid ar do rogha dhá
cheann de na ceannteidil seo a leanas:

(i) An pháirt a ghlacann Niamh Chinn
Óir sa scéal.

(ii) Cruachás Oisín ón uair a d’fhág sé Tír
na nÓg.

(iii) An tréith bhéaloidis is mó a thait-
níonn leat sa scéal. (Tabhair dhá fháth le do
fhreagra.)

2B Prós Roghnach
Níl cead aon ábhar a bhaineann le Prós
Ainmnithe a úsáid i bhfreagra ar bith ar an
bPrós Roghnach.

Maidir le scéal béaloidis roghnach a
ndearna tú stáidéar air le linn do chúrsa,
déan plé gairid ar do rogha dhá cheann de
na ceannteidil seo a leanas:

(i) Saol an phríomhcharactair (na
príomhphearsan) sa scéal

(ii) Críoch na scéil
(iii) An tréith bhéaloidis is mó a thait-

níonn leat sa scéal. (Tabhair dhá fháth le do
fhreagra.)

Ní mór teideal an scéil bhéaloidis sin a sc-
ríobh síos go cruinn.

TeicnícíScannaíochta/Filming
Techniques
Cáca Milis
In relation to the film, Cáca Milis, be sure to
watch it regularly during the year, as your
answer will be based on auditory and visual
perception. As it is a film there is no text to
read.

■ Miondhearcadh
Úsáidtear é go forleathan sa scannán seo
agus bíonn fócas na gceamairí ar a
n-aigheanna.

Maidir le Catherine díríonn an ceamara
ar a súile an t-am ar fad - ar na súile dorcha
agus mailiseacha atá aici ach le Paul tá an fó-
casarabhéalagusdonchuidismótáséaros-
cailt agus é lán le seile..

■ Fad-dhearcadh
Tá go leor radharcanna éagsúla le feiscint ó
fhuinneog na traenach
–radharc an mhuilinn adhmaid agus na hoi-
brithe go léir ag obair ann
– radharc an chósta timpeall Cill Mhantáin
– an reilig
– an bhean ag siúl sios an ardán i bhfad
amach ón bhfear marbh

■ Éadaí
Tádifriochtmhór idir anbheirtsatslí inarai-
bh siad gléasta Bhí Catherine gleasta suas i
gculaith oibre a bhí corcra agus le bróga faoi
shála arda uirthi ach bhi sean t-léine ar Paul
in éineacht lena bhróga reatha

■ Imeartasstáitse
– An cáca milis – is é ceann de na cinn is táb-
hachtaí toisc go bhfuil imeachtaí an scan-

náin bunaithe air.
– An t-ionanálaitheoir – is é sin an gléas a
choimead an fear bocht beo.
– An bata siúil agus na spéaclaí a chuireann
chun cinn cruachás an fhir toisc go bhfuil
sé dall.
– An chathaoir rotha a thaispeán dúinn
spleáchas na seanmhná ( máthair Cathe-
rine) ar a h-iníon agus ar an bhanaltra.
– An mála siucra – feicimid ciotail an fhir nu-
air a bhí sé sin á oscailt aige agus an siúcra
ag titim mórthimpell an bhoird.
– An lámh ag titim I laige. Is é an ceann is
éifeachtaí mar níl aon amhras againn ach go
bhfuair sé bás ag an deireadh

■ Soilsiú
Is beag an fócus a chuirtear ar na soilse toisc
go dtarlaionn imeachtaí an scannáin I rith
an lae. Ach tá radharc amháin ann nuair a
théann an traein trí thollán agus éirionn an
scáileándorchaagusbionnsésinan-éifeach-
tach ar fad toisc go dtarlaionn sé sin díreach
ag an mbomaite nuair a dúirt Catherine leis
gur thóg se plaic as an phéist – mar dhea!

■ Fuaimeanna
Cloisimid ineall na traenach agus í ar a
bealach go Loch Garman agus ta an torann
rithimeach agus toll. Ach nuair a théann an
traein tríd an tollán cloistear fuaim ghéar na
h-adhairce a chuireann chun cinn uafás an
fhir a chreid ag an nóiméad sin gur thóg sé
plaic as an phéist agus go bhfaigheadh sé
bás dá bharr.

Ceist3
Filíochtainmnithenó filíocht roghnach/
Prescribedpoetryornonprescribed
poetry (30 marc)
Students will have studied either the
prescribed poetry (3A) or nonprescribed
works (3B). The major difference between-
these two sections is that the poem itself
is printed on the paper for question
3A (prescribed works) but not for question
3B.

Make sure that you can translate the five
prescribed poems as this will be of enor-
mous help to you in answering all ques-
tions.

Tá ceisteanna ginearálta le foghlaim
agus a bhí an-choitianta ar scrúdpháipéir
sna blianta beaga anuas, cuir i gcás:

a) Príomhthéama an dáin agus conas a
chuirtear é sin os ár gcomhair.

b) Na mothúcháin éagsúla sa dán.
c) Dearcadh an fhile.
d) Atmaisféar an dáin.
e) Codarsnacht nó íomhánna
f) Friotal, dathanna, fuaimeanna
g) Oiriúnacht an teidil.

■ NB:Always read the question carefully
and be sure that you answer what you are in
fact being asked, for example: “Cad iad na
mothúcháin a bhí ionat féin tar éis an dán
seo a léamh?” This question should not be
mixed up with: “Cad iad na mothúcháin is
treise atá le fáil sa dán seo?”

Technical questions may appear to be
difficult when in fact they are straightfor-
ward. See sample answer below, based on
adjectives.

Freagrasamplach/sampleanswerbased
onadjectivesinAntEarrachThiar
■ Nóta a scríobh ar éifeachtach na n-aidi-
achtaí sa dán seo.
Bíonn go leor aidiachtaí le fáil sa dán seo
agus a scéal féin ag gach ceann díobh:

– “shéimh”: Bhí an-bhinneas ag baint leis
an gciúnas an lá sin agus an t-aon rud a bhí

ag cur isteach air ná scríbheadh na crafóige
ón laí.
– “mbrothall”: Ní raibh aon leoithne ag sé-
ideadh an lá sin. Bhí an aimsir meirbh.
– “dhearg” agus “bháin”: Tá an dá dhath
seo an-éagsúil óna chéile agus is cumhach-
tach an chodarsnacht seo le deirge na fea-
mainne ag glioscarnach ar an trá bhán.
– “niamhrach”: Dar leis ní raibh aon áit ní
ba niamhraí.
– “síothacht”: Arís tá sé ag cur na béime ar
shíochán is suaimhneas.
– “fanna”: Bhí na h-iascairí ag rámhaíocht
go mall leis an tuirse mhór a bhí orthu: bhí
easpa nirt sna buillí.
– “mhall”: Toisc go raibh an aimsir meirbh
an lá sin gan puth gaoithe ann bhí tonnta
beaga bídeacha ag briseadh ar an trá agus
tháinig siad i dtír go mall.
– “ór”: Is dáth álainn é ór: dar ndóigh ceann
de na dathanna is áille DÁ BHFUIL ANN.
B’álainn radharc na ngathanna gréine a
bhí ann an lá sin is an ghrian ag dul faoi.

Freagrasamplach/sampleanswer
basedonColscaradh
■ Very often a question will require you to
“read between the lines” of a poem, so to

speak: “An féidir leat ionannú leis an dán
seo?”
Is féidir liom ionannú leis an dán seo dar
ndóigh.

Um an dtaca seo anuraidh fuair m’uncail
is m’aintín colscaradh agus ní nach ionadh
toisc go raibh an bheirt acu an-éagsúil ar
fad agus níor stop said riamh ag argóint.

Fear na cathrach a bhí ann a rugadh is a
tógadh suas i mBaile Átha Cliath agus bhí
an-aithne aige ar an áit agus ar a lán dao-
ine anseo.

Fear gnó a bhí ann anseo freisin agus sin
é an fáth gur chaith sé uaire sa bhreis san oi-
fig i rith na seachtaine.

Ní dhearna sé obair tí agus ní raibh sé sás-
ta cabhrú leis na leanaí ag an deireadh
seachtaine – dar ndóigh nuair a chuir
m’aintín aon saghas brú air d’éalaigh sé
síos chun an tí tabhairne.

Tháinig m’aintín ón Iodáil ait ina bhfuil
an chlann an-tábhachtach ar fad agus níor
thuig sí an sort iompair sin ar chor ar bith.

Ba é colscaradh an réiteach ab fhearr
don bheirt.

Certain questions will be synonymous
with a certain poem and ONLY that poem:

Géibheann
“Is dán fáithchiallach é seo.” É sin a phlé.
“Is dán meafarach é seo.” É sin a phlé.
“Tá i bhfad níos mó i gceist ná ainmhí i

sáinn.” Do thuairim uait faoi sin.
An Spailpín Fanach
“Taispeán gur amhrán polaitiúil é seo.”
Colscaradh
“Déan comparáid idir an bheirt sa dán

seo.”

Ceist4
Litríochtbhreise/Additionalliterature
(40marc)
This question will be divided into six sec-
tions, and students will be required to an-
swer from one section only:

■ 4AAn Triail
■ 4BA Thig ná Tit Orm
■ 4CTóraíocht Dhiarmada agus Gráinne

■ 4DGafa
■ 4ECanary Wharf
■ 4FDánta Breise (a collection of five po-
ems in addition to those of Ceist 3)

The marks for each section are divid-
ed up as follows: 35 marks for “eo-

las” (knowledge) and five for
your standard of Irish.

To date, sections 4A-4E
have had one question only
with no internal choices. In
the Dánta Breise section,
one of the five poems will be
listed and three questions

will have to be answered on
that poem (see sample an-

swer below on Colmáin).
The poetry in this section is

slightly more difficult than the “pre-
scribed poetry” in question three but it

is still a popular choice among students
due to the fact the poem will be printed on
the exam paper.

The play An Triail is by far the most pop-
ular choice among candidates. If choosing
from this section, you need to know the
characters: it is hard to imagine answering
any question on this play without basing it
on characters, apart from Teicnící Drá-
maíochta.

Irrespective of what section you choose
from, freagair an cheist atá le freagairt! An-
swer what you are asked and not what you
might have liked to have been asked.

Freagrasamplach/sampleanswerforthe
poemColmáin
■ Cad é príomhthéama an dáin seo dar
leat?
Is í an chosúlacht mhór idir ainmhithe is
daoine mar príomthéama an dáin seo. Mar
dhaoine santaimid cairde, cneastacht(fond-
ness), cineáltacht (kindness), comhluadar
(company) agus caidreamh (relationship)
pearsanta inár saol. Sa t-slí chéanna is iad
na mianta céanna a shantaíonn ainmhithe
freisin. Níor mhaith le h-éinne bheith fág-
tha ó dhubh go dubh gan saoirse ná comhlu-
adar. Sin é an sort saoil a bhí ag an gcat go la-
ethiúil. Bhí gach uile lá mar an gcéanna. Ní
ba mheasa ná sin ach nuair a d’fhill an
bheirt abhaile ag deireadh lae is beag athrú
a tháinig ar an scéal – lena gcuid screadaíl.
Shantaigh saoirse go géar uaidh, agus sin é
an fáth go raibh sé ag ionannú leis na colúir
nuair a chonaic sé iad ag eitilt sa spéir. Ba
dhóigh leis gur cholúr a bhí ann féin. “gur
colmán a bhí ann ó dhúchas”

Díreach cosúil le daoine bhí áit
chónaithe aige – ach bhí a áras “thuas sa
spéir” agus é iata ann ó mhaidin go h-oíche.

D’fhán sé faoi ghlas san árasán seo an lá
go léir agus dá bhrí sin níor bhuail sé riamh
le h-aon ainmhí eile dá leithéid. Sin é an
fáth gur cheap sé freisin gur duine a bhí
ann féin – agus ní nach ionadh.

Lá i ndiaidh lae shantaigh sé comhlua-
dar mhuintir an tí. Shantaigh sé chun a
bheith glactha mar bhall clainne chun suí
chun boird leo le naipcín thar ar a mhuiné-
al mar dhea ! Bhí díomá air go raibh an
bhean chomh teasaí lasánta leis nuair a
d’fhill sí abhaile ag deireadh lae. Chomh
fada agus is eol dúinn bhí an bheirt gan lean-
aí – dar leis bhí sé mar ionadaí (substitute)
linbh acu ach gan an meas céanna ná an grá
céanna dar ndóigh. Ó am go h-am tháinig
fonn súgartha air díreach mar a thiocfadh
ar pháiste agus theastaigh uaidh dul chuig
na colúir agus a lapa a shá iontu don chraic.
“A chrúb a chur iontu ar son grinn”

Rud a chuir an-ionadh air ná nach raibh
aon cholúr sásta aon am a chaitheamh ina
chuideachta agus ba é sin príomhchúis a
chuid uaignis dar liom.

Lean leis
an gcaint
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Ceapadóireacht
Anmharcáil/marking

Stílchuíscríbhneoireachta/style(5marc)
Nímórduit ‘scéal’ascríobhmároghnaítear

Ceist2Bagusníféidirleatéascríobhibhfoirm
‘aiste’nó‘díospóireacht’.

Ionramháilábhair/subjectmatter(15marc)
Eolas,faisnéis,smaointe,tuairimíéagsúlaa
bhaineannleisanteidealaroghnaítear.

‘Clóighleisanábhar’.

CumasGaeilge/ProficiencyofIrish(80marc)
SaibhreasnaGaeilgeagusfairsingena

Gaeilge.Bícúramachleisan
ngramadach!

Exam Times Exam Times

Ataglance
Irish

Howtoachieve
thoseextramarks

Thisdependsonthequestion.Inthe
literature/poetrysections,answerthe

questionasked.Forexample, inthepoetry
questions,ifyouarespecificallyaskedfor
“yourfeelings”,thenyouranswerwillbe
personalasopposedtowritingonthe

feelingsofthepoet.

IntheCeapadóireachtsection,watch
“cruinneasnateanga”agus“Gaeilge
Shaibhir”andadheretothetitle.

Remember:“Ceangal
CinnteLeanúnach”.

Knowyour poems,know
yourcharacters, andalways
answerthe question asked–
not the oneyou wish you
wereasked!

■ Alwaysdooutaplanforthe
compositionquestion–no
marks aregoingfortheplanand
youwilllosenomarksifyou
havenoplan,butitguarantees
youwillhaveenoughmaterialto
writebetween500-600words
onyourchosensubject. It isa
guaranteetoyourselfthatyou
won’t“runout ofsteam”
halfwaythroughan essayor
debateorscéaloróráid.
■ Intheceapadóireachtsection
youmustadheretothetitleyou
choose–acontinuous
connectionbetweenthechosen
titleandsubjectyouwriteupon
isessential:Nátéigharstrae!
■ Léighgocúramachancheist
sascrúdú.Rememberyoudo
nothavetolikeaquestiontodo
well,butyoudohavetoanswer
whatisbeingasked.
■ IntheLéamhthuiscint
section,layoutyouranswers
accordingtothequestionasked.
■ “Luaighdháphointeeolais”.
Pleaseensuretheexaminer
seesandácheann–don’tput
themintotheonesentencebut
separateeachpointclearly.
■ Inrecentyearstherehas
beenatendancyinthe“filíocht”
sectionstoaskthecandidate
howtheyrelatedtothepoemor
identifiedwithitandwhat
feelingstheyhad.Ensurethisis
addressed;inotherwords,how
youfeltandnotthepoet.
■ InthedrámaAnTriail,make
sureyouhaveagood,factual
knowledgeoftheplay,plotand
characters–35marksoutofthe
40willgoforthisknowledge.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

ClareGrealy

ExamTimesOnline
Formore from the

Institute of Education
and the Irish Times visit
irishtimes.com/
examtimesm
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Cén uair? When?

Cén sort comórtais? What type of
competition?

Cár rugadh Síle? Wherewas Síle born?

Cén locht? What fault?

Cémhéad ama? Howmuch time?

Cén uimhir theileafóin? What phone number?

Cén t-am? What time?

Cén post? What job?

Cén cháilíocht? What qualification?

Cé a ghlac páirt? Who took part?

Cén spriocdáta? What’s the final date?

Cén lá? What day?

Cén teocht? What temperature?

Cén tuarastal? What salary?

Anméid? Howmany?

Anmó lá? Howmany days?

Luaigh rud amháin Mention one thing

Cén gradam? What award/
recognition?

Luaigh abhár amhain Mention one
subject/topic

Ainmnigh Name

Cén dream daoine? What group of people

Cén stáisiún raidio? What radio station?

Luaigh dhá cháilíocht Mention two
qualifications

Cén bhaint? What connection?

Cé dóibh? Towhom/for whom?

Cén duais? What prize?

Luaigh dualgas breise Mention another duty

Cad chuige? Forwhat purpose?

Cén t-éacht What achievement?

Cad a seolfar? Whatwill be launched?

Luaigh dhá eagraíocht Mention two
organisations

Cén toradh? What result?

CeapadóireachtonPaper 1
isby far the most important
question inthe entire
written examfor Irish

Paper1
2hours20minutes
■ Cluastuiscint/
aural(60marks)
■ Ceapadóireacht/
composition
(100marks)

Paper2
3hours5minutes
■ Léamhthuis-
cint x 2(100marks)
■ Prós(30marks)
■ Filíocht
(30marks)
■ LitríochtBhreise
(40marks)

AnScrúdúBéil
(oralexam)
■ Fáiltiú/welcome
(5marc)
■ Aithrisfilíochta/
poetryreading
(35marc)
■ Sraithpictiúr/
picturesequence
(80marc)
■ Ancomhrá/
the conversation
(120marc–stór
gaeilge:75marc;
cumaslabhar-
tha 45marc)

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

■Students
outside the
Institute of
Education in
Dublin.
PHOTOGRAPH:
ALAN BETSON

Timing
Berigidwithtiming,

especiallywithPaper2.The
Léamhthuiscintcanoftenbe

verylongandsomewhatdifficult,
andbecauseofthis,Iwouldalways
advisestudentstoleavethis

question untillast.Thisbeingthe
case,youmustadherecloselyto

theallocatedtimesfor
questions2,3and4.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

IrishPaper2 (higher level )

Character
building

Exam Times

■ Paper1
Paper1consistsof
twoquestions:Ceist
1–Cluastuiscint
(Aural)andCeist2–
Ceapadóireacht
(Composition)

■ Cluastuiscint
Thispartoftheexam
willlastforthe
durationofthetape–
20minutes–and
comprisesthree
sectionsandatotal
ofabout30
questions,withtwo
marksgoingforeach

■ Fógraí(two
sections)
■ Comhrá(two
sections)
■ PíosaNuachta
(twosections)

■ Ceapadóireacht
Thisquestionis
dividedintothree
sections.Each
sectioncontains
internalchoicesand
candidateswillbe
requiredtoanswer
fromonesection
only.

■ Paper2
Paper2consistsof
fourquestions:
Ceist 1–
Léamhthuiscint
(reading
comprehension);
Ceist2–
Prós (prose);
Ceist 3 –Filíocht
(poetry);
andCeist4–
LitríochtBhreise
(literature).

■ Léamhthuiscint
Consistsoftwo
questions,bothof
whichmustbe
answered.Thereis
nochoiceinthis
question.

■ Prós
Therewillbean
internalchoiceinthe
questionbetween:
PrósAinmnithe(A)
nóPrósRoghnach
(B)

■ Filíocht
Againprovidesan
internalchoice
between:Filíocht
Ainmnithe(A)nó
FilíochtRoghnach
(B).

■ LitríochtBhreise
Youwillhave
studiedoneor
possiblytwooutof
thefollowingsix
sectionsbutneed
onlyanswerfrom
onesection:
■ 4A:AnTriail
■ 4B:AThignáTit
orm
■ 4C:Tóraíocht
Dhiarmadaagus
Ghráinne
■ 4D:Gafa
■ 4E:CanaryWharf
■ 4F:DántaBreise

The exam

Tipsfortheexam

■ Ifinanyquestionyouare
askedfortwopoints,make
suretolayoutthetwopoints
clearly.
■ Daydreamingduringthe
auralexam,whichcanmean
missingthepoint.Eachsection
isonlyplayedtwice.
■ ChoosingtheDíospóireacht

andwritinginthestyleofOráid,
andvice-versa.Munadtuig-
eanntúteidealnah-aiste,ná
roghnaighé–besureyou
understandthetitleofthe
essay.“If indoubt,leaveitout.”
■ FortheScrúdúBéil,practice
isthekey–cleachtadh!
Especiallyreadingthepoetry.

ClareGrealy

Ceadúnas
fógraíochta

Advertising
license

Scileanna
rúnaíochta Secretarial skills

Riarachán Administration

Breis is More than

Sa bhreis Additional

Dualgais breise Additional
duties

Scéim scolái-
reachta

Scholarship
scheme

Ríomhaire Computer

Léacht cuimh-
neacháin

Remembrance
lecture

Céiliúradh Celebration

Foirm iarratais Application form

Iriseoir Journalist

Láithreoir Presenter

Léiritheoir Producer

Léitheoir
nuachta Newsreader

Taighdeoir Researcher

Líofacht sa
Ghaeilge Fluency in Irish

Coiste na
dtuismitheoirí

Parents’
committee

Comharchu-
mann Inis Meáin Inis Meáin Co-op

Ag déanamh
urraíochta Sponsoring

Seoladh leab-
hair Book launch

Foireann
Teagaisc Teaching staff

Á chur chun cinn Promoting

Bronnadh
gradam air

Hewas present-
edwith an award

Folúntas Vacancy

Scór Twenty

Commonerrors

CluastuiscintCeisteannacoitíanta/popularquestions CluastuiscintTéarmaí coitíanta/commonterms
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 

  
d

( )
d

y
f x

x
′= .  

 

Solution 
 

(a) 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  

 
2 2

d 1 2
.(2 )

d 1 1

y x
x

x x x
= =

+ +
 

 Put 
d

0
d

y

x
= : 

2

2
0

1

x

x
=

+
 

    2 0x =  

    0x =  

 0x = : log 1 0ey = =  

 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 

 
2 2

2 2 2

d ( 1)(2) (2 )(2 )
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y x x x

x x

+ −
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+
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2 2

2 2

( 1)

x

x

− +
=

+
 

 0x = : 
2

2

d 2
2 0

d 1

y

x
= = >  

 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 
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  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10

Probability

MathsHigherLevel

ProofbyInduction
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MathsHigherLevelPaper 1

(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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ThemostimportantadviceIcould
possiblygivetoanystudentfacingthe
LeavingCertFrenchhigherlevelpaperin
Junewouldbetoimmerseyourself inthe
languageasmuchasispossiblebetween
nowandthen.
Iattributemygradeprimarilytoallthe

extraworkIdidoutsideofclasstimeand
homework.Frenchisalivinglanguageand
oneisnotgoingtoimprovebysimply
devouringclassnotes.
TheFrenchexamisdifferentinthat

literallyanytopiccouldcomeupacross
thepartofthepaper,fromparticular
subjectsandvocabularyinthelistening
comprehension,tothetitlesofthe
own-opinionquestions.Thereforeitis
imperativethatyouhaveagoodand
confidentcommandofthelanguageso
thatyouareabletothinkonyourownfeet
ifsurprisedwithaquestionontheday, in
eithertheoralorauralandwrittenexam.
Thiswillnotonlyenableyoutounder-

standthequestionsbeingaskedandshow

offwhatyouhavelearned,butitwillalso
giveyourworkanindividualandoriginal
dynamicthatisvitalinordertoachievethe
topgrade.
TheLeavingCertyearistoughinterms

oftimemanagementandtheideaofgoing
outsidewhatisrequiredofyoucanappear
dauntingandoverwhelming.However,
simplywatchingFrenchmoviesasaform
ofrelaxationduringstudybreaks,listening
toFrenchmusicorreadingabookwhen
travellingcandramaticallyimproveyour
linguisticskillsandfluency.Evenifyoufind
itdifficulttounderstand,it isfarfroma
wasteoftime!
Intermsofliterature, Istartedoutwith

simplechildren’sbooksmovingto
wellknowntranslationsIhadalreadyread
intheEnglishlanguage.Ialsohadthe
opportunitytoconverseweeklyona
one-to-onebasis.Constantoralpracticeis
keytosecuringtheA-gradeintheoraland
evendoingthiswithafriendisagreathabit
togetinto! Ifthisresourceisnotavailable
toyou,readingyournotesaloudcanhelp
aswellasrecordingyourselfandplayingit
backwheneveryouhaveachance.

T
he examiner will first check if the
question is clearly answered and not
skimmed over to be replaced by a
learnt off passage. Linking ideas

and using appropriate vocabulary is very
important. This is where the examiner as-
sesses the communication worth 20 marks.
He will then look for a structured answer.
Paragraphs will help achieve clarity and
bring continuity to your discussion. Gener-
al grammar is what is assessed in the lan-
guage worth 20 marks.

Laréaction
Read the question carefully, underline the
keywords, prepare a plan (introduction, de-
velopment, conclusion) and then start writ-
ing. The following phrases can be used as a
guideline:

Developing your vocabulary to put
across your point of view is important:

Expressingagreement
■ je suis d’accord avec...
■ Je suis pour.
■ Je suis de cet avis.
■ C’est tout à fait normal.

Expressingdisagreement
■ Je ne suis pas d’accord avec…
■ Je suis contre.
■ Je suis opposé(e) à….
■ Ce n’est pas normal.

Expressinganger
■ Cela me met en colère!
■ C’est une honte!
■ Je suis furieux(se) à l’idée que…

Expressingdisappointment
■ Quelle déception!
■ Quel dommage!
■ Je suis tellement déçu(e)!

Expressingworry
■ Je trouve cela très inquiétant.
■ Cela m’inquiète beaucoup.

Expressingjoy
■ Quelle bonne nouvelle!

■ Je suis tellement content(e)!

Expressingsurprise
■ Quelle surprise!
■ Je suis vraiment surpris(e)! / étonné(e)!

Watch out the following grammar struc-
tures:

Do not forget to conclude: Donc, en con-
clusion, pour conclure, par conséquent . . .

■ D’après la Section 1, Q1 (2014): “Les
cirques font l’objet de critiques régulières
de la part d’associations de défense des ani-
maux”. Il semble cruel de garder les ani-
maux sauvages en captivité dans les zoos et
les cirques, ou même en semi-liberté dans
les parcs animaliers. Qu’en pensez-vous ?

Lejournal
The style of Question 2 (optional) is infor-
mal and you are expressing an emotion.
Read the instructions carefully; in 2008,
the mention of “plusieurs projets” had to be
developed. In 2009, the account of an argu-
ment was the focus of the diary.

Expressingshock,disbelief(use
exclamationmarks)
■ Je n’en reviens pas! (I can’t get over it!)
■ Je ne peux pas y croire! (I can’t believe
it!)
■ Je suis atterré (e)! (I’m devastated!)
■ Attends que je te raconte un peu ce qui
s’est passé! (Wait till I tell you what hap-
pened!)
■ Je ne suis pas près de l’oublier! (I’m not
about to forget it!)

Expressingpositivethoughts,towardslife,
parents,friendsandromances
■ Je viens de gagner … ! Youpi! (I ‘ve just
won … ! Yipee! )
■ J’ai de l’énergie à revendre! (I’ve got en-
ergy to burn!)
■ Je sens que ça va me plaire ! (I think I am
going to like it!)
■ J’ai peur de me réveiller et de découvrir
que ce n’est qu’un rêve! (I’m afraid to wake
up and discover it is only a dream!)
■ Je ne sais vraiment pas comment les re-
mercier ! (I don’t know how to thank them!)
■ Ça y est, les examens sont finis! (That’s
it, the exams are over!)

Expressinganger,againstfriends,
parents,lifeingeneral!
■ J’en ai tellement marre! (I’m so fed up!)
■ Ça me met de mauvaise humeur! (It puts
me in bad humour!)
■ Je suis tellement en colère! (I’m so an-
gry!)
■ C’est fichu! (It’s ruined!)
Expressingbeingfedup,sad,doubtful,
bored,exhausted,sick
■ Je ne sais pas quoi faire. (I don’t know
what to do.)
■ Je n’ai rien à faire, je m’ennuie. (I’ve
nothing to do, I’m bored.)
■ Je me fais vraiment du souci ! (I’m really
worried!)

■ J’ai vraiment le cafard! (I’m down in the
dumps!)
■ J’ai le moral à zéro! (I’m feeling really
low!)
Expressingworryaboutmoney
■ Je suis complètement fauché(e)! (I’m
completely broke!)
■ Je n’ai pas un sou! (I don’t have a cent!)
■ Je vais être obligé(e) de demander à mes
parents de me prêter un peu d’argent! (I’m
going to have to ask my parents to lend me
some money)
■ Je leur dois déjà 50 euros! (I already owe
them ¤50!)
■ Je n’ai pas les moyens de me payer …..(I
can’t afford to buy ….)

■ Question 2 (a) 2014: “Un(e) de vos ami(e)
vient de se faire tatouer. Un grand dessin,
très visible! L’idée d’avoir un tatouage vous
intéresse, mais vous hésitez . . . ! Quelle déci-
sion prendre? Qu’est-ce-que vous notez à ce
sujet dans votre journal intime ?”

Keypoint: You are indecisive, mention the
pros and the cons.

Remember:No specific layout is required
for this exercise. Communication and lan-
guage are worth 15 marks each. Every point
given in the instructions should be taken
into account. The examiner is looking for a
spontaneous, natural style. Don’t overuse
cliches, make this exercise as personal as
you can and use plenty of exclamation
marks.

Sampleanswer
Cher journal,

J’ai passé une super journée avec Amy
mais attends que je te dise ce qui s’est passé!

Elle s’est fait tatouer un énorme coeur
avec le nom de Marcus, son petit copain, à
l’intérieur ! C’est de la folie !

Mais, par contre, moi, quand j’étais
dans le salon de tatouage avec elle, j’ai feuil-
leté un catalogue qui montrait plein de
dessins vraiment mignons; un petit papillon
ou une petite étoile sur le poignet par exem-
ple. Je crois que j’aimerais bien me faire
tatouer …

Je ne suis pas trop sûre pour te dire la
vérité! C’est une décision importante parce

que c’est quelque chose qu’on va garder toute
sa vie et qui risque d’avoir une influence un
peu négative dans des entretiens d’em-
bauche. Peut-être un tatouage dans la nuque
serait plus raisonnable. Si mes parents sa-
vaient ça, ils me tueraient ! Ils m’ont toujours
dit de ne jamais me faire tatouer, sinon gare !

On verra bien, maintenant je vais aller
me coucher, la nuit porte conseil !

Grace

Translation
Dear diary,

I have had a great day with Amy, but wait
till I tell you what happened!

She got a tattoo of a huge heart with the
name of Marcus, her boyfriend, inside it!
Crazy!

But on the other hand, when I was in the
tattoo parlour with her, I flicked through a
catalogue which showed lots of really cute
designs; a small butterfly or a little star on
the wrist for instance. I think I would quite
like getting a tattoo …

I am not too sure, to tell you the truth! It is
an important decision because it is
something you are going to have all your life

and it might have a bit of a negative influ-
ence in job interviews. Maybe a tattoo on the
back of the neck would be more sensible. If
my parents knew that, they would kill me.
They have always said to me never to get a
tattoo or else...

We’ll see – now I’m off to bed, I’ll sleep on
it!

Grace

Questions3and4
Questions 3 and 4 are about giving your
opinion on any given topic. Last year Q3
asked for a discussion on either the use of
the iPad in the classroom or shopping be-
ing a social activity. Q4 dealt either with the
topics of banning entirely cigarettes or of
equality between men and women.

Be as spontaneous and clear as you can
without forgetting to structure your an-
swer in a similar fashion to Q1.

DOs
■ Readeachquestiontwice
andhighlightthekeywords.
Answerinthespacesprovided;
ifgivenlineAandlineB,make
suretouseboth.Checkthatyou
areworkingintherightsection
ofthetextandreadoveryour
quotesforpossiblespelling
errors.

■ Clarifythetensesyouneed
foreachofthewritten
exercises.

■Makeasimpleplan,
consistingofanintroduction,
developmentandconclusion
beforeyoustartwriting.Avoid
writinginpencilandusing
tippex.Rememberalsothat
rewritinganswerswastestime.

■ Familiariseyourselfwiththe
questionsfirst intheauraltest
andavoidwritingduringthefirst
listening.Thesecondlistening
providesthenecessarybreaks
foraccurateanswersandthe
thirdwillallowyoutorecheck.
Alwaysre-readyouranswer
andaskyourself:AmIclear?
Doesthismakesense?

■ Aswiththeoral,examiners
arelookingforrelevance,
spontaneityandnaturalflowin
yourwriting. It iscrucial,
therefore,thatyoucarefully
readeachofthequestionsand
giveyourpersonalopinion.

■ AllquestionsinEnglishmust
beansweredinEnglish.All
questionsinFrenchmustbe
answeredinFrench.

■ Readingoverwhatyouhave
writtenisessential.Keepin
mindthatit isbettertowrite

simplythantouseindiscrimi-
natelyeverythingyouhave
learned.

■ Onthewrittenpaper,take
thetimetoreadthequestions
properly.Forinstance, inthe
comprehensionifthequestion
states:“Enquelsmois. . .”–the
‘s’attheendof“quels”means
youarelookingformorethan
onemonth.

■ Inthereactionpieces,a
documentontheGatheringis
notadiscussionontourism
only.

DON’Ts
■ Themostcommonerrors
areduetocarelessnessand
studentswantingtodomore
thantherequirednumberof
exercisesandinturnrushing
them.

■ Toolittletimeisspent
readingoverwhathasbeen
written.Propertimemanage-
mentshouldleaveyouwith
5-10minutestosparetocheck
tensesandendingsofverbs,
agreementsofnounsand
adjectives,andgeneralcoher-
ence.

■ Don’tlearnchunksoftextby
heart.You’llbetemptedtouse
themand, indoingso,willnot
answerthespecificquestion.

■ Don’tcopyanypartofthe
comprehensiontextstousein
yourreactionpieces.

■ Don’tkeepwritingwithout
frequentlycheckingthetime.
Writingtoomuchmaymean
youarerepeatingyourselfor
driftingoffthepoint.

1Workonexampaperswithintheexamtime,
oneeverysecondday.

2Divideyournotesinto
twocategories:

■ Opinionpieceswith
thematicvocabulary
(thesearetheabstract
themesyoucovered
duringtheyearand
preparedforyour
interview)
■ Informalstyletocover
diary,lettersand
fax/message(remember
thatonlylettershavea
particularlayoutwhich
will begraded

separately.)

3Onasinglepage,set
outthesentences

you havechosenforboth
theopinionpiecesand
the informaltexts,such
as:
■ Denosjours, ilnefait
aucundouteque….
(opinion)
■ Vivementlesvacanc-
es,jesuisvraiment
crevé(e)...(familiar)
Somecolloquialisms,

usedappropriately,will
enhanceyourinformal
stylebutbecarefulnotto
overdoit!

4Scanthelistofkey
wordsyouhavemade

forcomprehensiontexts
questions.

5Scanthelistofkey
sentencesyouhave

decidedonforreaction/
informalwriting.

6ListentoaFrench
audioextractyouare

alreadyfamiliarwith.

7Relax,haveanearly
night,rememberthat

theworkyouhavedone
fortheoralwillbeofuse
again.

FrenchrevisionSeven top tips

How I GotMyA1

simplywatching
Frenchmovies,

listening to French
music or reading a book
can dramatically
improve your linguistic
skills and fluency

S
pontaneity and clarity are keywords
to the French Leaving Cert exam.
Wewill approach here the five differ-
ent skills required from the candi-

dates, focusing on the two most commonly
chosen exercises of the productive writing:
the opinion piece and the diary extract.

On the paper, students might also be giv-
en the option of writing a narrative (un ré-
cit) as part of the compulsory question and,
for Question 2, either a more formal type of
writing (fax, note, letter) or an email simi-
lar in style to the informal letter. You will
therefore have plenty of choice.

Reading
comprehensions
Each question usually carries five points.
To get full marks, you need to understand
clearly what you are being asked to do.

1Cutandpastequestion
Trouvez, relevez, citez all mean: quote.
Use the text without changing a single

word if the question continues with the fol-
lowing terms: Un mot, une expression, une
phrase.

■ Un mot – one word only, anything else
would be considered as overquoting.
■ Une expression – more than one word,
usually not the full sentence.
■ Une phrase – a full sentence from one
end of a full stop to the other.

Marks are often lost because students
rush through the questions. Look out for
the following question words: Quand
(when), Où (where), Comment (how), Qui
(who), Pourquoi (why), Combien de temps
(how long), Lequel (which one), Que,
Qu’est-ce-que, Qu’est-ce-qui (what).

2Manipulationquestion
This is when you must ask yourself
whether or not to manipulate the text.

So, what is manipulation?
First, you do not need to change the

words of the text, all you may have to do is
readapt the grammar in such a way that it
matches the question. The most obvious ex-
ample is when the text is in the je form, first
person narrative:

■ First comprehension text, 2014, Q4 (ii):
“Comment Alexis se comporte-t-il envers
les animaux dans son cirque?”

Students should have answered: “Il ne
les frappe pas” because “je ne les frappe

pas” does not match the structure of the
question and is worth only four marks.

■ First comprehension text, 2010, Q2 (ii):
“Pour un candidat qui brûlera un feu
rouge, quelle en sera la conséquence?” Stu-
dents read: “Pour être reçu, le candidat
devra obtenir au moins 20 points sur 30 et
ne pas commettre de fautes éliminatoires,
par exemple griller un feu rouge.”

Here, the reformulations were slightly
more difficult. Students should have an-
swered “Il échouera” or “C’est une faute
éliminatoire”. Lack of reformulation will
generally be penalised by one mark.

■ Becareful:When a line (a) and a line (b)
are given for the answer, they must both be
used. If you were to write the full answer on
one of these lines only, you would only get
half the points.

3Grammarquestion
This may be either a question based on

pronouns or on the recognition of a gram-
matical term.

You will read: “Pour le pronom en ital-
ique, trouvez le mot auquel il se réfère.”

You must find the word in the text that is
replaced by the pronoun. The answer will
always be one word. Each extraneous word
will be penalised by one mark.

■ “Bonjour Jeanne, répondit Claire. Je
t’attendais justement. Tu as fini de taper le
rapport que je t’ai donné hier ?

Dès le matin, cela commençait! Jeanne
n’avait même pas le temps d’allumer son or-
dinateur et de prendre un café.”

“Oui, Claire, vous le trouverez dans le
dossier électronique RTM05 sur le
serveur.”

– (Leaving Cert 2013)

Answer:“le” replaces “rapport”

■ Nous avons signé un contrat de neuf ans
avec le gouvernement. Si les huit années
restantes passent à la vitesse de la premi-
ère, nous le prolongerons sans doute.”

– (Leaving Cert 2009)

Answer:“le” replaces “contrat”

For the recognition question, you must
be familiar with the glossary of grammati-
cal terms you are given during the year.
You might be asked to recognise adjec-
tives, adverbs (LC 2009, 2014), preposi-
tions (LC 2011), possessive adjectives (LC
2012), but very often this question is based
on verbs and their tenses (LC 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014).

Here is a brief summary of what you are
looking for. The answers required are sim-
ply the words highlighted. Do not quote an-
ything else but the verb.

Onewordtenses
■ Présent de l’indicatif: This is the present
tense you are used to. Do not be put off by
the word l’indicatif – this is to differentiate
it from the subjunctive. Make sure you are
in a present context. For example (je) vais
(I go, I am going).
■ Impératif: Identical to the present
tense. You will recognise it because there is
no subject – it is an order or an advice. For
example Viens! (Come!) Faites attention!
(Be careful!)

■ Futursimple: You must have the full in-
finitive with the following endings: -ai, -as,
-a, -ons, -ez, -ont. For example, (je) travail-
lerai (I will work).
■ Conditionnel: You must have the full in-
finitive with the following endings: -ais,
-ais, -ait, -ions, -iez, -aient. For example, (je)
travaillerais (I would work). Don’t mix it
up with the imperfect.
■ Imparfait: Stem of the present tense in
the nous form with the following endings:
-ais, -ais, -ait, -ions, -iez, -aient. For exam-
ple, (je) travaillais (I was working, I used to
work).
■ Participe passé: This is not a tense, this
is the form of the verb we use to form a pas-
sé composé. For example, pris (taken), nour-
ri (fed).
■ Participe présent: again this is not a
tense but a form of the verb. Easily recog-
nisable because it always ends with the let-
ters “-ant”. Just make sure it is a verb. For
example, Je travaillais en écoutant de la mu-
sique (while listening).
■ Passé simple: Based on the stem of the
past participle. Look for verbs finishing
with -a, -as, -irent, -èrent. For example, (je)
pris (I took).
■ Présent du subjonctif: Based on the pre-
sent tense of the nous or the ils form. Re-
vise the irregular verbs, always check that
there is a form requiring the subjunctive.
For example, (il faut que je) prenne (I have
to take).
■ Imparfait du subjonctif: This has come
up. An unusual tense to ask but students
would be expected to spot expressions,
such as bien que, which requires the sub-
junctive.

Twowordtenses
■ Passé composé: avoir in the present +
past participle. For example, (j’) ai écrit (I
wrote). If the auxiliary is être, double check
that you are dealing with an être verb (see
below). Aller – rester – rentrer – retourner
– arriver – entrer – partir – sortir – monter –
descendre – tomber – venir – revenir – deve-
nir – naître – mourir.
■ Plus-que-parfait: avoir in the imperfect
+ past participle. For example, (j’) avais
écrit (I had written). Same thing for être
verbs.

■ Conditionnel passé: avoir in the conditio-
nal + past participle. For example, (j’) au-
rais écrit (I would have written).Same
thing for être verbs.

All of these tenses can be asked with un
verbe pronominal (a reflexive verb). You
must then also quote the reflexive pronoun
placed directly in front of the verb.

In the second comprehension of 2014,
Q5(ii) read: “Trouvez dans la quatrième
section un verbe pronominal.” The answer
required was: “s’enfuir”, ie the verb and its
reflexive pronoun.

4Vocabularyquestion
You are asked to find a synonym (a
word of similar meaning) in the text.

■ Leaving Cert 2010: “Relevez lemot qui
veut dire ‘à partir du moment actuel.”
Answer:désormais

■ Leaving Cert 2012: “Relevez l’expres-
sion qui veut dire ‘son téléphone sonne en-
core une fois.”
Answer:L’indicatif musical de son porta-
ble retentit à nouveau

■ Leaving Cert 2013: “Relevez le mot qui
veut dire ‘sans réfléchir.”
Answer: machinalement

■ Leaving Cert 2014: “Trouvez l’expres-
sion qui veut dire ‘Georges devenait de
moins en moins compréhensif.’ ”
Answer: Georges se montrait de plus en
plus intolérant

Here answering by giving the full sen-
tence would have been penalised because
you were not asked for “la phrase” but for
“l’expression”.

5ComprehensionquestioninEnglish
Finally, in Question 6, you must find
two distinct points and elaborate on

each by using examples out of the text. This
is not about giving your personal opinion.
This is about your understanding of the
text. Avoid quoting in French without mak-
ing it clear that you understand the quote.

■ First comprehension text, 2014: “Circus

life for Alexis and his family is tough. Do
you agree? Refer to the text in support of
your answer. (Two points, about 50 words
in total.)”

Hereisasampleanswer:
(a) I agree because, as Alexis explains,
there are less people coming to watch the
show – they used to have 90 spectators, this
year they have only 30. It is also a family
business where children, cousins and par-
ents must work together; Nancy, for in-
stance, does not only take part in the acts,
she also does all the administrative tasks
along with her housework. “Il faut savoir
tout faire” – the show itself is not the hard-
est part of the job.

(b) What’s more, circuses face far more
restrictions and criticisms nowadays. They
have to ask authorisations from town halls
to set themselves up and these requests
must be done in advance and in writing.
Alexis explains also that associations
against cruelty to animals are very critical
and he feels this is unfair: “Il y a peut-être
des problèmes mais il ne faut pas mettre
tout le monde dans le même sac.”

Keep your answer as concise and as clear
as possible. Avoid waffling but do not waste
time either counting words – 50 words is
merely a guideline and you will not be pe-
nalised for going over it.

‘‘

■Edwina Hilton, French, the Institute
of Education

Tipsfortheaural

1Readtheinstructionscarefullyand
highlightwordssuchas‘when’,‘who’,‘howmany’

2LISTENtothefirstlistening.WRITEonlyatthesecond
listening–thepausesgiveyouanindicationofwherethe

answersare located.Beprecise!CHECKatthethirdlistening.

3Forsections1,2,3and4,eachanswerisgenerallyworththree
marks.Forsection5,answersareworthtwomarkseach.

4Practicelisteningandtranslatingsimultaneously.Lastyear,
studentsstruggledwiththefollowingwords:

■Assisterauleverdusoleil
(towatchthesunrise)

■danslesboisàlarecherchedechampignons
(inthewoodslookingformushrooms)

■audébutdusiècledernier
(atthestartoflastcentury)

■lesassociationscaritatives
(charities)

Eachofthesewords,ifmissing,
meantalossofthree

marks.

Knowingthelayoutofthe
paperandthetime
allocatedtoeachexercise
iscrucial.

Section1:reading
comprehensions
30percent/60-65mins
Therearetwotexts.You
mustdoboth.Eachhassix
questions:thefirstfive
mustbeansweredin
French;thelastmustbe
answeredinEnglish.
Alwaysanswerinthe

languageusedinthe
questionanddonotuse
bracketsaspartofan
answer–theywillbe
takenascancellation.

Section2:productive
writing
25percent/75mins
Youmustwritethree
exercisesintotal.Q1is
compulsory(30mins).
Chooseanothertwo
exercisesfromQ2,3or4,

butnotwithinthesame
section(20minseachon
average).
■ Q1compulsory(a)or
(b):reactionornarrative
■ Q2optional(a)or(b):
diaryornote/email/letter
■ Q3optional(a)or(b):
reaction/discussion
■ Q4optional(a)or(b):
reaction/discussion

Auralexam(20percent)
Fivesections.Youmust
answerthemallinEnglish.
Thefirstfoursectionsare
heardthreetimes,thefifth
sectiononlytwice.

Oralexam(25percent)
A13-minuteinterview
basedonpersonaland
abstracttopicsandaimed
atcheckingtheabilityofa
candidatetocommuni-
catenaturally.
Youhavetheoptionto

bringinadocument/
project.

CorinneGavenda

AtaglanceLeavingCertFrench

Youwillbegradedonfourcategories
intheFrenchoralexam.

Pronunciation(20)
Reasonablyaccuratepronunciation
iscrucial.Herearesomeofthemost
commonpronunciationrulesto
remember:

■ Consonantsattheendofwords
suchas ils,nous,etarearenot
pronounced.
■ Thethirdpersonpluralendingof
thepresenttenseisneverheard: ils
regardent,ilspensent . . .
■ Theewithnoaccentattheendof
awordisnotpronounced, itonly
stressesthelastletter: jeregarde.
This isaseriousmistakebecausethe
wrongsoundleadstoconfusionin
communication–yourexaminer
assumesyouareusingapasttense.
■ “h”isneverpronounced:
compréhensif.
■ “ch”ispronouncedlike“sh”:
chimie,architecture.
■ “qu”ispronouncedlike“k”:
qualifié,tranquille,qui,quand.
■ “ss”ispronouncedlike“s”:
pression
■ “ill” ispronouncedlikea“y”sound:
famille,embouteillage(yage)–but
notforvilleorvillagewhereyouhear
the“l”sound
■Watchdifferencebetween
ain/aine,ier/ière,gens/jeunes.

Vocabulary(20)
Buildingyourvocabularyisa
long-termtask,howeveritwillhelpif
youcanidentifythemaintopicsyou
willbetalkingaboutandifforeachof
thesetopicsyouhavepractisedthe
keywordsinsentencesthatrelateto
you.

■ Vous,votrefamille,votremaison
etvotrequartier.
■ Votreécole,vosamisetvotre
routine.
■ Vosloisirsetcequevousfaitesle
weekend.
■ Vosprojetspourl’avenir,vos
études,votrecarrière,vosdébou-
chés.
■ Vosvacances,vosvoyages.
■ Cequevousavezfaitl’étédernier,
leweekenddernier,hier.
■ Cequevousferezl’année
prochaine,l’étéprochain,leweekend
prochain,demain.

Thefollowingabstracttopicscan
thenderivefromyourconversation:

■ L’école:lesproblèmesetles
pressions.
■ Devrait-onchangerleformatde
l’examen?
■ Lesdifficultésàrentrerenfac,le
systèmedepoints.
■ Lesdébouchés,larécessionet

l’émigration.
■ Lesloisirstelsquel’usage
d’internetetlesdangersdeface-
book.
■ Lesproblèmessociauxtelsquela
pauvretéetlessans-abri, ladrogue
etl’alcool,toutcelamenantàla
criminalité.
■ Lesproblèmesdel’environne-
mentetlerecyclage.
■ Lescatastrophesnaturelles
(tremblementsdeterre, inonda-
tions).
■ Lesactualités(grèves,élections,
émeutes).

Alsobecarefulifyoubringupa
subjectsuchas“Jevaisaucinéma
aumoinsunefoisparsemaine”.
Obviouslyyoumustexpectthe
question,“Quelestledernierfilmque
vousavezvu?”Failingtodiscussthis
forlackofvocabularywouldbe
noted.

Structures(30)
Grammarisaworrytomany
studentsduringtheconversation. If
youareoveranxious, itmayslowyou
down.
Youaremeanttobeableto

differentiatebetweenthefollowing
tensesandusethemappropriately:
1)présent,2)passécomposé,3)
imparfait,4)futur,5)conditionnel.
Subjunctiveanduseofpronouns

willalsoenhancealotyourconversa-
tion.

Communication(30)
Communicationrelatesquiteclosely
tothethreepreviousskills.Keepthe
conversationgoing;conveyasmuch
informationasyoucan.
Remember,aconversation

meansyoulookatthepersonyouare
talkingto,youanswertheirques-
tions,andindoingso,youdonotdrift
offinsomepassageyouhavelearnt
offbutyoudevelopyourresponseto
thefull.
Simplykeeptalking.

Example:“Voussortezsouventle
weekend?”
Passouventmaisdetempsen
temps.C’estimportantdese
détendreetderetrouverlescopains
maismesparentsveulentque
j’étudiecetteannéeparcequej’ai
besoindebeaucoupdepointspour
entrerenfac!Jesaisqueçaenvaut
lapeineetl’annéeprochainej’aurai
plusdetempspourm’amuser!

Example:“Oùallez-vousquand
voussortez?”
Çadépend.Parfoisonvaaucinéma
ouonvamangerunmorceau
ensemble.Maisencemomentonest
tousfauchés,donconvachezlesuns
etchezlesautres.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

Jepensepartagerl’avisdebeaucoupen
disantquelesanimauxsauvagesne
devraientpasêtrederrièredesbarreaux,
emprisonnésdansunecagemais
devraientpouvoiraucontraireprofiterdela
libertédeleurhabitatnaturel.Néanmoins,
jenecroispasquel’onpuissemettreles
cirquesetlesparcsanimaliersaumême
niveau.
Prenonstoutd’abordlecirque.Ses

défenseursparlentdetraditionoùles
bêtesontleurplaceauxcôtésdes
trapézistesetdesjongleursetoùles
dompteursd’animauxférocesfontrêver
lesenfants.Jesuistoutàfaitcontrecette
opinioncarcen’estqu’uneimagefaussée
del’animal.Verrait-onvraimentdansla
Savaneunlionsauterdansuncerceauen
feu?Certainementpas.Leursconditions
deviesontsouventinadaptées, ilsubissent
undressageviolentetsontobligésdefaire
desdéplacementsfréquentsdansdes
cagesbeaucouptropétroites.C’estbienla
raisonpourlaquelleilssontsouvent
drogués.
Enrevanche,j’estimequeleszoosetles

parcsanimaliers,pourvuqu’ilsdonnent
l’espacenécessaireauxdifférentes
espèces,remplissentd’unepartunrôle
pédagogiqueenmontrantauxenfantsles
animauxdesdifférentscontinentset
donnentd’autrepartl’exempleenprenant
partàdesprojetsdeprotectiondes
espècesetenaidantàlareproductionde
cellesquisontmenacées.Ilsontdonc
besoindenotresoutien.
Enbref, jesuiscontrelescirquesetleur

façonanormaledetraiterlesbêtesmais
quantauxparcszoologiques,jepenseque
vul’intensitédubraconnageetla
disparitiondesespèces, ilssont
nécessairesàlasurviedetousces
animauxmagnifiques.

Translation
I think I share theopinionofmanyby
sayingthatwildanimalsshouldnot
be behindbars, imprisoned incages,
but shouldbeableon thecontrary to
enjoy the freedomof their natural
habitat.Nevertheless, I don’t think
one canequatecircusesandanimal
parks.
Firstly, let’s consider thecircus. Its

advocatestalkabouta traditionwhere
animalshave their placebeside
trapeze artistsand jugglersandwhere
tamersof ferociousbeastsmake
childrendream. I amcompletely
against thisopinionbecause it is the
wrong imageofananimal.Wouldwe
reallyseea lion jumpthroughahoopon
fire in thesavannah?Certainlynot.
Their livingconditionsareoften
unsuitable; theyundergoaviolent
trainingandare frequently forcedto
travel incages thatare far toonarrow. It
is in fact thereasonwhytheyareoften
drugged.
Ontheotherhand, I believe thatzoos

andanimalparks, providing theygive the
necessaryspace todifferentspecies, fill
on theonehandapedagogical roleby
showingchildrenanimals fromdifferent
continents,andgiveontheotherhand
theexampleby takingpart inprojects for
theprotectionof speciesandbyhelping
thereproductionof thosethatare
threatened.They thereforeneedour
support.
Inshort, I amagainstcircusesandtheir

unnaturalwayof treating theanimals
butas foranimalparks, I think that,
considering theextentofpoachingand
theextinctionof species, theyare
necessaryto thesurvival ofall these
magnificentanimals.

Sample answer

T

FrenchReadingcomprehensionsand theoral exam

Be clear, be
spontaneous

Don’t losemarks by rushing
throughquestions and
alwaysbeclear ofwhat you
arebeing asked

TheexamToptipsandcommonerrors

■ Eiffel Tower,
Paris: Building your
vocabulary for
Leaving Cert
French is a
long-term task.

FrenchWritingandaural

Je pense partager
l’avis de beaucoup

en disant que

I think I share the
opinion of many
when saying that
(identify issue)

Certains
pensent que

some people think
that (argument 1)

D’autres
_prétendent que

others claim that
(argument 2)

Personnellement,
j’estime que

personally, I
believe that (your
own opinion)

Structured expression
and steady timing

Themost common errors
in the French examare due
tocarelessness and rushing
throughexercises

CorinneGavenda

Exam Times

Exam Times
THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

■ Linking ideas: Corinne Gavendawith
student SorchaWhooley at the Institute
of Education. PHOTOGRAPH: BRENDAN DUFFY

Je suis
content(e),
déçu(e)…

de + noun
(with +
noun)

de voir (to see)

d’avoir vu (to have seen)

de ne pas voir (not to see)

de ne pas avoir vu (not to
have seen)

que + subjunctive (that …)

à l’idée que + indicative
(normal tenses)

FrenchOralKeeptheconversationgoing

Exam Times

Exam Times

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

The
examiner is
looking fora
spontaneous,
natural style.
Don’t
overuse
cliches,
make this
exerciseas
personal as
youcan
and use
exclamation
marks

‘‘
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 

������������������
 

Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10

Probability

MathsHigherLevel

ProofbyInduction

Exam Times
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(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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  ( )
1

x
xe

y f x
x

−

= =
+

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 

  
d

( )
d

y
f x

x
′= .  

 

Solution 
 

(a) 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  

 
2 2

d 1 2
.(2 )

d 1 1

y x
x

x x x
= =

+ +
 

 Put 
d

0
d

y

x
= : 

2

2
0

1

x

x
=

+
 

    2 0x =  

    0x =  

 0x = : log 1 0ey = =  

 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 

 
2 2

2 2 2

d ( 1)(2) (2 )(2 )

d ( 1)

y x x x

x x

+ −
=

+
 

   
2

2 2

2 2

( 1)

x

x

− +
=

+
 

 0x = : 
2

2

d 2
2 0

d 1

y

x
= = >  

 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

x

y

1

x
xe

y
x

−

=
+

( )y f x=

d

d

y

x

x

y

x

d
( )

d

y
f x

x
′=

 

does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 

������������������
 

Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse

■Studying at the Institute of Education. PHOTOGRAPH: ALAN BETSON

* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10

Probability

MathsHigherLevel

ProofbyInduction

Exam Times

Exam Times
THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

MathsHigherLevelPaper 1

(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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ThemostimportantadviceIcould
possiblygivetoanystudentfacingthe
LeavingCertFrenchhigherlevelpaperin
Junewouldbetoimmerseyourself inthe
languageasmuchasispossiblebetween
nowandthen.
Iattributemygradeprimarilytoallthe

extraworkIdidoutsideofclasstimeand
homework.Frenchisalivinglanguageand
oneisnotgoingtoimprovebysimply
devouringclassnotes.
TheFrenchexamisdifferentinthat

literallyanytopiccouldcomeupacross
thepartofthepaper,fromparticular
subjectsandvocabularyinthelistening
comprehension,tothetitlesofthe
own-opinionquestions.Thereforeitis
imperativethatyouhaveagoodand
confidentcommandofthelanguageso
thatyouareabletothinkonyourownfeet
ifsurprisedwithaquestionontheday, in
eithertheoralorauralandwrittenexam.
Thiswillnotonlyenableyoutounder-

standthequestionsbeingaskedandshow

offwhatyouhavelearned,butitwillalso
giveyourworkanindividualandoriginal
dynamicthatisvitalinordertoachievethe
topgrade.
TheLeavingCertyearistoughinterms

oftimemanagementandtheideaofgoing
outsidewhatisrequiredofyoucanappear
dauntingandoverwhelming.However,
simplywatchingFrenchmoviesasaform
ofrelaxationduringstudybreaks,listening
toFrenchmusicorreadingabookwhen
travellingcandramaticallyimproveyour
linguisticskillsandfluency.Evenifyoufind
itdifficulttounderstand,it isfarfroma
wasteoftime!
Intermsofliterature, Istartedoutwith

simplechildren’sbooksmovingto
wellknowntranslationsIhadalreadyread
intheEnglishlanguage.Ialsohadthe
opportunitytoconverseweeklyona
one-to-onebasis.Constantoralpracticeis
keytosecuringtheA-gradeintheoraland
evendoingthiswithafriendisagreathabit
togetinto! Ifthisresourceisnotavailable
toyou,readingyournotesaloudcanhelp
aswellasrecordingyourselfandplayingit
backwheneveryouhaveachance.

T
he examiner will first check if the
question is clearly answered and not
skimmed over to be replaced by a
learnt off passage. Linking ideas

and using appropriate vocabulary is very
important. This is where the examiner as-
sesses the communication worth 20 marks.
He will then look for a structured answer.
Paragraphs will help achieve clarity and
bring continuity to your discussion. Gener-
al grammar is what is assessed in the lan-
guage worth 20 marks.

Laréaction
Read the question carefully, underline the
keywords, prepare a plan (introduction, de-
velopment, conclusion) and then start writ-
ing. The following phrases can be used as a
guideline:

Developing your vocabulary to put
across your point of view is important:

Expressingagreement
■ je suis d’accord avec...
■ Je suis pour.
■ Je suis de cet avis.
■ C’est tout à fait normal.

Expressingdisagreement
■ Je ne suis pas d’accord avec…
■ Je suis contre.
■ Je suis opposé(e) à….
■ Ce n’est pas normal.

Expressinganger
■ Cela me met en colère!
■ C’est une honte!
■ Je suis furieux(se) à l’idée que…

Expressingdisappointment
■ Quelle déception!
■ Quel dommage!
■ Je suis tellement déçu(e)!

Expressingworry
■ Je trouve cela très inquiétant.
■ Cela m’inquiète beaucoup.

Expressingjoy
■ Quelle bonne nouvelle!

■ Je suis tellement content(e)!

Expressingsurprise
■ Quelle surprise!
■ Je suis vraiment surpris(e)! / étonné(e)!

Watch out the following grammar struc-
tures:

Do not forget to conclude: Donc, en con-
clusion, pour conclure, par conséquent . . .

■ D’après la Section 1, Q1 (2014): “Les
cirques font l’objet de critiques régulières
de la part d’associations de défense des ani-
maux”. Il semble cruel de garder les ani-
maux sauvages en captivité dans les zoos et
les cirques, ou même en semi-liberté dans
les parcs animaliers. Qu’en pensez-vous ?

Lejournal
The style of Question 2 (optional) is infor-
mal and you are expressing an emotion.
Read the instructions carefully; in 2008,
the mention of “plusieurs projets” had to be
developed. In 2009, the account of an argu-
ment was the focus of the diary.

Expressingshock,disbelief(use
exclamationmarks)
■ Je n’en reviens pas! (I can’t get over it!)
■ Je ne peux pas y croire! (I can’t believe
it!)
■ Je suis atterré (e)! (I’m devastated!)
■ Attends que je te raconte un peu ce qui
s’est passé! (Wait till I tell you what hap-
pened!)
■ Je ne suis pas près de l’oublier! (I’m not
about to forget it!)

Expressingpositivethoughts,towardslife,
parents,friendsandromances
■ Je viens de gagner … ! Youpi! (I ‘ve just
won … ! Yipee! )
■ J’ai de l’énergie à revendre! (I’ve got en-
ergy to burn!)
■ Je sens que ça va me plaire ! (I think I am
going to like it!)
■ J’ai peur de me réveiller et de découvrir
que ce n’est qu’un rêve! (I’m afraid to wake
up and discover it is only a dream!)
■ Je ne sais vraiment pas comment les re-
mercier ! (I don’t know how to thank them!)
■ Ça y est, les examens sont finis! (That’s
it, the exams are over!)

Expressinganger,againstfriends,
parents,lifeingeneral!
■ J’en ai tellement marre! (I’m so fed up!)
■ Ça me met de mauvaise humeur! (It puts
me in bad humour!)
■ Je suis tellement en colère! (I’m so an-
gry!)
■ C’est fichu! (It’s ruined!)
Expressingbeingfedup,sad,doubtful,
bored,exhausted,sick
■ Je ne sais pas quoi faire. (I don’t know
what to do.)
■ Je n’ai rien à faire, je m’ennuie. (I’ve
nothing to do, I’m bored.)
■ Je me fais vraiment du souci ! (I’m really
worried!)

■ J’ai vraiment le cafard! (I’m down in the
dumps!)
■ J’ai le moral à zéro! (I’m feeling really
low!)
Expressingworryaboutmoney
■ Je suis complètement fauché(e)! (I’m
completely broke!)
■ Je n’ai pas un sou! (I don’t have a cent!)
■ Je vais être obligé(e) de demander à mes
parents de me prêter un peu d’argent! (I’m
going to have to ask my parents to lend me
some money)
■ Je leur dois déjà 50 euros! (I already owe
them ¤50!)
■ Je n’ai pas les moyens de me payer …..(I
can’t afford to buy ….)

■ Question 2 (a) 2014: “Un(e) de vos ami(e)
vient de se faire tatouer. Un grand dessin,
très visible! L’idée d’avoir un tatouage vous
intéresse, mais vous hésitez . . . ! Quelle déci-
sion prendre? Qu’est-ce-que vous notez à ce
sujet dans votre journal intime ?”

Keypoint: You are indecisive, mention the
pros and the cons.

Remember:No specific layout is required
for this exercise. Communication and lan-
guage are worth 15 marks each. Every point
given in the instructions should be taken
into account. The examiner is looking for a
spontaneous, natural style. Don’t overuse
cliches, make this exercise as personal as
you can and use plenty of exclamation
marks.

Sampleanswer
Cher journal,

J’ai passé une super journée avec Amy
mais attends que je te dise ce qui s’est passé!

Elle s’est fait tatouer un énorme coeur
avec le nom de Marcus, son petit copain, à
l’intérieur ! C’est de la folie !

Mais, par contre, moi, quand j’étais
dans le salon de tatouage avec elle, j’ai feuil-
leté un catalogue qui montrait plein de
dessins vraiment mignons; un petit papillon
ou une petite étoile sur le poignet par exem-
ple. Je crois que j’aimerais bien me faire
tatouer …

Je ne suis pas trop sûre pour te dire la
vérité! C’est une décision importante parce

que c’est quelque chose qu’on va garder toute
sa vie et qui risque d’avoir une influence un
peu négative dans des entretiens d’em-
bauche. Peut-être un tatouage dans la nuque
serait plus raisonnable. Si mes parents sa-
vaient ça, ils me tueraient ! Ils m’ont toujours
dit de ne jamais me faire tatouer, sinon gare !

On verra bien, maintenant je vais aller
me coucher, la nuit porte conseil !

Grace

Translation
Dear diary,

I have had a great day with Amy, but wait
till I tell you what happened!

She got a tattoo of a huge heart with the
name of Marcus, her boyfriend, inside it!
Crazy!

But on the other hand, when I was in the
tattoo parlour with her, I flicked through a
catalogue which showed lots of really cute
designs; a small butterfly or a little star on
the wrist for instance. I think I would quite
like getting a tattoo …

I am not too sure, to tell you the truth! It is
an important decision because it is
something you are going to have all your life

and it might have a bit of a negative influ-
ence in job interviews. Maybe a tattoo on the
back of the neck would be more sensible. If
my parents knew that, they would kill me.
They have always said to me never to get a
tattoo or else...

We’ll see – now I’m off to bed, I’ll sleep on
it!

Grace

Questions3and4
Questions 3 and 4 are about giving your
opinion on any given topic. Last year Q3
asked for a discussion on either the use of
the iPad in the classroom or shopping be-
ing a social activity. Q4 dealt either with the
topics of banning entirely cigarettes or of
equality between men and women.

Be as spontaneous and clear as you can
without forgetting to structure your an-
swer in a similar fashion to Q1.

DOs
■ Readeachquestiontwice
andhighlightthekeywords.
Answerinthespacesprovided;
ifgivenlineAandlineB,make
suretouseboth.Checkthatyou
areworkingintherightsection
ofthetextandreadoveryour
quotesforpossiblespelling
errors.

■ Clarifythetensesyouneed
foreachofthewritten
exercises.

■Makeasimpleplan,
consistingofanintroduction,
developmentandconclusion
beforeyoustartwriting.Avoid
writinginpencilandusing
tippex.Rememberalsothat
rewritinganswerswastestime.

■ Familiariseyourselfwiththe
questionsfirst intheauraltest
andavoidwritingduringthefirst
listening.Thesecondlistening
providesthenecessarybreaks
foraccurateanswersandthe
thirdwillallowyoutorecheck.
Alwaysre-readyouranswer
andaskyourself:AmIclear?
Doesthismakesense?

■ Aswiththeoral,examiners
arelookingforrelevance,
spontaneityandnaturalflowin
yourwriting. It iscrucial,
therefore,thatyoucarefully
readeachofthequestionsand
giveyourpersonalopinion.

■ AllquestionsinEnglishmust
beansweredinEnglish.All
questionsinFrenchmustbe
answeredinFrench.

■ Readingoverwhatyouhave
writtenisessential.Keepin
mindthatit isbettertowrite

simplythantouseindiscrimi-
natelyeverythingyouhave
learned.

■ Onthewrittenpaper,take
thetimetoreadthequestions
properly.Forinstance, inthe
comprehensionifthequestion
states:“Enquelsmois. . .”–the
‘s’attheendof“quels”means
youarelookingformorethan
onemonth.

■ Inthereactionpieces,a
documentontheGatheringis
notadiscussionontourism
only.

DON’Ts
■ Themostcommonerrors
areduetocarelessnessand
studentswantingtodomore
thantherequirednumberof
exercisesandinturnrushing
them.

■ Toolittletimeisspent
readingoverwhathasbeen
written.Propertimemanage-
mentshouldleaveyouwith
5-10minutestosparetocheck
tensesandendingsofverbs,
agreementsofnounsand
adjectives,andgeneralcoher-
ence.

■ Don’tlearnchunksoftextby
heart.You’llbetemptedtouse
themand, indoingso,willnot
answerthespecificquestion.

■ Don’tcopyanypartofthe
comprehensiontextstousein
yourreactionpieces.

■ Don’tkeepwritingwithout
frequentlycheckingthetime.
Writingtoomuchmaymean
youarerepeatingyourselfor
driftingoffthepoint.

1Workonexampaperswithintheexamtime,
oneeverysecondday.

2Divideyournotesinto
twocategories:

■ Opinionpieceswith
thematicvocabulary
(thesearetheabstract
themesyoucovered
duringtheyearand
preparedforyour
interview)
■ Informalstyletocover
diary,lettersand
fax/message(remember
thatonlylettershavea
particularlayoutwhich
will begraded

separately.)

3Onasinglepage,set
outthesentences

you havechosenforboth
theopinionpiecesand
the informaltexts,such
as:
■ Denosjours, ilnefait
aucundouteque….
(opinion)
■ Vivementlesvacanc-
es,jesuisvraiment
crevé(e)...(familiar)
Somecolloquialisms,

usedappropriately,will
enhanceyourinformal
stylebutbecarefulnotto
overdoit!

4Scanthelistofkey
wordsyouhavemade

forcomprehensiontexts
questions.

5Scanthelistofkey
sentencesyouhave

decidedonforreaction/
informalwriting.

6ListentoaFrench
audioextractyouare

alreadyfamiliarwith.

7Relax,haveanearly
night,rememberthat

theworkyouhavedone
fortheoralwillbeofuse
again.

FrenchrevisionSeven top tips

How I GotMyA1

simplywatching
Frenchmovies,

listening to French
music or reading a book
can dramatically
improve your linguistic
skills and fluency

S
pontaneity and clarity are keywords
to the French Leaving Cert exam.
Wewill approach here the five differ-
ent skills required from the candi-

dates, focusing on the two most commonly
chosen exercises of the productive writing:
the opinion piece and the diary extract.

On the paper, students might also be giv-
en the option of writing a narrative (un ré-
cit) as part of the compulsory question and,
for Question 2, either a more formal type of
writing (fax, note, letter) or an email simi-
lar in style to the informal letter. You will
therefore have plenty of choice.

Reading
comprehensions
Each question usually carries five points.
To get full marks, you need to understand
clearly what you are being asked to do.

1Cutandpastequestion
Trouvez, relevez, citez all mean: quote.
Use the text without changing a single

word if the question continues with the fol-
lowing terms: Un mot, une expression, une
phrase.

■ Un mot – one word only, anything else
would be considered as overquoting.
■ Une expression – more than one word,
usually not the full sentence.
■ Une phrase – a full sentence from one
end of a full stop to the other.

Marks are often lost because students
rush through the questions. Look out for
the following question words: Quand
(when), Où (where), Comment (how), Qui
(who), Pourquoi (why), Combien de temps
(how long), Lequel (which one), Que,
Qu’est-ce-que, Qu’est-ce-qui (what).

2Manipulationquestion
This is when you must ask yourself
whether or not to manipulate the text.

So, what is manipulation?
First, you do not need to change the

words of the text, all you may have to do is
readapt the grammar in such a way that it
matches the question. The most obvious ex-
ample is when the text is in the je form, first
person narrative:

■ First comprehension text, 2014, Q4 (ii):
“Comment Alexis se comporte-t-il envers
les animaux dans son cirque?”

Students should have answered: “Il ne
les frappe pas” because “je ne les frappe

pas” does not match the structure of the
question and is worth only four marks.

■ First comprehension text, 2010, Q2 (ii):
“Pour un candidat qui brûlera un feu
rouge, quelle en sera la conséquence?” Stu-
dents read: “Pour être reçu, le candidat
devra obtenir au moins 20 points sur 30 et
ne pas commettre de fautes éliminatoires,
par exemple griller un feu rouge.”

Here, the reformulations were slightly
more difficult. Students should have an-
swered “Il échouera” or “C’est une faute
éliminatoire”. Lack of reformulation will
generally be penalised by one mark.

■ Becareful:When a line (a) and a line (b)
are given for the answer, they must both be
used. If you were to write the full answer on
one of these lines only, you would only get
half the points.

3Grammarquestion
This may be either a question based on

pronouns or on the recognition of a gram-
matical term.

You will read: “Pour le pronom en ital-
ique, trouvez le mot auquel il se réfère.”

You must find the word in the text that is
replaced by the pronoun. The answer will
always be one word. Each extraneous word
will be penalised by one mark.

■ “Bonjour Jeanne, répondit Claire. Je
t’attendais justement. Tu as fini de taper le
rapport que je t’ai donné hier ?

Dès le matin, cela commençait! Jeanne
n’avait même pas le temps d’allumer son or-
dinateur et de prendre un café.”

“Oui, Claire, vous le trouverez dans le
dossier électronique RTM05 sur le
serveur.”

– (Leaving Cert 2013)

Answer:“le” replaces “rapport”

■ Nous avons signé un contrat de neuf ans
avec le gouvernement. Si les huit années
restantes passent à la vitesse de la premi-
ère, nous le prolongerons sans doute.”

– (Leaving Cert 2009)

Answer:“le” replaces “contrat”

For the recognition question, you must
be familiar with the glossary of grammati-
cal terms you are given during the year.
You might be asked to recognise adjec-
tives, adverbs (LC 2009, 2014), preposi-
tions (LC 2011), possessive adjectives (LC
2012), but very often this question is based
on verbs and their tenses (LC 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014).

Here is a brief summary of what you are
looking for. The answers required are sim-
ply the words highlighted. Do not quote an-
ything else but the verb.

Onewordtenses
■ Présent de l’indicatif: This is the present
tense you are used to. Do not be put off by
the word l’indicatif – this is to differentiate
it from the subjunctive. Make sure you are
in a present context. For example (je) vais
(I go, I am going).
■ Impératif: Identical to the present
tense. You will recognise it because there is
no subject – it is an order or an advice. For
example Viens! (Come!) Faites attention!
(Be careful!)

■ Futursimple: You must have the full in-
finitive with the following endings: -ai, -as,
-a, -ons, -ez, -ont. For example, (je) travail-
lerai (I will work).
■ Conditionnel: You must have the full in-
finitive with the following endings: -ais,
-ais, -ait, -ions, -iez, -aient. For example, (je)
travaillerais (I would work). Don’t mix it
up with the imperfect.
■ Imparfait: Stem of the present tense in
the nous form with the following endings:
-ais, -ais, -ait, -ions, -iez, -aient. For exam-
ple, (je) travaillais (I was working, I used to
work).
■ Participe passé: This is not a tense, this
is the form of the verb we use to form a pas-
sé composé. For example, pris (taken), nour-
ri (fed).
■ Participe présent: again this is not a
tense but a form of the verb. Easily recog-
nisable because it always ends with the let-
ters “-ant”. Just make sure it is a verb. For
example, Je travaillais en écoutant de la mu-
sique (while listening).
■ Passé simple: Based on the stem of the
past participle. Look for verbs finishing
with -a, -as, -irent, -èrent. For example, (je)
pris (I took).
■ Présent du subjonctif: Based on the pre-
sent tense of the nous or the ils form. Re-
vise the irregular verbs, always check that
there is a form requiring the subjunctive.
For example, (il faut que je) prenne (I have
to take).
■ Imparfait du subjonctif: This has come
up. An unusual tense to ask but students
would be expected to spot expressions,
such as bien que, which requires the sub-
junctive.

Twowordtenses
■ Passé composé: avoir in the present +
past participle. For example, (j’) ai écrit (I
wrote). If the auxiliary is être, double check
that you are dealing with an être verb (see
below). Aller – rester – rentrer – retourner
– arriver – entrer – partir – sortir – monter –
descendre – tomber – venir – revenir – deve-
nir – naître – mourir.
■ Plus-que-parfait: avoir in the imperfect
+ past participle. For example, (j’) avais
écrit (I had written). Same thing for être
verbs.

■ Conditionnel passé: avoir in the conditio-
nal + past participle. For example, (j’) au-
rais écrit (I would have written).Same
thing for être verbs.

All of these tenses can be asked with un
verbe pronominal (a reflexive verb). You
must then also quote the reflexive pronoun
placed directly in front of the verb.

In the second comprehension of 2014,
Q5(ii) read: “Trouvez dans la quatrième
section un verbe pronominal.” The answer
required was: “s’enfuir”, ie the verb and its
reflexive pronoun.

4Vocabularyquestion
You are asked to find a synonym (a
word of similar meaning) in the text.

■ Leaving Cert 2010: “Relevez lemot qui
veut dire ‘à partir du moment actuel.”
Answer:désormais

■ Leaving Cert 2012: “Relevez l’expres-
sion qui veut dire ‘son téléphone sonne en-
core une fois.”
Answer:L’indicatif musical de son porta-
ble retentit à nouveau

■ Leaving Cert 2013: “Relevez le mot qui
veut dire ‘sans réfléchir.”
Answer: machinalement

■ Leaving Cert 2014: “Trouvez l’expres-
sion qui veut dire ‘Georges devenait de
moins en moins compréhensif.’ ”
Answer: Georges se montrait de plus en
plus intolérant

Here answering by giving the full sen-
tence would have been penalised because
you were not asked for “la phrase” but for
“l’expression”.

5ComprehensionquestioninEnglish
Finally, in Question 6, you must find
two distinct points and elaborate on

each by using examples out of the text. This
is not about giving your personal opinion.
This is about your understanding of the
text. Avoid quoting in French without mak-
ing it clear that you understand the quote.

■ First comprehension text, 2014: “Circus

life for Alexis and his family is tough. Do
you agree? Refer to the text in support of
your answer. (Two points, about 50 words
in total.)”

Hereisasampleanswer:
(a) I agree because, as Alexis explains,
there are less people coming to watch the
show – they used to have 90 spectators, this
year they have only 30. It is also a family
business where children, cousins and par-
ents must work together; Nancy, for in-
stance, does not only take part in the acts,
she also does all the administrative tasks
along with her housework. “Il faut savoir
tout faire” – the show itself is not the hard-
est part of the job.

(b) What’s more, circuses face far more
restrictions and criticisms nowadays. They
have to ask authorisations from town halls
to set themselves up and these requests
must be done in advance and in writing.
Alexis explains also that associations
against cruelty to animals are very critical
and he feels this is unfair: “Il y a peut-être
des problèmes mais il ne faut pas mettre
tout le monde dans le même sac.”

Keep your answer as concise and as clear
as possible. Avoid waffling but do not waste
time either counting words – 50 words is
merely a guideline and you will not be pe-
nalised for going over it.

‘‘

■Edwina Hilton, French, the Institute
of Education

Tipsfortheaural

1Readtheinstructionscarefullyand
highlightwordssuchas‘when’,‘who’,‘howmany’

2LISTENtothefirstlistening.WRITEonlyatthesecond
listening–thepausesgiveyouanindicationofwherethe

answersare located.Beprecise!CHECKatthethirdlistening.

3Forsections1,2,3and4,eachanswerisgenerallyworththree
marks.Forsection5,answersareworthtwomarkseach.

4Practicelisteningandtranslatingsimultaneously.Lastyear,
studentsstruggledwiththefollowingwords:

■Assisterauleverdusoleil
(towatchthesunrise)

■danslesboisàlarecherchedechampignons
(inthewoodslookingformushrooms)

■audébutdusiècledernier
(atthestartoflastcentury)

■lesassociationscaritatives
(charities)

Eachofthesewords,ifmissing,
meantalossofthree

marks.

Knowingthelayoutofthe
paperandthetime
allocatedtoeachexercise
iscrucial.

Section1:reading
comprehensions
30percent/60-65mins
Therearetwotexts.You
mustdoboth.Eachhassix
questions:thefirstfive
mustbeansweredin
French;thelastmustbe
answeredinEnglish.
Alwaysanswerinthe

languageusedinthe
questionanddonotuse
bracketsaspartofan
answer–theywillbe
takenascancellation.

Section2:productive
writing
25percent/75mins
Youmustwritethree
exercisesintotal.Q1is
compulsory(30mins).
Chooseanothertwo
exercisesfromQ2,3or4,

butnotwithinthesame
section(20minseachon
average).
■ Q1compulsory(a)or
(b):reactionornarrative
■ Q2optional(a)or(b):
diaryornote/email/letter
■ Q3optional(a)or(b):
reaction/discussion
■ Q4optional(a)or(b):
reaction/discussion

Auralexam(20percent)
Fivesections.Youmust
answerthemallinEnglish.
Thefirstfoursectionsare
heardthreetimes,thefifth
sectiononlytwice.

Oralexam(25percent)
A13-minuteinterview
basedonpersonaland
abstracttopicsandaimed
atcheckingtheabilityofa
candidatetocommuni-
catenaturally.
Youhavetheoptionto

bringinadocument/
project.

CorinneGavenda

AtaglanceLeavingCertFrench

Youwillbegradedonfourcategories
intheFrenchoralexam.

Pronunciation(20)
Reasonablyaccuratepronunciation
iscrucial.Herearesomeofthemost
commonpronunciationrulesto
remember:

■ Consonantsattheendofwords
suchas ils,nous,etarearenot
pronounced.
■ Thethirdpersonpluralendingof
thepresenttenseisneverheard: ils
regardent,ilspensent . . .
■ Theewithnoaccentattheendof
awordisnotpronounced, itonly
stressesthelastletter: jeregarde.
This isaseriousmistakebecausethe
wrongsoundleadstoconfusionin
communication–yourexaminer
assumesyouareusingapasttense.
■ “h”isneverpronounced:
compréhensif.
■ “ch”ispronouncedlike“sh”:
chimie,architecture.
■ “qu”ispronouncedlike“k”:
qualifié,tranquille,qui,quand.
■ “ss”ispronouncedlike“s”:
pression
■ “ill” ispronouncedlikea“y”sound:
famille,embouteillage(yage)–but
notforvilleorvillagewhereyouhear
the“l”sound
■Watchdifferencebetween
ain/aine,ier/ière,gens/jeunes.

Vocabulary(20)
Buildingyourvocabularyisa
long-termtask,howeveritwillhelpif
youcanidentifythemaintopicsyou
willbetalkingaboutandifforeachof
thesetopicsyouhavepractisedthe
keywordsinsentencesthatrelateto
you.

■ Vous,votrefamille,votremaison
etvotrequartier.
■ Votreécole,vosamisetvotre
routine.
■ Vosloisirsetcequevousfaitesle
weekend.
■ Vosprojetspourl’avenir,vos
études,votrecarrière,vosdébou-
chés.
■ Vosvacances,vosvoyages.
■ Cequevousavezfaitl’étédernier,
leweekenddernier,hier.
■ Cequevousferezl’année
prochaine,l’étéprochain,leweekend
prochain,demain.

Thefollowingabstracttopicscan
thenderivefromyourconversation:

■ L’école:lesproblèmesetles
pressions.
■ Devrait-onchangerleformatde
l’examen?
■ Lesdifficultésàrentrerenfac,le
systèmedepoints.
■ Lesdébouchés,larécessionet

l’émigration.
■ Lesloisirstelsquel’usage
d’internetetlesdangersdeface-
book.
■ Lesproblèmessociauxtelsquela
pauvretéetlessans-abri, ladrogue
etl’alcool,toutcelamenantàla
criminalité.
■ Lesproblèmesdel’environne-
mentetlerecyclage.
■ Lescatastrophesnaturelles
(tremblementsdeterre, inonda-
tions).
■ Lesactualités(grèves,élections,
émeutes).

Alsobecarefulifyoubringupa
subjectsuchas“Jevaisaucinéma
aumoinsunefoisparsemaine”.
Obviouslyyoumustexpectthe
question,“Quelestledernierfilmque
vousavezvu?”Failingtodiscussthis
forlackofvocabularywouldbe
noted.

Structures(30)
Grammarisaworrytomany
studentsduringtheconversation. If
youareoveranxious, itmayslowyou
down.
Youaremeanttobeableto

differentiatebetweenthefollowing
tensesandusethemappropriately:
1)présent,2)passécomposé,3)
imparfait,4)futur,5)conditionnel.
Subjunctiveanduseofpronouns

willalsoenhancealotyourconversa-
tion.

Communication(30)
Communicationrelatesquiteclosely
tothethreepreviousskills.Keepthe
conversationgoing;conveyasmuch
informationasyoucan.
Remember,aconversation

meansyoulookatthepersonyouare
talkingto,youanswertheirques-
tions,andindoingso,youdonotdrift
offinsomepassageyouhavelearnt
offbutyoudevelopyourresponseto
thefull.
Simplykeeptalking.

Example:“Voussortezsouventle
weekend?”
Passouventmaisdetempsen
temps.C’estimportantdese
détendreetderetrouverlescopains
maismesparentsveulentque
j’étudiecetteannéeparcequej’ai
besoindebeaucoupdepointspour
entrerenfac!Jesaisqueçaenvaut
lapeineetl’annéeprochainej’aurai
plusdetempspourm’amuser!

Example:“Oùallez-vousquand
voussortez?”
Çadépend.Parfoisonvaaucinéma
ouonvamangerunmorceau
ensemble.Maisencemomentonest
tousfauchés,donconvachezlesuns
etchezlesautres.

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

Jepensepartagerl’avisdebeaucoupen
disantquelesanimauxsauvagesne
devraientpasêtrederrièredesbarreaux,
emprisonnésdansunecagemais
devraientpouvoiraucontraireprofiterdela
libertédeleurhabitatnaturel.Néanmoins,
jenecroispasquel’onpuissemettreles
cirquesetlesparcsanimaliersaumême
niveau.
Prenonstoutd’abordlecirque.Ses

défenseursparlentdetraditionoùles
bêtesontleurplaceauxcôtésdes
trapézistesetdesjongleursetoùles
dompteursd’animauxférocesfontrêver
lesenfants.Jesuistoutàfaitcontrecette
opinioncarcen’estqu’uneimagefaussée
del’animal.Verrait-onvraimentdansla
Savaneunlionsauterdansuncerceauen
feu?Certainementpas.Leursconditions
deviesontsouventinadaptées, ilsubissent
undressageviolentetsontobligésdefaire
desdéplacementsfréquentsdansdes
cagesbeaucouptropétroites.C’estbienla
raisonpourlaquelleilssontsouvent
drogués.
Enrevanche,j’estimequeleszoosetles

parcsanimaliers,pourvuqu’ilsdonnent
l’espacenécessaireauxdifférentes
espèces,remplissentd’unepartunrôle
pédagogiqueenmontrantauxenfantsles
animauxdesdifférentscontinentset
donnentd’autrepartl’exempleenprenant
partàdesprojetsdeprotectiondes
espècesetenaidantàlareproductionde
cellesquisontmenacées.Ilsontdonc
besoindenotresoutien.
Enbref, jesuiscontrelescirquesetleur

façonanormaledetraiterlesbêtesmais
quantauxparcszoologiques,jepenseque
vul’intensitédubraconnageetla
disparitiondesespèces, ilssont
nécessairesàlasurviedetousces
animauxmagnifiques.

Translation
I think I share theopinionofmanyby
sayingthatwildanimalsshouldnot
be behindbars, imprisoned incages,
but shouldbeableon thecontrary to
enjoy the freedomof their natural
habitat.Nevertheless, I don’t think
one canequatecircusesandanimal
parks.
Firstly, let’s consider thecircus. Its

advocatestalkabouta traditionwhere
animalshave their placebeside
trapeze artistsand jugglersandwhere
tamersof ferociousbeastsmake
childrendream. I amcompletely
against thisopinionbecause it is the
wrong imageofananimal.Wouldwe
reallyseea lion jumpthroughahoopon
fire in thesavannah?Certainlynot.
Their livingconditionsareoften
unsuitable; theyundergoaviolent
trainingandare frequently forcedto
travel incages thatare far toonarrow. It
is in fact thereasonwhytheyareoften
drugged.
Ontheotherhand, I believe thatzoos

andanimalparks, providing theygive the
necessaryspace todifferentspecies, fill
on theonehandapedagogical roleby
showingchildrenanimals fromdifferent
continents,andgiveontheotherhand
theexampleby takingpart inprojects for
theprotectionof speciesandbyhelping
thereproductionof thosethatare
threatened.They thereforeneedour
support.
Inshort, I amagainstcircusesandtheir

unnaturalwayof treating theanimals
butas foranimalparks, I think that,
considering theextentofpoachingand
theextinctionof species, theyare
necessaryto thesurvival ofall these
magnificentanimals.

Sample answer

T

FrenchReadingcomprehensionsand theoral exam

Be clear, be
spontaneous

Don’t losemarks by rushing
throughquestions and
alwaysbeclear ofwhat you
arebeing asked

TheexamToptipsandcommonerrors

■ Eiffel Tower,
Paris: Building your
vocabulary for
Leaving Cert
French is a
long-term task.

FrenchWritingandaural

Je pense partager
l’avis de beaucoup

en disant que

I think I share the
opinion of many
when saying that
(identify issue)

Certains
pensent que

some people think
that (argument 1)

D’autres
_prétendent que

others claim that
(argument 2)

Personnellement,
j’estime que

personally, I
believe that (your
own opinion)

Structured expression
and steady timing

Themost common errors
in the French examare due
tocarelessness and rushing
throughexercises

CorinneGavenda

Exam Times

Exam Times
THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

■ Linking ideas: Corinne Gavendawith
student SorchaWhooley at the Institute
of Education. PHOTOGRAPH: BRENDAN DUFFY

Je suis
content(e),
déçu(e)…

de + noun
(with +
noun)

de voir (to see)

d’avoir vu (to have seen)

de ne pas voir (not to see)

de ne pas avoir vu (not to
have seen)

que + subjunctive (that …)

à l’idée que + indicative
(normal tenses)

FrenchOralKeeptheconversationgoing

Exam Times

Exam Times

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

The
examiner is
looking fora
spontaneous,
natural style.
Don’t
overuse
cliches,
make this
exerciseas
personal as
youcan
and use
exclamation
marks

‘‘
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 
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 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 
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 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 
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  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10
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(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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Attentiontodetail inall
sectionsof thepaper,and
stayingrelevantatall times
tothetaskrequired, iskeyto
achievingthetopgrade

OrlaNí
Shúilleabháin

Grade Ability Grammar Pronunciation/
Communication Examiner

65-70 - Fluent
- Spontaneous

- Excellent syntax
- Self-correction - Very Good -Mainly a listener

55-60 - Competent
-Willingness to elaborate

- Good syntax
-Minor errors but
attempted correction

- Somemistakes but does
not impede communication - Prompter – facilitator

45-50 - Adequate
- Relevantmaterial used

-Good syntaxwith
prepared questions but
difficulty engagingwith
the examiner

- Fair
- Inaccuracies butmeaning
never in doubt

- Intervener,may need to
rephrase

30-40
- Limited
- Problems in comprehen-
sion

- Fair syntax
- Basic vocabulary and
grammar

- Impeded occasionally
- Inaccuracies

- Intervener
- Assistswith difficulties
and adjusts

20-25 - Limited
-Minimal

- Poor Syntax
- Frequent grammatical
errors
-Needs regular assistance
from

-Persistent difficulties
in understanding the
intendedmeaning

- Continuously assisting

G
erman is spoken by nearly 120 mil-
lion people worldwide and is the
most widely spoken native lan-
guage in Europe. It is the second

most widely used native language within
science and opens the door to low-cost
third-level studies in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. Many jobs vacancies are
currently available in Ireland for students
with German; it is the language of Goethe,
Schiller Boll and Brecht; and it will no
doubt lead to greater career opportunities
for you in the years to come.

It is an invaluable subject to study and ac-
cessible to all levels. The German paper is a
fair paper which, with proper preparation,
gives scope to students at all levels to
achieve their maximum potential. It tests
the student’s proficiency in the language,
as well as their skills in answering tech-
nique. Attention to detail in all sections of
the paper, and staying relevant at all times
to the task required, is key to achieving the
top grade. Timing is a critical factor on the
higher paper for all students hoping to
achieve a high mark.

Reading
Comprehension
Key points to note to get the top grade in
this section:

■ Give as many points as possible when an-
swering questions where the amount of de-
tail is not specified.
■ Use the key language in the text to for-
mulate your own sentence/ answer.
■ Answer in the specific language asked.
■ Answer in German if you do not under-
stand how to answer in English.
■ Work through lines given, marking off
each separate point.
■ Practise and study previous past com-
prehensions – it will pay dividends.
■ Practice makes perfect – it is a
skills-based test!

This section is of vital importance for all
candidates as it carries most marks. At
higher level, there are two main reading
comprehensions: one literary comprehen-
sion (a passage or an extract from a Ger-
man novel or short story) and one journalis-
tic comprehension (from a newspaper or
magazine). Allow yourself at least 75 min-
utes to complete this section.

Four questions follow each comprehen-
sion, some in German and some in English.
It is important to answer the question in
the language it has been asked, ie if asked

in German, answer in German. If answered
in the language not specified, you are
awarded only half of the allocated marks.

Try to be as accurate as possible and use
the language in the text to help you struc-
ture your own sentence. Remember that
your comprehension is being tested here,
but marks are also deducted for grammati-
cal errors that affect the meaning in the
original answer.

Direct quotation without manipulation
of the language where required or adding
of extraneous material will result in half
marks or none. There is no need to give full
sentences. The essential requirement is to
extract the appropriate answer and manip-
ulate the language where necessary, ie
change it from first-person to third-person
(Ich bin gegangen becomes Er ist gegan-
gen).

Line references are given in each ques-
tion, and these will help you to narrow
down where your answer can be found.
Read the questions carefully before you
start to read the comprehension. Under-
line what you are being asked for in each
question. Highlight the areas where your
answers can be found.

Question 4 on the higher-level paper,
the final question on the first comprehen-
sion, can carry 15 marks, and it is always an-
swered in English. It requires you to review
the whole passage, as no lines are given,
and to look at the structure and content of
the passage, ie how the passage has been
written. The question may also sometimes
include the author’s use of language. No
marks are awarded for German quotation
unless translated into English. Great care
is required here.

Lack of detail often results in the biggest
loss of marks for students in the compre-
hension section. Questions do not always
specify the amount of detail required – the
reason why many students lost a lot of
marks on last year’s paper . Be careful with
any questions that instruct you to give de-
tails. Give as many as you can.

GrammarSection
Key points to note to get the top grade in
this section:

■ Learn modal verbs/basic present tense
■ Learn basic der/die/das table and prepo-
sitions
■ Practise verbs in different tenses
■ Look over relative pronoun table
■ Practise how to ask questions
■ Learn basic word order rules
■ Study all past papers over the past 14
years (similar tasks are repeated over the
years)
■ Familiarise yourself with different
grammatical terms in German

Following Text I or II, this section tests the
student’s ability to recognise and to apply
grammatical structures. Both question 1
and 2 are based on the reading text given
on the paper. This ensures that the candi-
date is already familiar with the content
and relevant vocabulary and should now be
able to identify and manipulate the struc-
tures.

Here is a range of areas that have ap-
peared over the past 10 years:
■ Label nouns in different cases
■ Form questions to answers specified
■ Fill in the correct modal verb
■ Label verbs in different tenses
■ Fill in correct adjectival endings
■ Put verbs into the imperfect/present
tense
■ Label/fill in relative pronouns
■ Label pronouns

WrittenSection
It is impossible to predict the topics that
may appear in this section, and it is a big
mistake to learn off material on certain top-
ics as you will most likely not get the oppor-
tunity to use it. In this situation, it is more
tempting to write down what you have
learnt and ignore the question. This will re-
sult in huge loss of marks.

All of the written section is content-con-
trolled – you get marks only for an-
swering what you are asked.
Keep it simple, relevant and
brainstorm ideas in Ger-
man. Make sure to al-
ways write more
points than required
as you are more like-
ly to score a higher
content grade.
Some written sec-
tions reflect topics
covered in the
oral material so
make sure to re-
vise all oral materi-
al before your writ-
ten exam.

Task1:Written
expression
Each reading comprehen-
sion is followed by a short
written exercise – of about 100
words – related to the theme(s) ex-
plored in the passage. You are required to
choose one of two tasks. An understanding
of the comprehension passage is required
to do task (a) but not to do task (b). As such,
if you found the comprehension difficult to
understand fully, consider doing task (b).

Task (b), although related to the theme
explored in the comprehension passage,
provides a new stimulus (set of instruc-
tions, possibly accompanied by a picture)
to which you have to react. Usually you
have to deal with a number of points, which
will be indicated in the question.

Keyspointstonotetogetthetopmarkin
thiswrittensection
■ 13 marks are awarded for content, ie
covering each of the tasks required.
■ 12 marks are awarded for expression: vo-
cabulary, spelling, grammar, sentence
structure, and word order. Points are de-
ducted for grammatical errors.
■ It is important not to wander off the
point. Keep your language simple, accu-
rate and cover all points mentioned. When
writing, refer back repeatedly to the origi-
nal question/set of instructions.
■ Be careful: If the content is not there,
the marks cannot be awarded and your ex-
pression mark will also be affected.

Task2:LetterorShortEssay
This last section requires you to pro-

duce a longer piece of writing. There will
again be a choice of two tasks. Both tasks
should be of 160 words in length.

Keypointstonotetogettopmarksinthe
writtensection
■ Always answer what you are asked.
■ Prepare a few suitable opening and clos-
ings.
■ Have some phrases learnt to help you ex-
press your points.
■ Choose which conjunctions you are go-
ing to use/and the necessary word order.
■ Be familiar with basic present tense, per-
fect and modals.
■ Reread over all your oral notes in the
weeks coming up to the exam.
■ Have some nice phrases be able to ex-
press your opinion /preference.

This section carries 50 marks and will
take 30-35 minutes to complete. Marks are
divided equally between content and ex-
pression 25/25.

Letter
It is important to learn some suitable
opening phrases as they will help you to get
started and get the all-important first few
words on the page. Here are a few exam-
ples:

■ Lieber Paul / Liebe Paula
■ Ziemlich lange ist es schon her, seit ich
dir das letzte Mal geschrieben habe. Seit-
dem ist auch sehr viel passiert.
■ Vielen Dank für deinen Brief. Es war
wirklich nett von dir, dass du dir meinetwe-
gen so viel Mühe gegeben hast. Ich weiß es
zu schätzen, Herzlichen dank auch für die
Glückwünsche.
■ Schönen Dank für deinen Brief, der letz-
te Woche ankam. Es tut mir leid, dass ich
nicht eher darauf geantwortet habe, aber
ich hatte so viel für die Schule zu lernen,
dass ich nicht dazu gekommen bin.

In the letter, it is important to choose the
correct form of register. One would mostly
use du when the person is familiar/singul-
ar; ihr is used when writing to more than
one person/familiar.

Essay
You may be asked to produce a detailed
written response to a picture or cartoon. It
will provide a set of instructions for writing
a continuous piece of German (which must
not be in the form of a letter).

Answer all points mentioned or ques-
tions asked in the stimulus material. As-
sume all points are generally of equal im-
portance, but remember that there may be
slightly more marks for some than others.

You need to be careful with your forms
of expression; pay attention to your verb
endings, tenses, word order, relative pro-
nouns, pronouns, agreements, capital let-
ters, punctuation and appropriate idiomat-
ic use of phrases and vocabulary.

The short essay may require you to give
your opinion on certain issue/topics. Pre-
pare a number of main topics before the
exam – some of the themes in the picture se-
quences for the oral are worth studying.
Schule; das deutsche Schulsystem; Jugend;
Arbeit; Umwelt; Aufenthalt in Deutsch-
land; Spracherlernen; Reisen; Schüleraus-
tausch; Feste; Gesundhei Wirtschaft. They
may occur in some form throughout the
written paper.

Learn key phrases and the main vocabu-
lary associated with your chosen topics to
prepare yourself for writing about them on
the spot in the exam.

J

C
ongratulations on choosing Span-
ish! You have chosen to learn the
world’s second most spoken lan-
guage, one which is used by more

than 500 million people and is second only
to English as a language for international
communication. Spanish is the third most
prevalent language on the internet, social
networks and on the official websites of in-
ternational organisation.

In these pages we are going to focus on a
number of different sections of the Leaving
Cert higher-level Spanish exam. You will
find useful advice on how to develop the
skills you need to reach your full potential
in each of these sections. Remember, it is
important to cover the entire syllabus in
your preparation for the exam . . . ¡Buena
suerte!

Oralexamination
The 2015 Leaving Cert Spanish oral exams
will take place from April 13th to 24th,
2015. The exam lasts about 15 minutes and
consists of two parts: general conversation
(70 marks) and role play (30 marks; 3-4
minutes).

According to the last report from the
chief examiner, the three principal reasons
students lost marks in the Spanish oral
exam were:

1) Insufficient vocabulary
2) Lack of ability to structure sentences
3) Over-reliance on memorised material

To perform well in the oral exam, there-
fore, it is important that you are well pre-
pared. This will also help you to remain
calm and confident.

Generalconversation
This lasts a minimum of 10 minutes. You
will be asked questions on topics such as:

■ Family
■ School
■ Daily routine
■ Your birthday
■ Pastimes
■ What you did last summer
■ Plans for the future
■ Trips
■ Exchanges to Spain
■ Cultural differences between Ireland
and Spain

The examiner will assess (1) your ability

to understand and respond to questions,
(2) your pronunciation and fluency, (3)
your range of vocabulary, and (4) your
grammatical accuracy.

Prepare sample answers related to the
topics listed earlier. Get your teacher to
read the answers to ensure there are no mis-
takes. Don’t learn them off by heart, just
make sure you have enough material ready
for the day of the exam.

Know your grammar well: use a variety
of verbs, in the present, past, future and
conditional, and appropriate vocabulary
for each response. (If you want to get those
extra marks you should also be familiar
with the subjunctive.)

Prepare enough material to be able to ex-
pand on the answers. Don’t let the exam-
iner do all the work.

For example, if the examiner asks
you: ¿Qué hiciste el verano pasa-
do?” Mention what you thought
of the place, the experiences
you had, etc. Here is an exam-
ple:

El verano pasado fui a Mal-
lorca con unos amigos. Pasa-
mos allí una semana. Nos alo-
jamos en un apartamento jus-
to al lado de la playa.

Hacíamos las cosas típicas de
las vacaciones. Por la mañana
desayunábamos en la terraza del
apartamento, luego íbamos a la pla-
ya, tomábamos el sol y nos bañá-
bamos en el mar. Bueno, un día no pudi-
mos bañarnos porque había bandera roja,
pero ese fue el único día que no nos metimos
en el agua.

A mediodía volvíamos al apartamento a
comer y por la tarde dormíamos la siesta.
Hacia las cinco o las seis bajábamos a la pis-
cina de la urbanización donde estaba el
apartamento y pasábamos toda la tarde
charlando con un grupo de chicos españoles
que conocimos allí.

Por la noche íbamos de tapas o cená-
bamos en un restaurante italiano que esta-
ba muy cerca del apartamento.

Fueron unas vacaciones estupendas. Lo
pasamos fenomenal y aprendimos un
montón de español. ¡Estoy deseando que

llegue el verano para ir otra vez al mismo
sitio!

Roleplays
After the general conversation you will
have a short break to revise the role play se-
lected by the examiner. At the end of the
role play you will be asked an open ques-
tion related to the situation.

Prepare the five situations but avoid rote
learning. Make sure you understand what
you are saying and ensure the versions you
are working with are free from errors.

Practise with friends or family any time
you have a chance. If you have any Span-
ish-speaking friends, ask them to record
the role plays for you and listen to them as
often as you can.

Try to predict the open questions you
could be asked after each role play and pre-
pare answers.

Duringtheoralexam
■ Relax – the examiner is on your side.
■ Keep eye contact and respond with spon-
taneity to the examiner.
■ It’s all about communication. Smile and
try to make it interesting for the examiner.
■ Avoid conversation killers: Sí and No an-
swers close down potential avenues of con-
versation and give the impression you are
not well prepared.
■ Elaborate on topics introduced by the
examiner at every opportunity.
■ If you make a mistake, don’t panic: cor-
rect it during the course of the conversa-
tion and you are less likely to be penalised.
■ If you are having difficulty with a topic
or don’t have much to say, steer the conver-
sation towards something you feel more
confident about.

Achtung!

Languages
areall
about
immersion.
Themore
vocabulary
youcan
craminto
yourhead,
thebetter
theexam
willgo.
Althoughpractisingexamtechniqueis
acrucialpartofGerman,it’stoughto
getthemotivationsometimesto
completeendlesscomprehensionsand
letters. It’sreallyeasytounderestimate
theauralexam,but it’sworth20per
centofyouroverallmarkandcouldbe
thedecidingfactorofyourfinalgrade.
Youneedtopractiseauralatleastonce
aweek,andtrytowritedownasmuch
informationaspossibleforeach
question,andgetascomfortablewith
thesometimesdifficulttointerpret
accentsthatareusedinthetapes.
Speakingyouroralvocabularyout

loudisalsoanessentialtechnique
beforeyouroralexam.Yourmarkswill
riseconsiderablythebetteryouknow
youroralmaterial,astopicsthatare
commonintheoralalsooftenappearin
thewrittenandauralexams,especially
intheshortnoteandletter.

Thepastandconditionaltensesare
reallyimportanttopics,theyaredifficult
togettogripswith,but ifyoucanshowa
goodgraspofthem,you’ll impressthe
examinerandincreasethoseall-impor-
tantexpressionmarks. Ifyoucan
arrangepracticeoralsinyourschool,
evenjustamongyourfellowstudents,
you’llbecomemuchmorecomfortable
withspeakingthelanguage.
Whatreallymadethedifferencefor

mewasdownloadingmyfavourite
booksinGerman.Igotboththeprint
versionandtheaudiobook,andIwould
listenandfollowalongwiththetext.
Thisreallyhelpedwithseveralpartsof
theexam.Listeningtothetapehelped
withextractingthemeaningoflarge
passagesfortheauralandhelped
improvemypronunciationfortheoral.
Readingthetextshowsyouhowto
writerealisticallyinGerman
andalsohelpswiththe
difficultvocabularyand
grammarusedinthe
firstcomprehension
onthepaper.
Themainthingis
tobecomeas
familiarasyoucan
withtheformatof
thepaperandwork
outhowmuchtime
isavailableto
completeeach
sectionofthepaper,
andasalastpieceof
advice,ALWAYSrefer
toyouroralexaminerin
thepoliteformand

rehearseanygreetingyou
willgivethem–aconfidentstart

willbothimpressthemandcalm
yournervesbeforetherealquestions
start.Iwishyouallofyouthebestof
luckwithyourLeavingCertGerman
examinationandintothefuture!

What reallymade
the difference for

mewas downloading
my favourite books in
German

Begoñade laFuente

■ Oralexam
100marks
(25percent)

■ Listening
comprehension
80marks
(20percent)

■ Reading
comprehension
andwritten
production
220marks
(55percent)

SectionA
70marks,50mins
■ Question1
(50marks,35mins)
Either(a)prescribed
literature(Sin
noticiasdeGurb)or
(b)journalistictext
■ Question2
(20marks,15mins)
Twoshort
comprehensions.

SectionB
100marks,60mins
■ Comprehension
(50marks,40mins)
■ Opinion
(50marks,20mins)

SectionC
50marks,40mins
■ Question1
(30marks,20mins)
Either(a)dialogue
constructionor(b)
letterwriting.
■ Question2
(20marks,20mins)
Either(a)diaryentry
or(b)note

GermanReadingcomprehensionandexpression (a)

‘‘

■Berlin: German is
the secondmost
widely used native
languagewithin
science and opens
the door to
low-cost third-level
studies in
Germany, Austria
and Switzerland

1Stichwörter(indicators)
areguidelinesaround
whichyoushould

constructyouranswer.
Answer/Respondindetail
toalltheStichwörter
providedonthepage.

2Marksareawarded
onlyforproper
answerscontaining

informationrelating
directlytothequestion.

33Additionalmarks
willbeawardedfor
elaborationoneachof

theserelevantpoints.It is
bettertoerronthesideof
providingtoomanypoints
ofinformation/elaboration,
ratherthantoofew.

4Remembertoremain
withinthe30minutes
youallotyourselffor

thistask.

5Noextramarkswillbe
givenforcomplex
structureswith

mistakesorgrammatical
errors,so–aboveall–
makesureofthebasics.

Totherightissome
usefulvocabularytouse
whenreactingtovisual
material.

Ich hätte Angebot A am
allerliebsten I would prefer offer A best of all

Würdest dumir bitte einen
Gefallen tun? Would you dome a favour?

Angebot Bwürdemir am allerwenig-
sten gefallen Offer B ismy least favourite

Der große Nachteil / Vorteil ist, dass The biggest disadvantage/advantage is

Wenn nichts schief geht If nothing goes wrong

Was hältst du vonmeinem Plan? What do you think of my plan?

Wie schon erwähnt As alreadymentioned

Das kommt nicht in Frage That is not an option

Im Bezug auf den Zeitraum As regards the time frame

Also wie du sehen kannst, bin ich von
Angebot B sehr begeistert I am very enthuastic about offer B

Das einzige, wasmir nicht gefällt
ist, dass The only thing that I do not like is

Das Beste daran ist,dass The best thing about it is

Meine Entscheiding hängt vonmeinen
Noten/ Ergebnissen ab My decision depends onmy results

Nach langem überlegen habe ichmich
für------entschieden

After long consideration I have
decided to

Der Grund dafür ist The reason for this is

Das ist eineMenge wert That is of great value

Ichmuss ehrlich sagen, dass ---------- mir
gar nicht gefällt To be honest I do not like----- at all

Schönen Dankmal für deine Hilfe Many thanks for your help

Ichwürde es ohne dich nicht schaffen I would not managewithout you

So, jetzt mache ich Schluss I will finish now

Schreibmir, wenn duwas fürmich
findest Write if you find something forme

Ich hoffe, dass ich deine Fragen
einigermaßen beantwortet habe

I hope I answered your questions to
some extent

Ichmeldemich in ein paarWochen
wieder. Bis dannmach’s gut

I will be in touch in a fewweeks until then
take care

Schreib bald wieder, wenn du Zeit hast Write when you have time

Schönen Dank nochmals für alles Again, many thanks

Lass bald von dir hören Hope to hear from you soon

Dein / Deine Your

Grüß deine Eltern vonmir Greetings to your parents

Ataglance
LeavingCert
Spanish

Spanish steps
to success

SpanishoralMarkingschemeforgeneralconversation

■Eleanor O’Riordan – German, the
Institute of Education

How I GotMyA1

T
he secret to the oral exam is in your
preparation. Examiners say that
students who prepare well perform
very well in each section.

Candidates who treat each question as
an “invitation to converse” with the exam-
iner perform best in the general questions.
Don’t be overcautious or hold back when
answering. You are reducing your chances
of obtaining the best grade possible.

Remember: you are rewarded marks for
everything you say that is relevant to the
question. It is your job to expand on the ex-
aminer’s questions and to show your enthu-
siasm.

Avoid reproducing learnt off material,
as students can lose a lot of marks on pro-
nunciation and communication when con-
centrating too hard on recalling the infor-
mation. Repetition and practice of differ-
ent questions will help you add fluency to
your answer.

Make sure to talk, expand and show the
examiner the structures, vocabulary and
phrases you know.

The entire oral exam is carried out in the
polite form (Sie) and you should only use
this form with the examiner.

Section1–Generalconversation
There are seven main topic areas to pre-
pare for this section – each topic should be
prepared in detail, as it is easy to anticipate
the type of questions asked.

The past tense (Perfekt) is guaranteed
to be tested during the general conversa-
tion, eg Waren Sie schon in Deutschland?
Was haben Sie letzten Sommer/letztes
Wochenende gemacht? Was haben Sie in
den Osternferien gemacht?

Below are two sample answers for oral
topics.

Sport
Ich bin Feuer und Flamme für Sport und
bin von Hockey und Camogie sehr begeis-
tert.(enthuastic) Ich war Mitglied der Schul-
mannschaft und musste mindestens zwei-
mal in der Woche zum Training gehen. Wir
haben an Hockeyturnieren teilgenommen
und haben einmal in der Woche ein Freund-
schaftspiel gegen andere Schulen gespielt.
Obendrein haben wir Spiele in der Schulli-
ga und in der Schulpokalmannschaft ge-
habt.

Hockey war für mich eine Art Leistungss-
port, Camogie spiele ich hauptsächlich zum
Spaß. Wie Sie sehen können, ist Sport offen-
bar sehr wichtig für mich. Man bleibt da-
durch fit und außerdem gefällt mir das
Teamgefühl beim Spielen sehr. Es ist nicht
zu leugnen, dass Sport ein gutter Ausgleich
zum Schulstress ist. Meiner Meinung nach
ist Sport das A und O des Lebens.

DasAbiturundLernen
Dieses Jahr ist wie im Fluge vergangen.(this
year has flown) Das Abitur steht kurz vor
der Tür. Ich muss mich aufs Lernen
konzentrieren und muss mich täglich
anstrengen(make an effort) um gute
Noten zu bekommen! Ich lerne
rund um die Uhr, tagaus, tage-
in(day in ,day out)Das ist die rein-
ste Hölle! Ich brauche dringend
einen Tapetenwechsel!(change of
scene )

Meine Freizeit fehlt mir. Ich
wünschte, ich hätte mehr Zeit für
mich selbst. Ich kann es kaum er-
warten, bis die Schule vorbei ist und
die Prüfungen hinter mir zu haben

Howtogetthoseextramarks
■Marksareawardedinthewrittensectionto
studentswhoanswerwhatisbeingasked.This
wasobviouswhenviewingscriptslastyear.
■ Studentsscoredveryhighpointsifthey
stayedrelevanttothetask.
■ Studentswhodidnotgiveenoughdetail in
comprehensionquestionsin bothreadingand
listeninglostmanymarks–especiallywherethe
amountofdetailneededwasnotspecified.
■ Theexaminerislookingforaccuracyinword
order,verbdeclensionandbasicuseofcases.
■ Extramarksareawardedforgooduseof
idiomaticphrasesandnicestructuresinthe
writtensection.
■ Thecomprehensionwillmakeorbreakyour
exam!Studentswhopractisecomprehensions
onaregularbasisbuilduptheirskillsandgain
highmarks.
■ Ifthequestiondoesnotspecifytheamountof
detailrequiredorthenumberofpointsneeded,it
iswisetoassumethatatleastthreemainpoints
areneeded.Iftherearemoretogive,thengive
more!

Commonerrors
■ It isashametolosemarksforcarelessnessin
wordorderandbasictenses.

■ Avoidthetemptationtorotelearnforthe
writtensection,asyouwillhavelittleorno
opportunitytouseit.
■ Focusinsteadonlearninghowtowrite
simple andaccuratestructures, inarelevant
mannerandtorespondnaturallytothequestion
asked.
■ It isveryimportantnottowanderoffthepoint.
■ Donotliftchunksoflanguageoutofthe
comprehensionstoanswerquestionsorforthe
writtensecton.Youwillgetnomarksforthis!

Helpfulwebsites
■ german.about.com
TheGermanLanguagesectionofAbout.comisa
brilliantlearningresourceandcontainsinforma-
tiononeverythingfromthegrammatical
foundationsofGermantoarticlesoncontempo-
raryGermanculture,aswellasquizzesand
gamesinthelanguageitself. Irecommend
signingupfortheweeklynewslettertoyour
emailandaddingthisextradimensiontoyour
study.

OnlineGermanradio
Sometimesyoujustdon’tfeellikestudyinga
languageinthetraditionalway.Perhapsthelast
thingyouwanttodoistakeoutabookandrepeat

newvocabularyoverandoveragain.
PuttingonsomeGerman
languageradioasambient
backgroundnoisecanbe
theperfectcompromise

■ dradio.de
■ ard.de/radio
■ ndr.de
■mdr.de

Germanlanguage
newspapersand
magazines
It isbecoming
increasinglyimpor-
tanttouseonlineand
printmediatoexpand
yourvocabularyand
improveyourGerman
comprehensionbeyondthat
whichyoulearnintheclassroom.

■ welt.de
■ zeit.de
■ faz.net
■ sueddeutsche.de
■ zeitong.de

LeavingCertGermanExtramarks,commonerrorsandhelpfulwebsites

Toperformwell in theoral, it
is important tobeprepared.
Thiswill alsohelpyouto
remaincalmandconfident

Howtoget
thoseextramarks

IfyouhavenotvisitedSpain,makeanextra
efforttolearnaboutSpanishcultureand

traditions–immerseyourselfateveryopportunity

Becomefamiliarwithidiomaticexpressionsand
trytousethemintheoralandwrittenexam

Intheoralexam,bewillingtoexpandonthe
questionstheexaminerasksyou

ThebestwaytogetanA1isthroughdiligence
andpreparation.Thetimeyoudevotetostudying

andbeingproactiveinyourpursuitofthe
languagewillresult inyoubeingmore
confidentandateaseonthedayof

theexam

Dieses Bild / Diese
Statistik zeigt, dass

This picture/statistic
shows that

Es scheint, dass dieser
Prozentsatz steigt / sinkt

It seems that this percent-
age is rising/decreasing

Furmich ist daswichtig-
ste / interessanteste, dass

Forme themost impor-
tant thing is

Im Vergleichmit / Vergli-
chenmit In comparison with

Das Bild stellt............dar This picture portrays

In diesem Bild handelt es
sich darum,dass In this picture it is about

Man vermutet , dass One assumes that

Es handelt sich um /
Es geht um It is about/dealing with

Auf dem linken/ rechten
Bild sieht man ,dass

On the left/right picture
one can see

Natürlich könnte das Bild
auch etwas anders zeigen

Of course the picture
could be saying something
else

Man gewinnt den Eindruck
,dass

One gets the impression
that

Es scheintmir, als ob It seems tome as if

Vonmir aus As far as I’m concerned

Wie ich es sehe As I see it

Dieses Bild schildert This picture portrays

Ein Junge /ein Mädchen
wird dargestellt . Zwei
Jungenwerden geschil-

dert

Is/ are portrayed /depicted

Der Junge sieht deprimi-
ert aus / Die Jungen
sehen sehr froh aus

The boy looks
depressed/
the boys look happy

GermanOral exam

An invitation
to converse

Makesuretotalk,expand
andshowtheexaminer the
structures,vocabularyand
phrasesyouknow

Erstens Firstly

Ich habe den Eindruck,
dass

I have the impression
that

Ich halte es für wichtig,
dass I think / believe that

MeinerMeinung nach Inmy opinion

Jederweiß, dass Everybody knows that

Was ____ betrifft/
angeht

As far as ____ is con-
cerned

Ichmuss zugeben, dass Imust admit that

Schließlich Finally

ZumSchluss To conclude

Außerdem Aswell/besides

Es ist erschreckend,
dass It’s shocking that

Es störtmich, dass It disturbsme that

Einerseits On the one hand

Andererseits On the other hand

MeinemStandpunkt
nach Inmy opinion

Ich bin derMeinung /
Ansicht, dass I amof the opinion that

Kurz /mit einemWort In brief

Aus diesemGrund For this reason

OrlaNí
Shúilleabháin

SpanishOral exam

Marks
andtiming

Total:100marks–25percent

Section1–Generalconversation
40marks/10percent/4-5mins
Section2–Project/picture

sequences
30marks/7.5percent/XXmins

Section3–Roleplay
30Marks/7.5percent/

XXmins

Fivetipsforthe
Germanexam

1 Reviseoraltopicsfromthegeneral
questionsandthemesinthepictures–they
mightappearinsomeformatonthepaper.

2 Befamiliarwiththelayoutoftheexampaperand
theskillsrequiredineachsection.Keepthemarking
schemeinmindasyouattempteverysection.
3Listentoaudiomaterialandreadpasttapescripts
toexposeyourselftotherangeofvocabularyused.

Learnexpressionsfortheweather.
4Studypreviouscomprehensionsregularly,

usingthemarkingschemestoknowhownotto
losemarks.

5Practiseregulargrammarandwritten
sectionstoavoidpanicking

ontheday.

Exam Times

Exam Times
THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

ShortessayTips,guidelinesandvocabulary

Marksandtiming
Belowisthebreakdownofmarks
awardedtoeachsectionandaguide

totimingforeachsectionduringtheexam.

HIGHERLEVEL
Comprehension1–60marks/15percent/40mins
Comprehension2–60marks/15percent/35mins

AngewandteGrammatik–25marks/6.25percent/15mins
ÄußerungzumThema–25marks/6.25percent/20mins
SchriftlicheProduktion–50marks/12.5percent/30mins

ORDINARYLEVEL
Comprehension1–60marks/15percent/35mins
Comprehension2–60marks/15percent/30mins
Comprehension3–40marks/10percent/25mins

AngewandteGrammatik
–15marks/3.75percent/10mins

ÄußerungzumThema
–15marks/3.75percent/15mins

SchriftlicheProduktion
–30marks/7.50percent/

25mins

Exam Times

Exam Times

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

THEIRISHTIMES inassociationwithTHEINSTITUTEOFEDUCATION

Usefulphrases fortheÄußerungzumThema

Usefulphrasestoaddpanachetoyourletter
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Attentiontodetail inall
sectionsof thepaper,and
stayingrelevantatall times
tothetaskrequired, iskeyto
achievingthetopgrade

OrlaNí
Shúilleabháin

Grade Ability Grammar Pronunciation/
Communication Examiner

65-70 - Fluent
- Spontaneous

- Excellent syntax
- Self-correction - Very Good -Mainly a listener

55-60 - Competent
-Willingness to elaborate

- Good syntax
-Minor errors but
attempted correction

- Somemistakes but does
not impede communication - Prompter – facilitator

45-50 - Adequate
- Relevantmaterial used

-Good syntaxwith
prepared questions but
difficulty engagingwith
the examiner

- Fair
- Inaccuracies butmeaning
never in doubt

- Intervener,may need to
rephrase

30-40
- Limited
- Problems in comprehen-
sion

- Fair syntax
- Basic vocabulary and
grammar

- Impeded occasionally
- Inaccuracies

- Intervener
- Assistswith difficulties
and adjusts

20-25 - Limited
-Minimal

- Poor Syntax
- Frequent grammatical
errors
-Needs regular assistance
from

-Persistent difficulties
in understanding the
intendedmeaning

- Continuously assisting

G
erman is spoken by nearly 120 mil-
lion people worldwide and is the
most widely spoken native lan-
guage in Europe. It is the second

most widely used native language within
science and opens the door to low-cost
third-level studies in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. Many jobs vacancies are
currently available in Ireland for students
with German; it is the language of Goethe,
Schiller Boll and Brecht; and it will no
doubt lead to greater career opportunities
for you in the years to come.

It is an invaluable subject to study and ac-
cessible to all levels. The German paper is a
fair paper which, with proper preparation,
gives scope to students at all levels to
achieve their maximum potential. It tests
the student’s proficiency in the language,
as well as their skills in answering tech-
nique. Attention to detail in all sections of
the paper, and staying relevant at all times
to the task required, is key to achieving the
top grade. Timing is a critical factor on the
higher paper for all students hoping to
achieve a high mark.

Reading
Comprehension
Key points to note to get the top grade in
this section:

■ Give as many points as possible when an-
swering questions where the amount of de-
tail is not specified.
■ Use the key language in the text to for-
mulate your own sentence/ answer.
■ Answer in the specific language asked.
■ Answer in German if you do not under-
stand how to answer in English.
■ Work through lines given, marking off
each separate point.
■ Practise and study previous past com-
prehensions – it will pay dividends.
■ Practice makes perfect – it is a
skills-based test!

This section is of vital importance for all
candidates as it carries most marks. At
higher level, there are two main reading
comprehensions: one literary comprehen-
sion (a passage or an extract from a Ger-
man novel or short story) and one journalis-
tic comprehension (from a newspaper or
magazine). Allow yourself at least 75 min-
utes to complete this section.

Four questions follow each comprehen-
sion, some in German and some in English.
It is important to answer the question in
the language it has been asked, ie if asked

in German, answer in German. If answered
in the language not specified, you are
awarded only half of the allocated marks.

Try to be as accurate as possible and use
the language in the text to help you struc-
ture your own sentence. Remember that
your comprehension is being tested here,
but marks are also deducted for grammati-
cal errors that affect the meaning in the
original answer.

Direct quotation without manipulation
of the language where required or adding
of extraneous material will result in half
marks or none. There is no need to give full
sentences. The essential requirement is to
extract the appropriate answer and manip-
ulate the language where necessary, ie
change it from first-person to third-person
(Ich bin gegangen becomes Er ist gegan-
gen).

Line references are given in each ques-
tion, and these will help you to narrow
down where your answer can be found.
Read the questions carefully before you
start to read the comprehension. Under-
line what you are being asked for in each
question. Highlight the areas where your
answers can be found.

Question 4 on the higher-level paper,
the final question on the first comprehen-
sion, can carry 15 marks, and it is always an-
swered in English. It requires you to review
the whole passage, as no lines are given,
and to look at the structure and content of
the passage, ie how the passage has been
written. The question may also sometimes
include the author’s use of language. No
marks are awarded for German quotation
unless translated into English. Great care
is required here.

Lack of detail often results in the biggest
loss of marks for students in the compre-
hension section. Questions do not always
specify the amount of detail required – the
reason why many students lost a lot of
marks on last year’s paper . Be careful with
any questions that instruct you to give de-
tails. Give as many as you can.

GrammarSection
Key points to note to get the top grade in
this section:

■ Learn modal verbs/basic present tense
■ Learn basic der/die/das table and prepo-
sitions
■ Practise verbs in different tenses
■ Look over relative pronoun table
■ Practise how to ask questions
■ Learn basic word order rules
■ Study all past papers over the past 14
years (similar tasks are repeated over the
years)
■ Familiarise yourself with different
grammatical terms in German

Following Text I or II, this section tests the
student’s ability to recognise and to apply
grammatical structures. Both question 1
and 2 are based on the reading text given
on the paper. This ensures that the candi-
date is already familiar with the content
and relevant vocabulary and should now be
able to identify and manipulate the struc-
tures.

Here is a range of areas that have ap-
peared over the past 10 years:
■ Label nouns in different cases
■ Form questions to answers specified
■ Fill in the correct modal verb
■ Label verbs in different tenses
■ Fill in correct adjectival endings
■ Put verbs into the imperfect/present
tense
■ Label/fill in relative pronouns
■ Label pronouns

WrittenSection
It is impossible to predict the topics that
may appear in this section, and it is a big
mistake to learn off material on certain top-
ics as you will most likely not get the oppor-
tunity to use it. In this situation, it is more
tempting to write down what you have
learnt and ignore the question. This will re-
sult in huge loss of marks.

All of the written section is content-con-
trolled – you get marks only for an-
swering what you are asked.
Keep it simple, relevant and
brainstorm ideas in Ger-
man. Make sure to al-
ways write more
points than required
as you are more like-
ly to score a higher
content grade.
Some written sec-
tions reflect topics
covered in the
oral material so
make sure to re-
vise all oral materi-
al before your writ-
ten exam.

Task1:Written
expression
Each reading comprehen-
sion is followed by a short
written exercise – of about 100
words – related to the theme(s) ex-
plored in the passage. You are required to
choose one of two tasks. An understanding
of the comprehension passage is required
to do task (a) but not to do task (b). As such,
if you found the comprehension difficult to
understand fully, consider doing task (b).

Task (b), although related to the theme
explored in the comprehension passage,
provides a new stimulus (set of instruc-
tions, possibly accompanied by a picture)
to which you have to react. Usually you
have to deal with a number of points, which
will be indicated in the question.

Keyspointstonotetogetthetopmarkin
thiswrittensection
■ 13 marks are awarded for content, ie
covering each of the tasks required.
■ 12 marks are awarded for expression: vo-
cabulary, spelling, grammar, sentence
structure, and word order. Points are de-
ducted for grammatical errors.
■ It is important not to wander off the
point. Keep your language simple, accu-
rate and cover all points mentioned. When
writing, refer back repeatedly to the origi-
nal question/set of instructions.
■ Be careful: If the content is not there,
the marks cannot be awarded and your ex-
pression mark will also be affected.

Task2:LetterorShortEssay
This last section requires you to pro-

duce a longer piece of writing. There will
again be a choice of two tasks. Both tasks
should be of 160 words in length.

Keypointstonotetogettopmarksinthe
writtensection
■ Always answer what you are asked.
■ Prepare a few suitable opening and clos-
ings.
■ Have some phrases learnt to help you ex-
press your points.
■ Choose which conjunctions you are go-
ing to use/and the necessary word order.
■ Be familiar with basic present tense, per-
fect and modals.
■ Reread over all your oral notes in the
weeks coming up to the exam.
■ Have some nice phrases be able to ex-
press your opinion /preference.

This section carries 50 marks and will
take 30-35 minutes to complete. Marks are
divided equally between content and ex-
pression 25/25.

Letter
It is important to learn some suitable
opening phrases as they will help you to get
started and get the all-important first few
words on the page. Here are a few exam-
ples:

■ Lieber Paul / Liebe Paula
■ Ziemlich lange ist es schon her, seit ich
dir das letzte Mal geschrieben habe. Seit-
dem ist auch sehr viel passiert.
■ Vielen Dank für deinen Brief. Es war
wirklich nett von dir, dass du dir meinetwe-
gen so viel Mühe gegeben hast. Ich weiß es
zu schätzen, Herzlichen dank auch für die
Glückwünsche.
■ Schönen Dank für deinen Brief, der letz-
te Woche ankam. Es tut mir leid, dass ich
nicht eher darauf geantwortet habe, aber
ich hatte so viel für die Schule zu lernen,
dass ich nicht dazu gekommen bin.

In the letter, it is important to choose the
correct form of register. One would mostly
use du when the person is familiar/singul-
ar; ihr is used when writing to more than
one person/familiar.

Essay
You may be asked to produce a detailed
written response to a picture or cartoon. It
will provide a set of instructions for writing
a continuous piece of German (which must
not be in the form of a letter).

Answer all points mentioned or ques-
tions asked in the stimulus material. As-
sume all points are generally of equal im-
portance, but remember that there may be
slightly more marks for some than others.

You need to be careful with your forms
of expression; pay attention to your verb
endings, tenses, word order, relative pro-
nouns, pronouns, agreements, capital let-
ters, punctuation and appropriate idiomat-
ic use of phrases and vocabulary.

The short essay may require you to give
your opinion on certain issue/topics. Pre-
pare a number of main topics before the
exam – some of the themes in the picture se-
quences for the oral are worth studying.
Schule; das deutsche Schulsystem; Jugend;
Arbeit; Umwelt; Aufenthalt in Deutsch-
land; Spracherlernen; Reisen; Schüleraus-
tausch; Feste; Gesundhei Wirtschaft. They
may occur in some form throughout the
written paper.

Learn key phrases and the main vocabu-
lary associated with your chosen topics to
prepare yourself for writing about them on
the spot in the exam.

J

C
ongratulations on choosing Span-
ish! You have chosen to learn the
world’s second most spoken lan-
guage, one which is used by more

than 500 million people and is second only
to English as a language for international
communication. Spanish is the third most
prevalent language on the internet, social
networks and on the official websites of in-
ternational organisation.

In these pages we are going to focus on a
number of different sections of the Leaving
Cert higher-level Spanish exam. You will
find useful advice on how to develop the
skills you need to reach your full potential
in each of these sections. Remember, it is
important to cover the entire syllabus in
your preparation for the exam . . . ¡Buena
suerte!

Oralexamination
The 2015 Leaving Cert Spanish oral exams
will take place from April 13th to 24th,
2015. The exam lasts about 15 minutes and
consists of two parts: general conversation
(70 marks) and role play (30 marks; 3-4
minutes).

According to the last report from the
chief examiner, the three principal reasons
students lost marks in the Spanish oral
exam were:

1) Insufficient vocabulary
2) Lack of ability to structure sentences
3) Over-reliance on memorised material

To perform well in the oral exam, there-
fore, it is important that you are well pre-
pared. This will also help you to remain
calm and confident.

Generalconversation
This lasts a minimum of 10 minutes. You
will be asked questions on topics such as:

■ Family
■ School
■ Daily routine
■ Your birthday
■ Pastimes
■ What you did last summer
■ Plans for the future
■ Trips
■ Exchanges to Spain
■ Cultural differences between Ireland
and Spain

The examiner will assess (1) your ability

to understand and respond to questions,
(2) your pronunciation and fluency, (3)
your range of vocabulary, and (4) your
grammatical accuracy.

Prepare sample answers related to the
topics listed earlier. Get your teacher to
read the answers to ensure there are no mis-
takes. Don’t learn them off by heart, just
make sure you have enough material ready
for the day of the exam.

Know your grammar well: use a variety
of verbs, in the present, past, future and
conditional, and appropriate vocabulary
for each response. (If you want to get those
extra marks you should also be familiar
with the subjunctive.)

Prepare enough material to be able to ex-
pand on the answers. Don’t let the exam-
iner do all the work.

For example, if the examiner asks
you: ¿Qué hiciste el verano pasa-
do?” Mention what you thought
of the place, the experiences
you had, etc. Here is an exam-
ple:

El verano pasado fui a Mal-
lorca con unos amigos. Pasa-
mos allí una semana. Nos alo-
jamos en un apartamento jus-
to al lado de la playa.

Hacíamos las cosas típicas de
las vacaciones. Por la mañana
desayunábamos en la terraza del
apartamento, luego íbamos a la pla-
ya, tomábamos el sol y nos bañá-
bamos en el mar. Bueno, un día no pudi-
mos bañarnos porque había bandera roja,
pero ese fue el único día que no nos metimos
en el agua.

A mediodía volvíamos al apartamento a
comer y por la tarde dormíamos la siesta.
Hacia las cinco o las seis bajábamos a la pis-
cina de la urbanización donde estaba el
apartamento y pasábamos toda la tarde
charlando con un grupo de chicos españoles
que conocimos allí.

Por la noche íbamos de tapas o cená-
bamos en un restaurante italiano que esta-
ba muy cerca del apartamento.

Fueron unas vacaciones estupendas. Lo
pasamos fenomenal y aprendimos un
montón de español. ¡Estoy deseando que

llegue el verano para ir otra vez al mismo
sitio!

Roleplays
After the general conversation you will
have a short break to revise the role play se-
lected by the examiner. At the end of the
role play you will be asked an open ques-
tion related to the situation.

Prepare the five situations but avoid rote
learning. Make sure you understand what
you are saying and ensure the versions you
are working with are free from errors.

Practise with friends or family any time
you have a chance. If you have any Span-
ish-speaking friends, ask them to record
the role plays for you and listen to them as
often as you can.

Try to predict the open questions you
could be asked after each role play and pre-
pare answers.

Duringtheoralexam
■ Relax – the examiner is on your side.
■ Keep eye contact and respond with spon-
taneity to the examiner.
■ It’s all about communication. Smile and
try to make it interesting for the examiner.
■ Avoid conversation killers: Sí and No an-
swers close down potential avenues of con-
versation and give the impression you are
not well prepared.
■ Elaborate on topics introduced by the
examiner at every opportunity.
■ If you make a mistake, don’t panic: cor-
rect it during the course of the conversa-
tion and you are less likely to be penalised.
■ If you are having difficulty with a topic
or don’t have much to say, steer the conver-
sation towards something you feel more
confident about.

Achtung!

Languages
areall
about
immersion.
Themore
vocabulary
youcan
craminto
yourhead,
thebetter
theexam
willgo.
Althoughpractisingexamtechniqueis
acrucialpartofGerman,it’stoughto
getthemotivationsometimesto
completeendlesscomprehensionsand
letters. It’sreallyeasytounderestimate
theauralexam,but it’sworth20per
centofyouroverallmarkandcouldbe
thedecidingfactorofyourfinalgrade.
Youneedtopractiseauralatleastonce
aweek,andtrytowritedownasmuch
informationaspossibleforeach
question,andgetascomfortablewith
thesometimesdifficulttointerpret
accentsthatareusedinthetapes.
Speakingyouroralvocabularyout

loudisalsoanessentialtechnique
beforeyouroralexam.Yourmarkswill
riseconsiderablythebetteryouknow
youroralmaterial,astopicsthatare
commonintheoralalsooftenappearin
thewrittenandauralexams,especially
intheshortnoteandletter.

Thepastandconditionaltensesare
reallyimportanttopics,theyaredifficult
togettogripswith,but ifyoucanshowa
goodgraspofthem,you’ll impressthe
examinerandincreasethoseall-impor-
tantexpressionmarks. Ifyoucan
arrangepracticeoralsinyourschool,
evenjustamongyourfellowstudents,
you’llbecomemuchmorecomfortable
withspeakingthelanguage.
Whatreallymadethedifferencefor

mewasdownloadingmyfavourite
booksinGerman.Igotboththeprint
versionandtheaudiobook,andIwould
listenandfollowalongwiththetext.
Thisreallyhelpedwithseveralpartsof
theexam.Listeningtothetapehelped
withextractingthemeaningoflarge
passagesfortheauralandhelped
improvemypronunciationfortheoral.
Readingthetextshowsyouhowto
writerealisticallyinGerman
andalsohelpswiththe
difficultvocabularyand
grammarusedinthe
firstcomprehension
onthepaper.
Themainthingis
tobecomeas
familiarasyoucan
withtheformatof
thepaperandwork
outhowmuchtime
isavailableto
completeeach
sectionofthepaper,
andasalastpieceof
advice,ALWAYSrefer
toyouroralexaminerin
thepoliteformand

rehearseanygreetingyou
willgivethem–aconfidentstart

willbothimpressthemandcalm
yournervesbeforetherealquestions
start.Iwishyouallofyouthebestof
luckwithyourLeavingCertGerman
examinationandintothefuture!

What reallymade
the difference for

mewas downloading
my favourite books in
German

Begoñade laFuente

■ Oralexam
100marks
(25percent)

■ Listening
comprehension
80marks
(20percent)

■ Reading
comprehension
andwritten
production
220marks
(55percent)

SectionA
70marks,50mins
■ Question1
(50marks,35mins)
Either(a)prescribed
literature(Sin
noticiasdeGurb)or
(b)journalistictext
■ Question2
(20marks,15mins)
Twoshort
comprehensions.

SectionB
100marks,60mins
■ Comprehension
(50marks,40mins)
■ Opinion
(50marks,20mins)

SectionC
50marks,40mins
■ Question1
(30marks,20mins)
Either(a)dialogue
constructionor(b)
letterwriting.
■ Question2
(20marks,20mins)
Either(a)diaryentry
or(b)note

GermanReadingcomprehensionandexpression (a)

‘‘

■Berlin: German is
the secondmost
widely used native
languagewithin
science and opens
the door to
low-cost third-level
studies in
Germany, Austria
and Switzerland

1Stichwörter(indicators)
areguidelinesaround
whichyoushould

constructyouranswer.
Answer/Respondindetail
toalltheStichwörter
providedonthepage.

2Marksareawarded
onlyforproper
answerscontaining

informationrelating
directlytothequestion.

33Additionalmarks
willbeawardedfor
elaborationoneachof

theserelevantpoints.It is
bettertoerronthesideof
providingtoomanypoints
ofinformation/elaboration,
ratherthantoofew.

4Remembertoremain
withinthe30minutes
youallotyourselffor

thistask.

5Noextramarkswillbe
givenforcomplex
structureswith

mistakesorgrammatical
errors,so–aboveall–
makesureofthebasics.

Totherightissome
usefulvocabularytouse
whenreactingtovisual
material.

Ich hätte Angebot A am
allerliebsten I would prefer offer A best of all

Würdest dumir bitte einen
Gefallen tun? Would you dome a favour?

Angebot Bwürdemir am allerwenig-
sten gefallen Offer B ismy least favourite

Der große Nachteil / Vorteil ist, dass The biggest disadvantage/advantage is

Wenn nichts schief geht If nothing goes wrong

Was hältst du vonmeinem Plan? What do you think of my plan?

Wie schon erwähnt As alreadymentioned

Das kommt nicht in Frage That is not an option

Im Bezug auf den Zeitraum As regards the time frame

Also wie du sehen kannst, bin ich von
Angebot B sehr begeistert I am very enthuastic about offer B

Das einzige, wasmir nicht gefällt
ist, dass The only thing that I do not like is

Das Beste daran ist,dass The best thing about it is

Meine Entscheiding hängt vonmeinen
Noten/ Ergebnissen ab My decision depends onmy results

Nach langem überlegen habe ichmich
für------entschieden

After long consideration I have
decided to

Der Grund dafür ist The reason for this is

Das ist eineMenge wert That is of great value

Ichmuss ehrlich sagen, dass ---------- mir
gar nicht gefällt To be honest I do not like----- at all

Schönen Dankmal für deine Hilfe Many thanks for your help

Ichwürde es ohne dich nicht schaffen I would not managewithout you

So, jetzt mache ich Schluss I will finish now

Schreibmir, wenn duwas fürmich
findest Write if you find something forme

Ich hoffe, dass ich deine Fragen
einigermaßen beantwortet habe

I hope I answered your questions to
some extent

Ichmeldemich in ein paarWochen
wieder. Bis dannmach’s gut

I will be in touch in a fewweeks until then
take care

Schreib bald wieder, wenn du Zeit hast Write when you have time

Schönen Dank nochmals für alles Again, many thanks

Lass bald von dir hören Hope to hear from you soon

Dein / Deine Your

Grüß deine Eltern vonmir Greetings to your parents

Ataglance
LeavingCert
Spanish

Spanish steps
to success

SpanishoralMarkingschemeforgeneralconversation

■Eleanor O’Riordan – German, the
Institute of Education

How I GotMyA1

T
he secret to the oral exam is in your
preparation. Examiners say that
students who prepare well perform
very well in each section.

Candidates who treat each question as
an “invitation to converse” with the exam-
iner perform best in the general questions.
Don’t be overcautious or hold back when
answering. You are reducing your chances
of obtaining the best grade possible.

Remember: you are rewarded marks for
everything you say that is relevant to the
question. It is your job to expand on the ex-
aminer’s questions and to show your enthu-
siasm.

Avoid reproducing learnt off material,
as students can lose a lot of marks on pro-
nunciation and communication when con-
centrating too hard on recalling the infor-
mation. Repetition and practice of differ-
ent questions will help you add fluency to
your answer.

Make sure to talk, expand and show the
examiner the structures, vocabulary and
phrases you know.

The entire oral exam is carried out in the
polite form (Sie) and you should only use
this form with the examiner.

Section1–Generalconversation
There are seven main topic areas to pre-
pare for this section – each topic should be
prepared in detail, as it is easy to anticipate
the type of questions asked.

The past tense (Perfekt) is guaranteed
to be tested during the general conversa-
tion, eg Waren Sie schon in Deutschland?
Was haben Sie letzten Sommer/letztes
Wochenende gemacht? Was haben Sie in
den Osternferien gemacht?

Below are two sample answers for oral
topics.

Sport
Ich bin Feuer und Flamme für Sport und
bin von Hockey und Camogie sehr begeis-
tert.(enthuastic) Ich war Mitglied der Schul-
mannschaft und musste mindestens zwei-
mal in der Woche zum Training gehen. Wir
haben an Hockeyturnieren teilgenommen
und haben einmal in der Woche ein Freund-
schaftspiel gegen andere Schulen gespielt.
Obendrein haben wir Spiele in der Schulli-
ga und in der Schulpokalmannschaft ge-
habt.

Hockey war für mich eine Art Leistungss-
port, Camogie spiele ich hauptsächlich zum
Spaß. Wie Sie sehen können, ist Sport offen-
bar sehr wichtig für mich. Man bleibt da-
durch fit und außerdem gefällt mir das
Teamgefühl beim Spielen sehr. Es ist nicht
zu leugnen, dass Sport ein gutter Ausgleich
zum Schulstress ist. Meiner Meinung nach
ist Sport das A und O des Lebens.

DasAbiturundLernen
Dieses Jahr ist wie im Fluge vergangen.(this
year has flown) Das Abitur steht kurz vor
der Tür. Ich muss mich aufs Lernen
konzentrieren und muss mich täglich
anstrengen(make an effort) um gute
Noten zu bekommen! Ich lerne
rund um die Uhr, tagaus, tage-
in(day in ,day out)Das ist die rein-
ste Hölle! Ich brauche dringend
einen Tapetenwechsel!(change of
scene )

Meine Freizeit fehlt mir. Ich
wünschte, ich hätte mehr Zeit für
mich selbst. Ich kann es kaum er-
warten, bis die Schule vorbei ist und
die Prüfungen hinter mir zu haben

Howtogetthoseextramarks
■Marksareawardedinthewrittensectionto
studentswhoanswerwhatisbeingasked.This
wasobviouswhenviewingscriptslastyear.
■ Studentsscoredveryhighpointsifthey
stayedrelevanttothetask.
■ Studentswhodidnotgiveenoughdetail in
comprehensionquestionsin bothreadingand
listeninglostmanymarks–especiallywherethe
amountofdetailneededwasnotspecified.
■ Theexaminerislookingforaccuracyinword
order,verbdeclensionandbasicuseofcases.
■ Extramarksareawardedforgooduseof
idiomaticphrasesandnicestructuresinthe
writtensection.
■ Thecomprehensionwillmakeorbreakyour
exam!Studentswhopractisecomprehensions
onaregularbasisbuilduptheirskillsandgain
highmarks.
■ Ifthequestiondoesnotspecifytheamountof
detailrequiredorthenumberofpointsneeded,it
iswisetoassumethatatleastthreemainpoints
areneeded.Iftherearemoretogive,thengive
more!

Commonerrors
■ It isashametolosemarksforcarelessnessin
wordorderandbasictenses.

■ Avoidthetemptationtorotelearnforthe
writtensection,asyouwillhavelittleorno
opportunitytouseit.
■ Focusinsteadonlearninghowtowrite
simple andaccuratestructures, inarelevant
mannerandtorespondnaturallytothequestion
asked.
■ It isveryimportantnottowanderoffthepoint.
■ Donotliftchunksoflanguageoutofthe
comprehensionstoanswerquestionsorforthe
writtensecton.Youwillgetnomarksforthis!

Helpfulwebsites
■ german.about.com
TheGermanLanguagesectionofAbout.comisa
brilliantlearningresourceandcontainsinforma-
tiononeverythingfromthegrammatical
foundationsofGermantoarticlesoncontempo-
raryGermanculture,aswellasquizzesand
gamesinthelanguageitself. Irecommend
signingupfortheweeklynewslettertoyour
emailandaddingthisextradimensiontoyour
study.

OnlineGermanradio
Sometimesyoujustdon’tfeellikestudyinga
languageinthetraditionalway.Perhapsthelast
thingyouwanttodoistakeoutabookandrepeat

newvocabularyoverandoveragain.
PuttingonsomeGerman
languageradioasambient
backgroundnoisecanbe
theperfectcompromise

■ dradio.de
■ ard.de/radio
■ ndr.de
■mdr.de

Germanlanguage
newspapersand
magazines
It isbecoming
increasinglyimpor-
tanttouseonlineand
printmediatoexpand
yourvocabularyand
improveyourGerman
comprehensionbeyondthat
whichyoulearnintheclassroom.

■ welt.de
■ zeit.de
■ faz.net
■ sueddeutsche.de
■ zeitong.de

LeavingCertGermanExtramarks,commonerrorsandhelpfulwebsites

Toperformwell in theoral, it
is important tobeprepared.
Thiswill alsohelpyouto
remaincalmandconfident

Howtoget
thoseextramarks

IfyouhavenotvisitedSpain,makeanextra
efforttolearnaboutSpanishcultureand

traditions–immerseyourselfateveryopportunity

Becomefamiliarwithidiomaticexpressionsand
trytousethemintheoralandwrittenexam
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Dieses Bild / Diese
Statistik zeigt, dass

This picture/statistic
shows that

Es scheint, dass dieser
Prozentsatz steigt / sinkt

It seems that this percent-
age is rising/decreasing

Furmich ist daswichtig-
ste / interessanteste, dass

Forme themost impor-
tant thing is

Im Vergleichmit / Vergli-
chenmit In comparison with

Das Bild stellt............dar This picture portrays

In diesem Bild handelt es
sich darum,dass In this picture it is about

Man vermutet , dass One assumes that

Es handelt sich um /
Es geht um It is about/dealing with

Auf dem linken/ rechten
Bild sieht man ,dass

On the left/right picture
one can see

Natürlich könnte das Bild
auch etwas anders zeigen

Of course the picture
could be saying something
else

Man gewinnt den Eindruck
,dass

One gets the impression
that

Es scheintmir, als ob It seems tome as if

Vonmir aus As far as I’m concerned

Wie ich es sehe As I see it

Dieses Bild schildert This picture portrays

Ein Junge /ein Mädchen
wird dargestellt . Zwei
Jungenwerden geschil-

dert

Is/ are portrayed /depicted

Der Junge sieht deprimi-
ert aus / Die Jungen
sehen sehr froh aus

The boy looks
depressed/
the boys look happy

GermanOral exam

An invitation
to converse

Makesuretotalk,expand
andshowtheexaminer the
structures,vocabularyand
phrasesyouknow

Erstens Firstly

Ich habe den Eindruck,
dass

I have the impression
that

Ich halte es für wichtig,
dass I think / believe that

MeinerMeinung nach Inmy opinion

Jederweiß, dass Everybody knows that

Was ____ betrifft/
angeht

As far as ____ is con-
cerned

Ichmuss zugeben, dass Imust admit that

Schließlich Finally

ZumSchluss To conclude

Außerdem Aswell/besides

Es ist erschreckend,
dass It’s shocking that

Es störtmich, dass It disturbsme that

Einerseits On the one hand

Andererseits On the other hand

MeinemStandpunkt
nach Inmy opinion

Ich bin derMeinung /
Ansicht, dass I amof the opinion that

Kurz /mit einemWort In brief

Aus diesemGrund For this reason

OrlaNí
Shúilleabháin
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Marks
andtiming

Total:100marks–25percent

Section1–Generalconversation
40marks/10percent/4-5mins
Section2–Project/picture

sequences
30marks/7.5percent/XXmins

Section3–Roleplay
30Marks/7.5percent/

XXmins
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sectionstoavoidpanicking
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 
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 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 
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 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 
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Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse

■Studying at the Institute of Education. PHOTOGRAPH: ALAN BETSON

* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im
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Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 

MathsHigherLevel

Arithmetic&Money

Sequences&Series

Differentiation

FinancialMaths

Integration

Functions

Paper1:
SampleQuestions

■Contined on page 10

Probability

MathsHigherLevel

ProofbyInduction

Exam Times
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MathsHigherLevelPaper 1

(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 
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Revision
■ Good preparation for the
oral examinationswill also
help youwith thewritten
examination in June.

■ Take any opportunity to
practice your Spanishwith
your classmates, your
teacher or your friends.

■ Build up your vocabulary
by learning some newwords
every day. Get together with a
classmate and have a
competition to seewho has
learnt themost words at the
end of theweek.

■ Regular practice is vital.

When learning a language
you can’t leave everything
until the lastmoment. Even if
you know the ruleswell your
brain needs time to assimi-
late them.

■ Get used to thinking about
the pros and cons of different
topics.

■ Use the articles frompast
papers to build vocabulary
and increase your language
awareness: observe how the
different tenses are used.

■ Read in Spanish about the
same topics that you enjoy
reading in English: sport,

fashion, literature, science.

■ Test yourself by explain-
ing the grammar to someone
else. This helps identify
areas you need towork on. If
possible do it in Spanish.

The exam
■ In the comprehension,
always read the questions
first. This will help you focus
on the information that you
are searching for in the
article or in the audio.

■ Read the instructions
carefully to find out in
which language you need to
answer.

■ In the dialogue, before you
start writing, ask yourself in
what tense and person do
you need to use the verbs.

■ In the listening
comprehension, pay atten-
tion to detail. Do not omit any
information in your answers,
especially if you are asked to
give full details.

■ Do not write your answers
in pencil, and try your best to
make your handwriting clear
and legible.

■ Check the time regularly
and always leave some time
to recheck your answers.

Listening
comprehension
Build up your vocabulary. Go through the
transcripts of previous exams and assem-
ble together expressions that have come up
in previous years and learn them.

In particular, familiarise yourself with
the specialist vocabulary relating to the
weather forecast. Here are some examples:

previsión forecast
cielos poco nubosos cloudy skies
cielos despejados clear skies
llovizna drizzle
lluvias débiles light rain
chubascos heavy showers
de componente este easterly
sur south
norte north
oeste west
noreste northeast
noroeste northwest
sureste southeast
suroeste southwest
soleado sunny
rachas gusts
el litoral the coast
empeorar to get worse
mejorar to get better
soplar to blow
permanecer to remain
oscilar to vary
a lo largo del día throughout the day

Get the transcriptions of the audio from
past exams and read them aloud, especially
numbers and key words related to the
weather forecast (niebla, nieve, noreste,
noroeste). This will help you to identify
them better when you hear them.

Do as many listening comprehensions
from previous years as you can. You will
find them (and the marking schemes) at ex-
aminations.com. Watch Spanish films or
television series and listen to Spanish mu-
sic and radio. Many newspapers and maga-
zine websites now contain multimedia ele-
ments that can be useful.

Duringtheexam
■ Read through the questions and find out
exactly what information you have to look
for. Attention to detail is crucial in this part
of the exam.
■ Even if it is tempting to start writing as
soon as you hear the audio, it is better that
during the first hearing you just listen and
concentrate fully on the context. If you start
writing straight away you may miss impor-
tant information.Start writingyouranswers
after the second hearing of the audio ex-
tract.
■ Listen carefully and pay attention to de-
tails. You will loose marks if you omit infor-
mation.
■ Always double-check your answers. You
may change your mind about some of the
things you wrote.

Reading
comprehension
Before you start reading the articles in this
section, always read the questions first.
This will help you identify the information
you have to find.

Before you start writing your answers,
make sure you know if you need to answer
in English or Spanish.

QuestionsinEnglish
When you are asked to explain in English
the meaning of sentences from the article,
try not to translate word for word because
you could lose the meaning altogether. You
will loose marks if the answer does not
make sense in English. Don’t worry if you
need to use more sentences than the one
taken from the text.

In Question 4 of section B you are asked
to give some information as a partial sum-
mary of the content of the article. The main
mistake people make here is to fall short
and not provide enough information. If no
instruction is provided as to how many de-
tails you need to include, write as many
main points as you can, with a minimum of
three.

QuestionsinSpanish
Giving the exact number of words is crucial
to answer questions where you are asked to
find equivalent phrases from the text.
Marks are often lost for writing too many
words.

If you don’t know the answer in these
type of questions, you can try to figure it
out. Here are some tips to help:

■ Use your knowledge of grammar. For ex-
ample, if the verb of the phrase you are giv-
en is in the infinitive, chances are that the
one you have to find in the text will also be
in the infinitive.
■ Find similarities between Spanish and
English words (if you have to guess what
audaz means, knowing the English word
audacity will help). But be careful with
“false friends” (remember for example that
atender does not mean to attend).

■ Find similarities with other Spanish
words that you know (you can guess
what tristeza means because you know tris-
te).

Here are some examples of the phrases
that came up in 2014:

In Section A1(b), the journalistic text, Ques-
tion 4, you are asked to explain in Spanish
the meaning of a phrase taken from the
article. The best way of preparing for this
question is to do plenty of work with syno-
nyms.

When you learn a word or expression in
Spanish try to look for other ones with the
same meaning. You should try to replace
as many words as possible in the sentence.

This question is worth six marks so
it pays to make an effort preparing well for
it.

Here are some examples from previous
years:

Written
production
Opinionpiece
In Question 5 of section B,
also known as the link ques-
tion, you can choose between
two topics related to the arti-
cle and you have to express
your personal opinions about
those statements.

You will be marked on the co-
herence, relevance and accuracy
of your writing. The marks will be al-
located as follows:

Content – 25 marks
Language – 25 marks

According to the marking scheme, to get
full marks your piece should have:

Content/Communication
■ High level of coherence
■ Clear argumentation
■ Communicative intention fulfilled
■ Little or no irrelevant material

Language
■ Idiomatic Spanish
■ Good level of vocabulary
■ Few grammatical/spelling mistakes
■ Correct usage of tenses

Remember: if no marks are awarded for
content, no marks will be awarded for lan-
guage.

Before you start writing, read the state-
ment carefully and make sure you under-
stand what it means. What is your opinion
about it? Plan your response well. Note
down the main points of yourargument (you
can make a mind map) and try to organise
them in a coherent way. Look for the best
way to structure your ideas. Then attempt to
express your opinion using your own words.

It is best to write about the topic from a
personal point of view. Normally candi-
dates would argue in favour or against the
statement, but you can also include ideas
that justify both sides of the argument.
Make it personal, original and, if possible,
entertaining and engaging.

You must prepare in advance material
about different topics, but bear in mind that
you can’t use the statement as an excuse to
write an essay that you had already pre-
pared. You will not gain marks if you write a
brilliant essay on the wrong topic or if you
use sentences that are learned off and obvi-
ously out of place.

Structure is important in the opinion

piece. You can start
the first paragraph

withasentencelikeEs-
toy de acuerdo con esta

afirmación or No estoy de
acuerdo con esta afir-

mación, and explain briefly
your reasons.

You should include three or four
key ideas and dedicate one separate para-
graph for each one of them. Leave the last
paragraph for the conclusion.

You can go back to the article to look for
useful vocabulary but remember that you
can’t lift whole sentences. You will not gain
marks by doing that because the aim is that
you express your own ideas.

Recheck!
When you finish writing go over the text
with the following points in mind:

■ Do same words appear too many times?
If so, could you replace them with other
words with similar meanings?
■ Have you used expressions that are di-
rect translations from English but don’t
sound right in Spanish? Could you find out
some idiomatic Spanish expressions that
you could use instead?
■ Are nouns, adjectives and articles in the

right gender (masculine/feminine) and
number (singular/plural)?
■ Remember that words and expressions
like familia, grupo, todo el mundo, el gobier-
no, la sociedad, la gente . . . are singular and
therefore the verbs and the adjectives have
to be singular too. (La gente es simpática
rather than “La gente son simpáticas”.)
■ Also consider that some words that are
often used in the opinion like el problema, el
tema, el sistema or el programa are mascu-
line even if they end in “a”.
■ Are the verbs in the appropriate tenses?
For example, did you use the imperfect
when describing how things used to be? If
you have talked about the future, did you
use both the structure ir a + infinitive and
the future tense?
■ Have you included the subjunctive
when necessary? For example, with expres-
sions like:

es necesario que
es posible/imposible que
es una pena que (+ present subjunctive)
es vergonzoso que

espero que
no creo que
ojalá que

If you have used any “if clauses”, check
that the verbs are in the correct form. For
example:

– Si + present indicative + future. (Si to-
dos ponemos nuestro granito de arena, el
problema se solucionará)

– Si + imperfect subjunctive + condition-
al. (Si todos pusiéramos nuestro granito de
arena, el problema se solucionaría)

But remember, it is never correct to use
Si + present subjunctive.

Exampleofanopinionpiece
No hacemos suficiente para proteger el me-
dio ambiente.

Estoy completamente de acuerdo con esta
afirmación. A pesar de que nuestro planeta
se encuentra seriamente amenazado por el
cambio climático yo no veo que a la gente
que me rodea le preocupe mucho.

Por un lado, a nivel individual, pienso que
todos podríamos hacer mucho más para
ahorrar energía y reducir la contaminación.
Bastaría con pequeñas acciones, como usar
más la bicicleta o el transporte público o no
malgastar electricidad o gas en nuestras ca-
sas. No deja de sorprenderme que algunos de
mis amigos tengan la calefacción en sus casas
a 25 grados para poder estar en manga corta.
¿No sería más lógico ponerse un jersey?

Por otro lado, creo que los ciudadanos de-
beríamos presionar a los gobiernos para que
castiguen a las industrias que contaminan.
También debemos exigirles que inviertan
más dinero en energías renovables, como la
hidráulica, la solar, o la eólica.

Y por último, es necesario que en las escue-
las se eduque a los niños para que aprendan
desde pequeños a valorar y respetar el me-
dio ambiente.

Para concluir, me parece que es responsa-
bilidad de todos nosotros proteger el medio
ambiente. Si no hacemos algo pronto, quizá
dentro de poco no haya vuelta atrás. ¡Ojalá
que todos cambiemos nuestros hábitos an-
tes de que sea demasiado tarde!

J

Phrasesprovided Possible answers

En principio… Aprimera vista…

…métodos
convencionales…

…maneras
tradicionales…

…hace descuentos
a estudiantes…

…ofrece precios
rebajados a
personas que
están en el colegio
o la universidad

…adaptarse a los
nuevos tiempos… …modernizarse…

…un avión
procedente de…

…un vuelo
proveniente de…

Whenstudyinganylanguage,
consistencyoveralongperiodof
timeiskey.Last-minutecram-
mingmayhaveitsplacebutit
probablywon’tsaveyouandthe
stressisn’tworthit.Thatsaid, it’s
nevertoolatetostartputting
moreworkin.Youcanstillmake
upforlosttimewithqualitystudy
timeandI’mgoingtosuggesta
fewwaysthatyoucandoit.
Ifyouwanttoriseabovethe

ordinary, it isessentialthatyou
canrelyonabasicknowledgeof
Spanishasagiven.Youcannot
affordtomakestraightforward
grammaticalmistakesasthatis
whatmayultimatelyseparatethe
AfromtheBstudent.Somake
sureyouareconfidentaboutthe
fundamentalsofthelanguage.
Astrongvocabularyisalsovital

asitbothenrichesyourwritten
workandgivesyouabetter
chanceofunderstandingthetext
intheexampaper. I foundthat
learningafewnewwordsaday,
ideallyalongwithasynonymin
eachcase,andnotingthemina
dedicatednotebookwasadoable
approachtoexpandingmy
vocabulary.Tacklingwordsdaily
makestheprocesslessdaunting.
Knowtheformatoftheexam

papersinsideoutanddoasmany

ofthemasyoucan.Whilepractis-
ingpastpapers,Ihighlighted
wordsandphrasesIdidn’t
understand;however, Ionly
lookedthemupafterIhadtriedto
answerthequestionsinorderto
bestreplicateexamconditions.
Therewillalwaysbewordsyou
don’tunderstandinapaper: it’s
howyoucopewiththissituation
thatmatters,andyouimprove
yourchancesbyexperiencingthe
sortofconditionsyoucould
encounteronexamday.
Whenfinallyitcomestodoing

therealwrittenexam,stickto

whatyouareasked:whilewriting
myopinionpiece,Iconstantly
rereadthequestiontoensurethat
Iwasnotgoingofftrackinmy
answer(thisappliestoallaspects
oftheexam).
Withregardtotheoraltest,

practiceiscrucial:talkaloudto
yourselfortoafriend–themore
youspeak,themorecomfortable
youwillbe.Thekeyistobeas
naturalaspossible:avoidlearning
passagesoffbyheartsothatyou
don’triska“trigger”wordfromthe
examinersettingyouoff inthe
wrongdirection,loosingmarksin
communication.Whilethissounds
challenging,thefocusisnotto
haveperfect,complexSpanishbut
ratherclearcoherentlanguage
andengagementwiththeexamin-
er.Rememberalsothatyouarein
controlofyourresponsesotryto
steerittowardsyourinterests,as
longasit isrelevanttotheques-
tionsasked.
Finally,fortheaural, I thorough-

lystudiedtheweathervocabulary
asthiscomesupeveryyearandis
anopportunitytoget(almost)
guaranteedmarks.
Trainyoureartofamiliarise

yourselfwithdifferentpaces,
intonationandaccentsbywatch-
ingfilms,TVseriesorother
sources, includingaudio.And
don’tpanicifyoudon’tunderstand
everything–that’scompletely
normal.Justconcentrateon
gettingthegistofthingsandtry
yourbest.

Ilearnedafew
newwordsa

day,alongwitha
synonymineach
case,andnotedthem
inadedicated
notebook

Begoñade laFuente

Eight
commonerrors

1 Insufficient vocabulary and lack of ability to
structure sentences

2 Over-reliance onmemorisedmaterial

3 Uses of the verbs ser, estar and gustar

4 Nonagreement of adjectives and nouns

5 Answering questions that were not asked or
providing answers that are not logical

6 Incorrect use of verb tenses

7Not using the subjunctive when required

8 Lack of attention to detail when
answering the questions in the

reading and listening
comprehensions

■Erika Cooper – Spanish

HowIgotmyA1

Immerse yourself

Strongvocabularyand
sentencestructurearevital
toattainagoodmark in
LeavingCertSpanish

‘‘

■Spanish is the
secondmost
spoken language,
onewhich is used
bymore than 500
million people and
is second only to
English as a
language for
international
communication.

Phrase provided Answer
un índice de
desempleo una tasa de paro

existen numerosas
formas

haymuchas
maneras

ahorrar guardar
Practice your Spanish
■ Youwill find past
examinations papers, audios
for the listening comprehen-
sion, marking schemes and
chief examinations reports at
examinations.ie
■ practicaespanol.com
■ videoele.com
■ bbc.co.uk/schools/
gcsebitesize/spanish/
■ notesinspanish.com

Learn about Spanish culture
and traditions

■marcaespa-
na.es/es/educacion-cultura-
sociedad/fiestas-y-tradiciones/
■ spain.info/es/informacion-
practica/consejos-viaje/

Watch Spanish TV, read the
papers and watch short
videos
■ rtve.es
■ cadenaser.com
■ el-
pais.com/elpais/videos.html
■ 20minutos.tv
■ diezminutos.es

Onlineresources

ExperttipsSpanishrevisionandtheexam

SpanishWrittenexamandaural
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 Copy this graph and indicate underneath a  

 sketch of the slope function of this curve,  

 i.e. sketch 

  
d

( )
d

y
f x

x
′= .  

 

Solution 
 

(a) 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  

 
2 2

d 1 2
.(2 )

d 1 1

y x
x

x x x
= =

+ +
 

 Put 
d

0
d

y

x
= : 

2

2
0

1

x

x
=

+
 

    2 0x =  

    0x =  

 0x = : log 1 0ey = =  

 Then (0,0)  is a stationary point. 

 
2 2

2 2 2

d ( 1)(2) (2 )(2 )

d ( 1)

y x x x

x x

+ −
=

+
 

   
2

2 2

2 2

( 1)

x

x

− +
=

+
 

 0x = : 
2

2

d 2
2 0

d 1

y

x
= = >  

 Thus (0,0)  is a local minimum. 

(b) The graph and its derivative are shown 

 below. 
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( )
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f x

x
′=

 

does occur in Section B, it is probable that it 

will contain parts looking for an opinion or 

assessment based on figures obtained. 

It is also important to understand the concept of 

the limit of a sequence and how to calculate this 

limit, when it exists.  

 

We are required to study in detail two specific 

types of sequence and series: arithmetic and 

geometric. We also need to look at practical 

examples of each. 

 

Geometric sequences and series, in particular, 

have many real life applications. Many of these 

are in the area of financial maths, but there are 

others, e.g. recurring decimals. 

 

1. Sequence notation 

 e.g. For a sequence, 13 2n

n
u −= × . Find  

 the first three terms of this sequence and  

 find the term of the sequence which has  

 a value of 98304. 

2. Limits of sequences  

 e.g. calculate  
2(3 ) 3(2 )

lim
5(3 ) 6

n n

nn→∞

−

+
 

3. Arithmetic sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first twenty terms 

 of an arithmetic is 45, and the sum of the 

 first forty terms is 290. Find the first term 

 and the common difference. 

4. Geometric sequences and series 
 e.g. The sum of the first seven terms of a 

 geometric series is 7 and the sum of the 

 next seven terms is 896. Find the common 

 ratio. 

5. Infinite geometric series 
 e.g. express in terms of x the sum of the  

 infinite geometric series 

  
2

...
1 (1 )

x x
x

x x
+ + +

+ +
 

6. Applications of infinite geometric  

 series 
 e.g. by forming an infinite geometric  

 series, write 3 28 3 282828......⋅ = ⋅� �  in the  

 form ,
p

q
 where ,p q ∈� . 
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The topic of financial maths deals with the 

concept of compound interest and depreciation. 

Then it develops to the idea of present value 

and its use for tackling questions on loans, 

mortgages, regular savings, annuities and 

pensions. 

 

After the no-show last year, much to everyone’s 

surprise, it is highly likely that a question on 

financial maths will figure in Section A or, 

more likely, in Section B. If such a question 

������������������
 

Proof by induction is a method of proof that is 

required for a number of different types of 

statement, many of which will allow no other 

method of proof. The method is complicated, 

and is generally one we will try to avoid unless 

no other method suggests itself. Obviously, if 

we are asked to use this method, we will have 

no choice. 

 

Like any other method of proof, there is a 

number of steps that must be completed before 

we can say that the statement or theorem is 

proved. You should make sure that you learn 

these steps precisely. 

 

On our course, we are required to be able to 

prove three types of statement by induction. 

These are outlined below. 

 

1. Formula for the sum of a series 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

 2 2 2 ( 1)(2 1)
1 2 ...

6

n n n
n

+ +
+ + + =  

2. Divisibility proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that  

  5 4 15n n− +   

 is divisible by 16, for all n ∈�  

3. Inequality proofs 
 e.g. prove by induction that 

  2 2 1n n> + , 

 for all , 3n n∈ ≥� . 
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The topic of arithmetic is mostly a repeat of 

what you studied at Junior Cert level. As such, 

you can revise it in a reasonably short period. 

Solution 

(i) (0) 1000Q = :   

  01000 Ce=  

  1000C =  

 (3) 1191Q = :   

  (3)1191 1000 be=  

  31 191 be⋅ =  

  3 log 1 191eb = ⋅  

  3 0 1747932904b = ⋅  

  0 0583b = ⋅  

(ii) 
0 0583

( ) 1000
t

Q t e
⋅

=  

 
0 0583(8)

(8) 1000Q e
⋅

=  

 (8) 1594Q = ,   

 correct to the nearest gram. 

(iii) ( ) 2000Q t =  

 0 05831000 2000te ⋅ =  

 0 0583 2te ⋅ =  

 log 2 0 0583e t= ⋅  

 
ln 2

0 0583
t =

⋅
 

 11 8893t = ⋅  

 12t = ,   

 correct to the nearest hour. 

(iv) ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 0 0583t tCa Ce ⋅=  

 
0 0583

( )
t t

a e
⋅

=  

 0 0583 1 06a e ⋅= = ⋅  

(v) 
0 0583( 24)

0 0583

( 24) 1000

( ) 1000

t

t

Q t e

Q t e

⋅ +

⋅

+
=  

      
0 0583 1 3992

0 0583

.t

t

e e

e

⋅ ⋅

⋅
=  

      1 3992e ⋅=  

      4 0519= ⋅  

      4 05= ⋅  

 which is independent of t. 

 Thus 

  ( 24) 4 05 ( )Q t Q t+ = ⋅  

 which means that as there are 24 hours 

 in a day, the size of the colony increases 

 by a factor of approximately 4 over the  

 period of one day. 

(vi) By part (v), as the size of the colony is 

 increasing by a factor of 4 05⋅  each day, its

 size at the end of a week is 

Solution 
(a) (i) The points are labelled below. (As the  

  modulus of z is less than 1, each  

  successive  power of z is nearer to the  

  origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (ii) Let cisz r= θ , where from the  

  diagram, 180 90− ° < θ < − ° . 

  Then  

   ( )
33

cisz r= θ  

        3 cis3r= θ  

  From the diagram, the angle of 3z  is  

  90− ° , or more generally,  

  90 (360 )n− ° + ° , for n ∈� , from  

  trigonometry. Thus 

   3 90 (360 )nθ = − ° + °  

   30 (120 )nθ = − ° + °  

  For 180 90− ° < θ < − ° , we put 1n = − . 

z

Re

Im

2z

3
z

 

2. Definite integrals 
 e.g. evaluate 

 (i) ( )
2

2

0
5 3 dxx x+�  

 (ii) 4

0
sin 4 dx x

π

�  

3. Integration as the inverse of 

 differentiation 

 e.g. The derivative of the function ( )f x  

 is 

  2
( ) sinf x x x′ = + . 

 If (0) 3f = , express ( )f x  in terms of x. 

4. Area by integration 
 e.g. find the area of the region bounded 

 by the curve 
2

6y x= −  and the line 

 y x=  

5. Average value of a function 
 e.g. A particle is moving in a straight line 

 such that after t seconds its velocity, 

 1msv − , is given by 

  26 12v t t= + . 

 Find the average velocity of the particle 

 during the first two seconds of its motion. 
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Question 
A bacteria colony grows at an exponential rate. 

( )Q t  represents the size, in grams, of the 

colony t hours after the initial measurement. 

( )Q t  can be written as follows. 

 ( )
b t

Q t Ce= , 

where b and C are constants. The initial amount 

present is 1000 g, i.e. when 0t = , 1000Q = . 

Also (3) 1191Q = , to the nearest gram. 

(i) Find the values of the constants b and C. 

 Give the value of b correct to four 

 decimal places. 

(ii) Find, correct to the nearest gram, the size of 

 the colony after eight hours. 

(iii) Find the number of hours it takes the 

 colony to double in size. Give your answer 

 correct to the nearest hour. 

* For equally likely events, 

  
#( )

( )
#( )

E
P E

S
= , 

 where S is the sample space and E is 

 the event. 

* For mutually exclusive events, 

  ( ) ( ) ( )P A B P A P B∪ = +  

As with Paper 1, Paper 2 will be made of two 

sections, Section A and Section B, which will 

each be worth 150 marks. Paper 2 covers the 

material in the first two strands of the syllabus, 

and areas and volumes from Strand 3. Strand 1 

is concerned with probability and statistics, 

while Strand 2 involves geometry, trigonometry 

and co-ordinate geometry.  

 

There are a couple of changes to the course and 

the exam from last year. You should note these 

changes when looking at the past paper 

questions. First of all, the geometry section of 

the course has finally converted to the new 

course. Thus there will not be a Question 6 with 

a choice of two possible questions. In fact, we 

cannot be sure where geometry will appear on 

the paper from now on. 

 

Secondly, the changes to the statistics section of 

the course that were originally deferred for the 

transition period are now on for examination. 

The details will be discussed in the section 

below on Probability and Statistics. 

 

Section A is called ‘Concepts and Skills’ and 

will contain six questions, each worth 25 marks, 

covering topics from the first two strands. We 

have no way of knowing for sure how the 

questions will pan out, but we can make an 

educated guess. It is likely that there will be two 

questions on Strand 1, one on probability and 

one on statistics. However, it is possible that 

these concepts could be combined with each 

other, or indeed with topics from Strand 2. This 

happened in Question 4 in 2014. 

 

Section B will contain between two and four 

questions of a practical nature. You won’t know 

until you open the paper in the exam how many 

questions there are going to be, and how the 

marks will be split between the questions. 

 

However conventional wisdom and a short 

track record do give us some pointers. On the 

other hand, when we bear in mind the promise 

that the papers will be unpredictable, you 

should not be too surprised if some changes do 

occur. 

 

For starters, it is quite likely that there will be a 

major practical question based on trigonometry, 

with possibly some input from geometry. This 

has consistently been the case for the last 

number of years. Last year, for the first time, 

there was also a practical question on co-

ordinate geometry. This may occur again, but 

on average, there is likely to be more questions 

on trig and geometry than on co-ordinate 

geometry in Section B. For these questions, it is 

obvious that you have to be on top of all the 

methods from trig and geometry.  

questions of this type that you can get your 

hands on. 

 

Probability and statistics is likely to be equally 

important as trig and geometry in Section B. 

Last year, probability  and statistics accounted 

for 90 of the 150 marks in Section B, although 

in the two previous years it was 75 marks each. 

 

The major issue for most students with 

questions on probability and statistics is that 

there is likely to be many parts requiring 

definitions and opinions. You can bet that these 

questions will be unlike anything that has 

occurred over the last few years. Nevertheless, 

looking at the questions and the acceptable 

answers to these past paper questions will give 

you valuable guidelines as to what to expect 

this year. 
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In all likelihood, one of the questions in Section 

A will deal with the topic of probability. It is 

also likely that probability will comprise parts 

of one or more of the long questions in Section 

B. In 2014, a major question in Section B was 

largely on probability, although we cannot rely 

on this happening every year. 

 

It is important to understand the concept of 

probability as the mathematical treatment of the 

idea of chance. You must also understand the 

concepts of mutually exclusive events, 

conditional probability and independent events. 

You can be asked to explain these concepts, and 

not just perform calculations. This occurred in 

2013, and may occur again. 

 

It is also necessary to learn all the relevant 

formulae, as all bar the binomial distribution 

formula are not present in the Formulae and 

Tables. 

 

Other techniques, such as Venn diagrams, two-

way tables and tree diagrams, which are used in 

the calculation of probabilities, should also be 

practised. Tree diagrams were asked in 2014. 

 

The main formulae that you have to know are as 

follows. 

 e.g. The equation of a curve is 

  
2 2
( 2)y x x= − − . 

 (i) Show that the curve has a local 

  minimum at the point (1, 1)− . 

 (ii) Find the co-ordinates of the two 

  local minimum points. 

 (iii) Draw a rough sketch of the curve, 

  for 1 3x− ≤ ≤ . 

5. Maximum and minimum problems 

 e.g. A charity organisation is planning a 

 fund-raising campaign in a major city 

 having a population of 2 million. The 

 proportion, P, of the population who will 

 make a donation is estimated by the 

 function 

  0 021 xP e− ⋅= −  

 where x is the number of days for which the 

 campaign is conducted. Past experience 

 indicates that the average contribution per 

 donor is €2. The cost of the campaign is 

 estimated to be €10000 per day. 

 (i) By calculating the total contribution  

  minus the total costs, find an 

  expression for ( )N x , the net proceeds 

  after x days. 

 (ii) For how many days should the  

  campaign be conducted to maximise 

  the net proceeds? 

 (iii) Determine the maximum net proceeds.  

6. Rates of change  
 e.g. A spherical snowball rolling down a 

 hill is increasing in volume at the constant 

 rate of 3 13 cm s− . 

 (i) Find the rate of change of the radius, 

  r, in terms of r. 

 (ii) Find the rate of change of the surface 

  area of the snowball when its radius 

  is 12 cm. 
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Integration is initially seen as the inverse 

operation to differentiation, but has many 

applications in its own right, a few of which we 

see on our course. 

 

We start by learning the methods of integration, 

using the standard integrals and rules on our 

course. You should practise these methods, 

paying attention to being careful with notation. 

 

After that, the main topic for study is the use of 

integration to calculate areas and find the 

average value of a function over an interval. Of 

these, calculating areas under curves, and 

between curves, is the more important and more 

difficult. That studying how to calculate 

complicated areas is essential was borne out by 

Question 8 on the 2014 Paper 1. 
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Differentiation is one of the most important 

areas of maths, especially at third level. On our 

course, differentiation can be broken down into 

three areas. 

 

1. Concepts and Proofs 

 First up, we start with limits and 

 continuity. Limits, in particular, are then 

 used to introduce the concept of 

 differentiation as the slope or the 

 instantaneous rate of change, and look 

 at the first principles proofs. 

 

2. Methods of Differentiation 

 Next, we consider the mechanics of 

 differentiation, which are the rules and 

 methods used to obtain derivatives as 

 quickly and efficiently as possible. 

 

3. Applications of Differentiation 

 After learning how to obtain derivatives, 

 the next step is to consider the many and 

 varied applications of differentiation that  

 are on our course. These include finding 

 turning points, helping with curve 

 sketching, maximising and minimising 

 quantities, and dealing with rates of change. 

 

1. Limits and continuity 

 e.g. The function :f →� �  is defined 

 by 

  

2
9

, for 3
3

: 4, for 3

3 3
, for 3

2

x
x

x

f x x

x
x

x

� −
<�

−��
→ =�

� −� >
−��

 

 (i) What is (3)f ? 

 (ii) Determine if 
3

lim ( )
x

f x
→

 exists. 

 (iii) Determine if f is continuous at 

  3x = . 

2. Theory of differentiation 

 e.g. The function f is defined for all x ∈�  

 by 
2

: 4 5f x x x→ − + . 

 (i) Find, from first principles, the  

  derivative of ( )y f x= . 

 (ii) The derivative is sometimes described  

  as the ‘slope function’. Explain what 

  this means in the light of this  

  derivative. 

 (iii) Find the instantaneous rate of change  

  of f at 3x = . 

 (iv) Find the average rate of change of f 

  over the interval from 3x =  to 4x = . 

3. Differentiation by rule 

 e.g. find 
d

d

y

x
 if 

 (i) 1

2

3
tany

x

− � �
= � �

� �
 

  amounts and John’s bill comes to 

  €162 34⋅ , what is the rate of VAT? 

6. Income Tax 
 e.g. Barry has a gross income of €72000 

 and an income after tax of €53295 for a 

 certain year. The standard rate cut-off 

 point is €36500 and the standard and 

 higher rates of tax are 20% and 41% 

 respectively. Determine his tax credits 

 for the year. 

 

 (i) Use the diagram to explain if f is 

  injective. 

 (ii) State the range of the function, and 

  use it to explain if f is surjective. 

 (iii) If we restrict the domain to [1,3]  

  and the codomain to [ 1,1]− , explain 

  why the curve now represents a  

  bijective function. 

3. Composite functions 

 e.g. 
2

: 2 1f x x→ −  and : 4 3g x x→ −  are  

 two functions defined for all x ∈� . 

 (i) Investigate if ( ) ( )g f x f g x=� � , for  

  all x ∈� . 

 (ii) Express 
2
( )g x  in terms of x. 

4. Inverse functions 

 e.g. f is the function 
3 1

:
4

x
f x

x

+
→

−
. 

 (i) Find 
1
( )f x

−
. 

 (ii) Verify that 
1

( )f f x x
−

=� . 

1. Indefinite integrals 
 e.g. find 

 (i) 

2
1

dx x
x

� �
+� �

� �

�
�
�

 

 (ii) cos6 dx x�  

 (iii) 
4 1

d
x

e x
+�  
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7

1000(4 05) 17872494⋅ = , 

 i.e. nearly 18 million. 

Exam Times

  Thus 

   30 120 150θ = − ° − ° = − °  

 (iii) We are given that 

   
3 1

4
r r=  

   
2 1

4
r =  

   
1

2
r = ,       as 0r > .  

(b) 
1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3

2 3 2 3 2 3

i i i

i i i

− − −
= ×

+ + −
 

         
2 2

2 3 6 3 9

2 ( 3)

i i− − −
=

+
 

         
7 7 3

7

i− −
=  

         1 3 ( 1, 3)i= − − = − −  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2 21 ( 3) 2r = + =  

 
3

tan 3
1

R = =  

 60R = °  

 120θ = − °  

 ( )1 3 2 cos( 120 ) sin( 120 )i i− − = − ° + − °  

   2cis( 120 )= − °  

 ( )

4

41 3 3
2cis( 120 )

2 3

i

i

� �−
= − °� �� �+� �

 

        16cis( 480 )= − °  

        16(cos480 sin 480 )i= ° − °  

        
1 3

16
2 2

i
� �

= − −� �� �
� �

 

        8 8 3 .i= − −  

 

 

3

( 1, 3)z = − −

r

θR

1

A

 Now, to find the value of the fund on 

 Gavin’s retirement date, we need to 

 accumulate this forward by 40 years and 1  

 month, i.e. 481 months. 

1. Compound interest 
 e.g. €8200 is invested at 6% per annum  

 compound interest. What is the value of the 

 investment after seven years? How much  

 interest was gained in this time? 

2. Depreciation 

 e.g. A new car costs €25000. It depreciates  

 at the rate of 20% in each of its first two  

 years. Then a newer model becomes 

 available and the car depreciates at the rate  

 of 30% each year after that. Find the  

 amount of the depreciation in the fourth  

 year. 

3. Present value 
 e.g. If the effective annual rate of interest is  

 4 25%⋅ , find 

 (i) the value in ten years time of €12500  

  due in two years time, 

 (ii) the value two years ago of €6500 due  

  in three and a half years time, 

 (iii) the value in two years time of €6000  

  due in sixty six months time. 

4. Interest rates other than annual 
 e.g. Donal has inherited a substantial  

 sum of money which he wants to invest.  

 He researches the interest rates offered  

 by different institutions. A offers a rate  

 of 5 5%⋅  per annum, B offers a rate of  

 0 45%⋅  per month and C offers an  

 annual rate of 5%, compounded  

 monthly. If Donal wants to maximise his  

 income, which of the three institutions  

 should he invest his money with? 

5. Amortised loans, including mortgages 

 e.g. Emily borrows €80000 and agrees to  

 repay the loan by a series of 6 equal annual 

 repayments starting in one year’s time. The  

 APR for the loan is 7%. 

 (i) Calculate the amount of each equal  

  annual repayment. 

 (ii) Construct a schedule showing interest  

  and principal portions of the  

  repayments outlined in part (i). 

6. Investments, annuities and bonds  
 e.g. Dean wants to save for his retirement,  

 and so needs to calculate the size of the  

 fund he will need to purchase an annuity,  

 starting on the date of his retirement and  

 lasting for 20 years. Take the AER on the  

 date of his retirement to be 4 5%⋅ . 

   PV 
481

29653 8577(1 )i= ⋅ +  

         648360 77= ⋅ , 

 as before.    

        

(ii) According to his plans, Gavin will receive: 

 

 Retirement date:   

  A    1st payment 

 1 year later:    

  (1 05)A ⋅   2nd payment 

 2 years later:    

  
2

(1 05)A ⋅   3rd payment 

  ...     ... 

 24 years later:   

  24
(1 05)A ⋅   25th payment 

 

 Take the evaluation date to be the date of  

 his retirement. 

 

 1st payment:   on date 

  PV A=  

 2nd payment:  discount 1 year

  PV 
(1 05)

(0 99056)
1 06

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 3rd payment:  discount 2 years

  PV 
2

2

2

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

  ...  ...  ...  

 

 25th payment:  discount 24 years

  PV 
24

24

24

(1 05)
(0 99056)

(1 06)

A
A

⋅
= = ⋅

⋅
 

 

 Total PV of Gavin’s pension payments 

  
2

(0 99056) (0 99056)A A A= + ⋅ + ⋅ +  

   
24

... (0 99056)A+ ⋅  

  
25(1 (0 99056) )

1 0 99056

A − ⋅
=

− ⋅
 

   ... geometric series,  

   , 0 99056, 25a A i n= = ⋅ =  

  (22 36429726)A= ⋅  

 

 Equation of Value: 

 PV of savings fund =  PV of pension  

  648360 77 22 36429726A⋅ = ⋅  

  28990 89A = ⋅  

 

 Thus Gavin’s first pension payment will be 

 €28990 89⋅ . 
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Question 

But it should also be clear that you must learn 

to recognise when each method is required. 

This is the key to practical questions, and is 

generally not given the attention it deserves by 

students. You should practise with all the 

Paper2

Some changes in store
Acoupleofchangeshavebeen
madetoPaper2since lastyear,
includingtheconversionof
geometryto thenewcourse
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* The General Addition Rule for two 

 events which may not be mutually 

 exclusive, 

  ( )P A B∪  

    ( ) ( ) ( )P A P B P A B= + − ∩  

* Conditional probability, 

  
( )

( )
( )

P A B
P A B

P B

∩
=  

* General Multiplication Rule, 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F E∩ =  

 and for independent events 

  ( ) ( ). ( )P E F P E P F∩ = . 

 

You should also realise that many probability 

questions can be tackled in a number of 

different ways. 

 

Another section of the probability course is 

Bernoulli trials. These are repeated identical 

trials, each of which has only two possible 

outcomes, which we call success and failure. 

     

To begin with, it is necessary to be able to 

recognise when the formulae and methods for 

Bernoulli trials are required. The basic formula 

 ( ) r n r
n

P X r p q
r

−� �
= = � �

� �
 

is on page 33 of the Formulae and Tables. The 

other formulae can then be expressed in terms 

of this formula. 

 

Finally, it is also necessary to know the formula 

for the expected value of a random variable, and 

how to interpret the result. 

 

1. Fundamental principle of counting 

 e.g. A password for a mobile phone 

 consists of five digits, from 0 to 9 inclusive. 

 Eithne chooses her own password. 

■Continued on page 12

 (ii) 
1 2 sin

(1 2cos )
x

y e x
−

= +  

 (iii) ( )2ln 2y x x= +  

4. Curve sketching 

(iv) If we can also write 

  ( )
t

Q t Ca=  

 find the value of the constant a, correct to 

 two decimal places. 

(v) Show that 

  
( 24)

( )

Q t

Q t

+
 

 is independent of t, and find its value,  

 correct to two decimal places. 

 Give an interpretation of this result. 

(vi) Use the result of part (v) to estimate 

 the size of the colony after a week after 

 the initial amount. 

 

When we are presented with a series of patterns 

or progressions, we have to be able to identify 

the pattern or connection and be able to develop 

it to a formula, or a rule for the general term. 

Once we have this, we can obtain any term, or 

indeed find a term that satisfies a given 

condition. 

 

However, it should still not be underestimated, 

as it could make a crucial difference in a 

practical question in Section B. 

 

1. Percentage error 
 e.g. The number of spectators at a match is 

 estimated to be 6500. The accurate number 

 is later found to be 6389. Calculate the 

 percentage error in the estimate. 

2. Accumulation of error  

 e.g. If (8 9 0 25) kmp = ⋅ ± ⋅  and 

 (7 3 0 2) kmq = ⋅ ± ⋅ , calculate the  

 percentage error in 

 (i)    p q+ ,     (ii)    p q− . 

3. Tolerance and tolerance intervals 
 e.g. A ruler is scaled with marks  

 showing every two millimetres. 

 (i) What is the tolerance of this ruler? 

 (ii) This ruler measures a length to be  

  12 8⋅  cm. What is the tolerance  

  interval for the length? 

4. Order of magnitude 
 e.g. Obtain an order of magnitude estimate  

 for the number of heart-beats in a human  

 life. (Average number of heartbeats per  

 minute is about 80, average lifespan is  

 about 80 years.) 

5. Household finances 
 e.g. The present reading on the electricity 

 meter in John’s house is 63792 units. The 

 previous reading was 62942 units. 

 (i) How many units of electricity were 

  used since the previous reading? 

 (ii) What is the cost of the electricity 

  used, if electricity costs 14 1⋅  cent 

  per unit? 

 (iii) There is also a daily standing charge 

  of €0 252⋅  and a PSO levy of €7 56⋅ . 

  John’s bill covers a period of 62 days. 

  If VAT is charged on all the previous 

 (i) Find the value of the fund, on the 

  date of his retirement, required to  

  buy an annual payment of €20000 per  

  year (20 payments). 

 (ii) Find the value of the fund, on the date 

  of his retirement, required to buy an  

  annual payment which starts at  

  €20000 and increases by 3% per year 

  (20 payments). 

Although you will have been using the term 

‘function’ for some time, it is only at this level 

that we get to properly examine what exactly it 

means to be a function. Understanding exactly 

what a function is, and being able to use 

function notation, is very important for a proper 

appreciation of many other areas of maths. 

 

One of the key ideas in functions is that of the 

inverse of a function, especially when the 

inverse is itself a function. For the inverse to be 

a function, we require the original function to 

be bijective. This is why we study bijective 

functions. 

 

As well as the theory, we need to be able to get 

the rule of an inverse function, and to find the 

rule for a composite function. 

 

1. Definition of a function 

 e.g. The function 
3

: :
2 1

g X Y x
x

→ →
−

 is  

 defined on the set { }1, 2, 3, 4, 5X = . 

 List the elements that Y must contain. 

2. Types of functions 

 e.g. The curve shown below represents part  

 of a function :f →� � . The shape of the 

 curve continues as shown in both direction. 
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Question 
(a) The modulus of z is less than 1. The  

 Argand diagram below shows the complex 

 numbers 2,z z  and 3z . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (i) Copy the diagram and label each of the  

  points shown. 

 (ii) Find θ , the argument of z. 

 (iii) If 
3 1

4
z z= , write z in the form 

  (cos sin )r iθ + θ . 

(b) Express 

4

1 3 3

2 3

i

i

� �−
� �� �+� �

 in the form .a bi+  

Re

Im

�������������������
 

Question 
Gavin is due to retire in exactly 40 years. He 

decides to save for a pension fund on the day he 

retires. 

He saves €200 at the beginning of each month, 

starting today. He makes his last saving one 

month before he is due to retire. Take the 

effective annual rate of interest to be 8%. 

   

(i) Find the total value of Gavin’s savings on 

 his retirement date. 
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(a) Find the stationary point of the curve 

 2log ( 1)
e

y x= +  and determine the nature 

 of this point. 

(b) The diagram below shows a graph of part 

 of the curve 




